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Yaegaki Sake Junmai represents the top of Yaegaki’s domestic sake 
line. It is a dry, medium-bodied sake with a crisp acidic finish that 
can be referred to as “food friendly.” It can be drank either warm or 
cold, and complements any Asian cuisines.

Brewed in: California
Class: Junmai
ABV: 15%
Drinking Temperature: Chilled, Room Temperature, Medium Hot

Food Pairing: By itself or with meals with lighter flavors, foods 
with rich flavors, mainly Asian cuisines, but also with Western dishes 
as well.

YAEGAKI SAKE 
         JUNMAI

YAEGAKI SAKE JUNMAI
Items # 518 12/300ml
Items # 501 12/750ml

Items # 502 6/1.5L

Yaegaki Draft Sake is a cold draft sake, classified as namachozo-shu 
(fresh stored sake). Its unmatched natural freshness and subtle sweet-
ness is what makes it a perfect pair with fresh fish and other lighter 
foods.

Brewed in: California
Class: Junmai Draft (Namachozo)
ABV: 16%
Drinking Temperature: Chilled

Food Pairing: With meals with lighter flavors using fish and vegeta-
bles, as well as some lighter meat dishes.

YAEGAKI DRAFT 
           SAKE

YAEGAKI DRAFT SAKE
Items # 586 12/300ml

Yaegaki Cloud Nigori has a refreshing and milky smooth texture that 
is quite unlike any other nigori. With a fresh sweetness that is not too 
cloying, it pairs perfectly with food that has fuller or spicy flavors. 
This California local premium nigori is best enjoyed chilled.

Brewed in: California
Class: Junmai Nigori
ABV: 15%
Drinking Temperature: Chilled

Food Pairing: Fuller flavored foods, such as yakitori, sukiyaki, and 
also ethnic spicy foods.

YAEGAKI CLOUD 
    NIGORI SAKE

YAEGAKI CLOUD NIGORI SAKE
Items # 589 12/300ml



The classic taste of California Ki-Ippon Dry Sake derives from the best 
U.S. ingredients combined with time-honored Japanese tradition. This 
rather dry sake can be served either hot or cold and is a food-friendly 
sake that makes the perfect match for any food or occasion.

Brewed in: California
Class: Junmai
ABV: 15%
Drinking Temperature: Chilled, Room Temperature, Medium Hot

Food Pairing: Foods with rich flavors, mainly Asian cuisines, but also 
with Western dishes as well.

California Ki-Ippon 
            Sake

CALIFORNIA KI-IPPON SAKE
Items # 504 12/750ml

Items #505 6/1.5L

Reiko Sake is named after Reiko Kushibiki, the first female Sake Mas-
ter in the U.S. This authentic sake has a dry, light aroma and taste, mak-
ing it enjoyable at any temperature. A food-friendly sake that matches a 
wide variety of meals.

Brewed in: California
Class: Junmai
ABV: 13%
Drinking Temperature: Chilled, Room Temperature, Medium Hot

Food Pairing: Foods with rich flavors, mainly Asian cuisines, but also 
with Western dishes as well.

REIKO SAKE
Items # 576 18L

Yaegaki Mirin is the perfect liquid condiment for adding a sweet flavor 
to sauces and glazes. It tones down the strong smell of fresh fish or 
meat when used as a marinade, and it can also help ingredients absorb 
more flavors when simmered or stewed. For Asian cuisines, it can be 
used for teriyaki and BBQ sauces to add a nice glaze, and when cook-
ing Western food sauces, it is a great substitute for sherry or white wine 
with sugar.

Made in: California
Class: non-beverage product (cooking condiment)
ABV: 8%

Yaegaki Mirin

YAEGAKI MIRIN
Items # 549 12/375ml
Items #550 12/750ml

Items # 550A 18L

Reiko Sake



 

  

 

TASTING NOTES 
Clear appearance. Grainy, yeasty rice/bread aromas and vanilla custard with a soft, spry, dryish light body 
and a powdered sugar, jicama, and apple core accented finish. Pleasant. 
2012 BTI World Wine Championships Silver Medal 87pt (Highly recommended) 
 
 
 

Classification: Junmai 
Polishing Rate: 65% 
Rice Grain:  Gohyaku Mangoku 
SMV:   +2.0 
Acidity:  1.5 
Location:  Hyogo 
Producer:  YAEGAKI Sake & Spirits Inc 
Size:  300ml, 720ml, 1.8L 

<Recommended Way of Serving> 
 
Recommended Temp 

 
Heat the sake based on your personal preference. Warming this sake will round the 
edges. 
 
Recommended dishes 
Goes well with all types of meals, from appetizers to main entrees. It is an ideal 
accompaniment to slightly rich foods. 
(ex.) karaage (fried chicken), Tempura, Seared fatty fish, Croquet 

Refined taste with perfect balance between sweetness & acidity 
 
Lower alcohol content enhances smoothness, making it a great table sake. 
 
All things considered, including aroma and impact, the main attraction of this Kurobin is 
its refined taste. The aroma is not overpowering due to the subdued alcohol content, 
thereby enhancing the flavor of Asian cuisines. 
 

YAEGAKI “KURO BIN” Junmai 

 

Body 
Light    Full 

 
Aroma 
 Not Fruity   Fruity 
 
Sake Meter Value (SMV) 
 Sweet    Dry 
 
Acidity 
 Not Sour    Sour 

 

 

Items # 524 12/300ml
Items # 533 12/720ml
Items # 520 6/1.8L



 
 
 

 

Prefecture  Niigata 
Sake Rice  Gohyakumangoku
Alcohol Content  15‐16% 
Nihonshu‐Do (SMV)  +2.0 
Seimaibuai  55% 
Acidity  1.3 
Amino Acide (Umami)  1.3 

Prefecture  Niigata 
Sake Rice  Gohyakumangoku

Alcohol Content  15‐16% 
Nihonshu‐Do (SMV)  +5.0 

Seimaibuai  55% 
Acidity  1.2 

Amino Acide (Umami)  1.1 

KUBOTA “SENJYU”            honjozo 
Ginjo-grade Honjozo Sake. Natural alcohol is added to achieve its 
clean and crisp flavor. Elegant aroma is especially comforting. 
Serve chilled to enjoy the clear flavor, or slightly warmed at 100 °F 
for a more mellowed touch. 

Flavor Profile for Menu Listing
Full banana cream pie aroma with spicy flavors of clove and 
nutmeg.  Rated the number two Honjozo Sake by top Sake Izakaya 
Pubs in Japan. 

Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements light flavored dishes: lightly seasoned black bass and 
cod, port shabu shabu with ponzu sauce, sweet potato tempura.

KUBOTA “SENJYU”
Item# 2534 6/1.8L, $336.50/cs, $56.10/unit 

Item# 2535 12/720ml, $304.20/cs, $25.35/unit 
Item# 2536 20/300ml, $246.00/cs, $12.30/unit 

KOSHINOKAGIROI SENJYU 
           TOKU-JUNMAI 

Brewed by Asahi Sake Brewery renowned for the Kubota line. 
Although classified among the Junmai group of Sake generally 
known for its distinctive aroma and flavor, Koshinokagiroi offers a 
light, easy to enjoy proposition: clean and with hardly any tail. 

Flavor Profile for Menu Listing
Hot, creamy, winter green flavor with a hint of early peach.

Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements light to medium flavored seafood dishes: edamame, 
grilled eggplant, roast beef, grilled lamb. 

KOSHINO KAGIROI “SENJYU”
Item# 2537 6/1.8L, $265.80/cs, $44.30/unit 
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Prefecture  Niigata 
Sake Rice  Gohyakumangoku
Alcohol Content  15‐16% 
Nihonshu‐Do (SMV)  +2.0 
Seimaibuai  50% 
Acidity  1.3 
Amino Acide (Umami)  1.3 

Prefecture  Niigata 
Sake Rice  Gohyakumangoku

Alcohol Content  15‐16% 
Nihonshu‐Do (SMV)  +2.0 

Seimaibuai  35% 
Acidity  1.2 

Amino Acide (Umami)  1.1 

KUBOTA “MANJYU”    
jUNMAI DAIGINJO 

A truly sophisticated aroma and elegant flavor. Say the brewers of 
Manjyu, “Treat it kindly, softly”, as they devote all their hearts and 
souls to create this masterpiece. Aged for an extended period until 
the peak of maturity before bottling. 
Flavor Profile for Menu Listing
Honeysuckle and tuberose aroma with flavors of Fuji apple and 
spiced tart pear.  The very rare and the most sought after Junmai 
Daiginjo in Japan.
Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements light flavored dishes: cold vegetables, Chinese 
chicken salad, abalone sashimi. 

KUBOTA “MANJYU” DAIGINJO
Item# 2530 6/1.8L, $951.30/cs, $158.55/unit 
Item# 2531 6/720ml, $444.30/cs, $74.05/unit 

      Item# 2598 12/300ml, $275.40/cs, $22.95/unit   
 

KUBOTA “HEKIJYU” 
JUNMAI DAIGINJO 

Hekijyu is prepared at a reduced sugar level to suppress the amino 
acids, yielding a robust and voluminous flavor of cheerful 
personality. A sister Sake to Manjyu at a more affordable price. 

Flavor Profile for Menu Listing
Nutmeg, stewed pear and grape flavor with ripe pear, brandy and 
sugar cane on the nose.

Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements light to medium flavored seafood dishes: seared 
albacore, calamari, scallops with ginger. 

KUTOTA “HEKIJYU” DAIGINJO
Item# 2532 6/1.8L, $635.40/cs, $105.90/unit 
Item# 2533 6/720ml, $294.40/cs, $49.15/unit 
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Prefecture  Niigata 
Sake Rice  Gohyakumangoku
Alcohol Content  15‐16% 
Nihonshu‐Do (SMV)  +2.0 
Seimaibuai  55% 
Acidity  1.3 
Amino Acide (Umami)  1.3 

Prefecture  Niigata 
Sake Rice  Gohyakumangoku

Alcohol Content  15‐16% 
Nihonshu‐Do (SMV)  +5.0 

Seimaibuai  55% 
Acidity  1.2 

Amino Acide (Umami)  1.1 

KUBOTA “SENJYU”            honjozo 
Ginjo-grade Honjozo Sake. Natural alcohol is added to achieve its 
clean and crisp flavor. Elegant aroma is especially comforting. 
Serve chilled to enjoy the clear flavor, or slightly warmed at 100 °F 
for a more mellowed touch. 

Flavor Profile for Menu Listing
Full banana cream pie aroma with spicy flavors of clove and 
nutmeg.  Rated the number two Honjozo Sake by top Sake Izakaya 
Pubs in Japan. 

Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements light flavored dishes: lightly seasoned black bass and 
cod, port shabu shabu with ponzu sauce, sweet potato tempura.

KUBOTA “SENJYU”
Item# 2534 6/1.8L, $336.50/cs, $56.10/unit 

Item# 2535 12/720ml, $304.20/cs, $25.35/unit 
Item# 2536 20/300ml, $246.00/cs, $12.30/unit 

KOSHINOKAGIROI SENJYU 
           TOKU-JUNMAI 

Brewed by Asahi Sake Brewery renowned for the Kubota line. 
Although classified among the Junmai group of Sake generally 
known for its distinctive aroma and flavor, Koshinokagiroi offers a 
light, easy to enjoy proposition: clean and with hardly any tail. 

Flavor Profile for Menu Listing
Hot, creamy, winter green flavor with a hint of early peach.

Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements light to medium flavored seafood dishes: edamame, 
grilled eggplant, roast beef, grilled lamb. 

KOSHINO KAGIROI “SENJYU”
Item# 2537 6/1.8L, $265.80/cs, $44.30/unit 
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Prefecture  Niigata 
Sake Rice  Gohyakumangoku
Alcohol Content  15‐16% 
Nihonshu‐Do (SMV)  +2.0 
Seimaibuai  50% 
Acidity  1.3 
Amino Acide (Umami)  1.3 

Prefecture  Niigata 
Sake Rice  Gohyakumangoku

Alcohol Content  15‐16% 
Nihonshu‐Do (SMV)  +2.0 

Seimaibuai  35% 
Acidity  1.2 

Amino Acide (Umami)  1.1 

KUBOTA “MANJYU”    
jUNMAI DAIGINJO 

A truly sophisticated aroma and elegant flavor. Say the brewers of 
Manjyu, “Treat it kindly, softly”, as they devote all their hearts and 
souls to create this masterpiece. Aged for an extended period until 
the peak of maturity before bottling. 
Flavor Profile for Menu Listing
Honeysuckle and tuberose aroma with flavors of Fuji apple and 
spiced tart pear.  The very rare and the most sought after Junmai 
Daiginjo in Japan.
Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements light flavored dishes: cold vegetables, Chinese 
chicken salad, abalone sashimi. 

KUBOTA “MANJYU” DAIGINJO
Item# 2530 6/1.8L, $951.30/cs, $158.55/unit 
Item# 2531 6/720ml, $444.30/cs, $74.05/unit 

      Item# 2598 12/300ml, $275.40/cs, $22.95/unit   
 

KUBOTA “HEKIJYU” 
JUNMAI DAIGINJO 

Hekijyu is prepared at a reduced sugar level to suppress the amino 
acids, yielding a robust and voluminous flavor of cheerful 
personality. A sister Sake to Manjyu at a more affordable price. 

Flavor Profile for Menu Listing
Nutmeg, stewed pear and grape flavor with ripe pear, brandy and 
sugar cane on the nose.

Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements light to medium flavored seafood dishes: seared 
albacore, calamari, scallops with ginger. 

KUTOTA “HEKIJYU” DAIGINJO
Item# 2532 6/1.8L, $635.40/cs, $105.90/unit 
Item# 2533 6/720ml, $294.40/cs, $49.15/unit 
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Prefecture  Niigata 
Sake Rice  Gohyakumangoku
Alcohol Content  15‐16% 
Nihonshu‐Do (SMV)  +2.0 
Seimaibuai  55% 
Acidity  1.3 
Amino Acide (Umami)  1.3 

Prefecture  Niigata 
Sake Rice  Gohyakumangoku

Alcohol Content  15‐16% 
Nihonshu‐Do (SMV)  +5.0 

Seimaibuai  55% 
Acidity  1.2 

Amino Acide (Umami)  1.1 

KUBOTA “SENJYU”            honjozo 
Ginjo-grade Honjozo Sake. Natural alcohol is added to achieve its 
clean and crisp flavor. Elegant aroma is especially comforting. 
Serve chilled to enjoy the clear flavor, or slightly warmed at 100 °F 
for a more mellowed touch. 

Flavor Profile for Menu Listing
Full banana cream pie aroma with spicy flavors of clove and 
nutmeg.  Rated the number two Honjozo Sake by top Sake Izakaya 
Pubs in Japan. 

Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements light flavored dishes: lightly seasoned black bass and 
cod, port shabu shabu with ponzu sauce, sweet potato tempura.

KUBOTA “SENJYU”
Item# 2534 6/1.8L, $336.50/cs, $56.10/unit 

Item# 2535 12/720ml, $304.20/cs, $25.35/unit 
Item# 2536 20/300ml, $246.00/cs, $12.30/unit 

KOSHINOKAGIROI SENJYU 
           TOKU-JUNMAI 

Brewed by Asahi Sake Brewery renowned for the Kubota line. 
Although classified among the Junmai group of Sake generally 
known for its distinctive aroma and flavor, Koshinokagiroi offers a 
light, easy to enjoy proposition: clean and with hardly any tail. 

Flavor Profile for Menu Listing
Hot, creamy, winter green flavor with a hint of early peach.

Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements light to medium flavored seafood dishes: edamame, 
grilled eggplant, roast beef, grilled lamb. 

KOSHINO KAGIROI “SENJYU”
Item# 2537 6/1.8L, $265.80/cs, $44.30/unit 
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Prefecture  Niigata 
Sake Rice  Gohyakumangoku
Alcohol Content  15‐16% 
Nihonshu‐Do (SMV)  +2.0 
Seimaibuai  50% 
Acidity  1.3 
Amino Acide (Umami)  1.3 

Prefecture  Niigata 
Sake Rice  Gohyakumangoku

Alcohol Content  15‐16% 
Nihonshu‐Do (SMV)  +2.0 

Seimaibuai  35% 
Acidity  1.2 

Amino Acide (Umami)  1.1 

KUBOTA “MANJYU”    
jUNMAI DAIGINJO 

A truly sophisticated aroma and elegant flavor. Say the brewers of 
Manjyu, “Treat it kindly, softly”, as they devote all their hearts and 
souls to create this masterpiece. Aged for an extended period until 
the peak of maturity before bottling. 
Flavor Profile for Menu Listing
Honeysuckle and tuberose aroma with flavors of Fuji apple and 
spiced tart pear.  The very rare and the most sought after Junmai 
Daiginjo in Japan.
Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements light flavored dishes: cold vegetables, Chinese 
chicken salad, abalone sashimi. 

KUBOTA “MANJYU” DAIGINJO
Item# 2530 6/1.8L, $951.30/cs, $158.55/unit 
Item# 2531 6/720ml, $444.30/cs, $74.05/unit 

      Item# 2598 12/300ml, $275.40/cs, $22.95/unit   
 

KUBOTA “HEKIJYU” 
JUNMAI DAIGINJO 

Hekijyu is prepared at a reduced sugar level to suppress the amino 
acids, yielding a robust and voluminous flavor of cheerful 
personality. A sister Sake to Manjyu at a more affordable price. 

Flavor Profile for Menu Listing
Nutmeg, stewed pear and grape flavor with ripe pear, brandy and 
sugar cane on the nose.

Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements light to medium flavored seafood dishes: seared 
albacore, calamari, scallops with ginger. 

KUTOTA “HEKIJYU” DAIGINJO
Item# 2532 6/1.8L, $635.40/cs, $105.90/unit 
Item# 2533 6/720ml, $294.40/cs, $49.15/unit 
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KUBOTA “SENJYU”
GINJO



Prefecture  Niigata

Junmai Daiginjo
     
 50%

Sake Rice
Class

Nihonshu-Do (SMV)

Seimaibuai

KUBOTA JUNMAI DAIGINJO
previously only a seasonal release from Kubota, but now 
produced year round due to it's popularity. It features an 
elegant aroma with a hint of pear and honeydew melon. Fruity 
and well-balanced flavor with smooth and delicately clean-crisp 
finish.

Item#1566   6/720ml

Kubota Junmai Daiginjo

 
 
 

 

Prefecture  Niigata 
Sake Rice  Gohyakumangoku
Alcohol Content  15‐16% 
Nihonshu‐Do (SMV)  +2.0 
Seimaibuai  50% 
Acidity  1.3 
Amino Acide (Umami)  1.3 

Prefecture  Niigata 
Sake Rice  Gohyakumangoku

Alcohol Content  15‐16% 
Nihonshu‐Do (SMV)  +2.0 

Seimaibuai  35% 
Acidity  1.2 

Amino Acide (Umami)  1.1 

KUBOTA “MANJYU”    
jUNMAI DAIGINJO 

A truly sophisticated aroma and elegant flavor. Say the brewers of 
Manjyu, “Treat it kindly, softly”, as they devote all their hearts and 
souls to create this masterpiece. Aged for an extended period until 
the peak of maturity before bottling. 
Flavor Profile for Menu Listing
Honeysuckle and tuberose aroma with flavors of Fuji apple and 
spiced tart pear.  The very rare and the most sought after Junmai 
Daiginjo in Japan.
Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements light flavored dishes: cold vegetables, Chinese 
chicken salad, abalone sashimi. 

KUBOTA “MANJYU” DAIGINJO
Item# 2530 6/1.8L, $951.30/cs, $158.55/unit 
Item# 2531 6/720ml, $444.30/cs, $74.05/unit 

      Item# 2598 12/300ml, $275.40/cs, $22.95/unit   
 

KUBOTA “HEKIJYU” 
JUNMAI DAIGINJO 

Hekijyu is prepared at a reduced sugar level to suppress the amino 
acids, yielding a robust and voluminous flavor of cheerful 
personality. A sister Sake to Manjyu at a more affordable price. 

Flavor Profile for Menu Listing
Nutmeg, stewed pear and grape flavor with ripe pear, brandy and 
sugar cane on the nose.

Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements light to medium flavored seafood dishes: seared 
albacore, calamari, scallops with ginger. 

KUTOTA “HEKIJYU” DAIGINJO
Item# 2532 6/1.8L, $635.40/cs, $105.90/unit 
Item# 2533 6/720ml, $294.40/cs, $49.15/unit 
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Prefecture  Niigata 
Sake Rice  Gohyakumangoku
Alcohol Content  15‐16% 
Nihonshu‐Do (SMV)  +2.0 
Seimaibuai  50% 
Acidity  1.3 
Amino Acide (Umami)  1.3 

Prefecture  Niigata 
Sake Rice  Gohyakumangoku

Alcohol Content  15‐16% 
Nihonshu‐Do (SMV)  +2.0 

Seimaibuai  35% 
Acidity  1.2 

Amino Acide (Umami)  1.1 

KUBOTA “MANJYU”    
jUNMAI DAIGINJO 

A truly sophisticated aroma and elegant flavor. Say the brewers of 
Manjyu, “Treat it kindly, softly”, as they devote all their hearts and 
souls to create this masterpiece. Aged for an extended period until 
the peak of maturity before bottling. 
Flavor Profile for Menu Listing
Honeysuckle and tuberose aroma with flavors of Fuji apple and 
spiced tart pear.  The very rare and the most sought after Junmai 
Daiginjo in Japan.
Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements light flavored dishes: cold vegetables, Chinese 
chicken salad, abalone sashimi. 

KUBOTA “MANJYU” DAIGINJO
Item# 2530 6/1.8L, $951.30/cs, $158.55/unit 
Item# 2531 6/720ml, $444.30/cs, $74.05/unit 

      Item# 2598 12/300ml, $275.40/cs, $22.95/unit   
 

KUBOTA “HEKIJYU” 
JUNMAI DAIGINJO 

Hekijyu is prepared at a reduced sugar level to suppress the amino 
acids, yielding a robust and voluminous flavor of cheerful 
personality. A sister Sake to Manjyu at a more affordable price. 

Flavor Profile for Menu Listing
Nutmeg, stewed pear and grape flavor with ripe pear, brandy and 
sugar cane on the nose.

Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements light to medium flavored seafood dishes: seared 
albacore, calamari, scallops with ginger. 

KUTOTA “HEKIJYU” DAIGINJO
Item# 2532 6/1.8L, $635.40/cs, $105.90/unit 
Item# 2533 6/720ml, $294.40/cs, $49.15/unit 
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Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements light to medium flavored seafood dishes: seared 
albacore, calamari, scallops with ginger.

KUBOTA“HEKIJYU”

                         JUNMAI DAIGINJO

Hekijyu is prepared at a reduced sugar level to suppress the 
amino acids, yielding a robust and voluminous flavor of cheer-
ful personality. A sister Sake to Manjyu at a more affordable 
price.

Flavor Profile for Menu Listing
Nutmeg, stewed pear and grape flavor with ripe pear, brandy 
and sugar cane on the nose. 

Prefecture Niigata
Gohyakumangoku

15-16%
+2.0
50%
1.3
1.3

Sake Rice
Alcohol Content

Nihonshu-Do (SMV)

Seimaibuai
Acidity
Amino Acide (Umami)

KUTOTA “HEKIJYU” DAIGINJO

Item# 2532 6/1.8L
Item# 2533 6/720ml

Prefecture  Niigata

Junmai Daiginjo
     
 50%

Sake Rice
Class

Nihonshu-Do (SMV)

Seimaibuai

KUBOTA JUNMAI DAIGINJO
previously only a seasonal release from Kubota, but now 
produced year round due to it's popularity. It features an 
elegant aroma with a hint of pear and honeydew melon. Fruity 
and well-balanced flavor with smooth and delicately clean-crisp 
finish.

Item#1566   6/720ml

Kubota Junmai Daiginjo

 
 
 

 

Prefecture  Niigata 
Sake Rice  Gohyakumangoku
Alcohol Content  15‐16% 
Nihonshu‐Do (SMV)  +2.0 
Seimaibuai  50% 
Acidity  1.3 
Amino Acide (Umami)  1.3 

Prefecture  Niigata 
Sake Rice  Gohyakumangoku

Alcohol Content  15‐16% 
Nihonshu‐Do (SMV)  +2.0 

Seimaibuai  35% 
Acidity  1.2 

Amino Acide (Umami)  1.1 

KUBOTA “MANJYU”    
jUNMAI DAIGINJO 

A truly sophisticated aroma and elegant flavor. Say the brewers of 
Manjyu, “Treat it kindly, softly”, as they devote all their hearts and 
souls to create this masterpiece. Aged for an extended period until 
the peak of maturity before bottling. 
Flavor Profile for Menu Listing
Honeysuckle and tuberose aroma with flavors of Fuji apple and 
spiced tart pear.  The very rare and the most sought after Junmai 
Daiginjo in Japan.
Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements light flavored dishes: cold vegetables, Chinese 
chicken salad, abalone sashimi. 

KUBOTA “MANJYU” DAIGINJO
Item# 2530 6/1.8L, $951.30/cs, $158.55/unit 
Item# 2531 6/720ml, $444.30/cs, $74.05/unit 

      Item# 2598 12/300ml, $275.40/cs, $22.95/unit   
 

KUBOTA “HEKIJYU” 
JUNMAI DAIGINJO 

Hekijyu is prepared at a reduced sugar level to suppress the amino 
acids, yielding a robust and voluminous flavor of cheerful 
personality. A sister Sake to Manjyu at a more affordable price. 

Flavor Profile for Menu Listing
Nutmeg, stewed pear and grape flavor with ripe pear, brandy and 
sugar cane on the nose.

Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements light to medium flavored seafood dishes: seared 
albacore, calamari, scallops with ginger. 

KUTOTA “HEKIJYU” DAIGINJO
Item# 2532 6/1.8L, $635.40/cs, $105.90/unit 
Item# 2533 6/720ml, $294.40/cs, $49.15/unit 
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Best serving 
temp.
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Prefecture  Niigata 
Sake Rice  Gohyakumangoku
Alcohol Content  15‐16% 
Nihonshu‐Do (SMV)  +2.0 
Seimaibuai  50% 
Acidity  1.3 
Amino Acide (Umami)  1.3 

Prefecture  Niigata 
Sake Rice  Gohyakumangoku

Alcohol Content  15‐16% 
Nihonshu‐Do (SMV)  +2.0 

Seimaibuai  35% 
Acidity  1.2 

Amino Acide (Umami)  1.1 

KUBOTA “MANJYU”    
jUNMAI DAIGINJO 

A truly sophisticated aroma and elegant flavor. Say the brewers of 
Manjyu, “Treat it kindly, softly”, as they devote all their hearts and 
souls to create this masterpiece. Aged for an extended period until 
the peak of maturity before bottling. 
Flavor Profile for Menu Listing
Honeysuckle and tuberose aroma with flavors of Fuji apple and 
spiced tart pear.  The very rare and the most sought after Junmai 
Daiginjo in Japan.
Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements light flavored dishes: cold vegetables, Chinese 
chicken salad, abalone sashimi. 

KUBOTA “MANJYU” DAIGINJO
Item# 2530 6/1.8L, $951.30/cs, $158.55/unit 
Item# 2531 6/720ml, $444.30/cs, $74.05/unit 

      Item# 2598 12/300ml, $275.40/cs, $22.95/unit   
 

KUBOTA “HEKIJYU” 
JUNMAI DAIGINJO 

Hekijyu is prepared at a reduced sugar level to suppress the amino 
acids, yielding a robust and voluminous flavor of cheerful 
personality. A sister Sake to Manjyu at a more affordable price. 

Flavor Profile for Menu Listing
Nutmeg, stewed pear and grape flavor with ripe pear, brandy and 
sugar cane on the nose.

Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements light to medium flavored seafood dishes: seared 
albacore, calamari, scallops with ginger. 

KUTOTA “HEKIJYU” DAIGINJO
Item# 2532 6/1.8L, $635.40/cs, $105.90/unit 
Item# 2533 6/720ml, $294.40/cs, $49.15/unit 
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Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements light to medium flavored seafood dishes: seared 
albacore, calamari, scallops with ginger.

KUBOTA“HEKIJYU”

                         JUNMAI DAIGINJO

Hekijyu is prepared at a reduced sugar level to suppress the 
amino acids, yielding a robust and voluminous flavor of cheer-
ful personality. A sister Sake to Manjyu at a more affordable 
price.

Flavor Profile for Menu Listing
Nutmeg, stewed pear and grape flavor with ripe pear, brandy 
and sugar cane on the nose. 

Prefecture Niigata
Gohyakumangoku

15-16%
+2.0
50%
1.3
1.3

Sake Rice
Alcohol Content

Nihonshu-Do (SMV)

Seimaibuai
Acidity
Amino Acide (Umami)

KUTOTA “HEKIJYU” DAIGINJO

Item# 2532 6/1.8L
Item# 2533 6/720ml

 
 
 

 

Prefecture  Niigata 
Sake Rice  Yamadanishiki, Gohyakumangoku 
Alcohol Content  15‐16% 
Nihonshu‐Do (SMV)  +5.0 
Seimaibuai  50% 
Acidity  1.2 
Amino Acide (Umami)  1.4 

Prefecture  Niigata 
Sake Rice  Yamadanishiki, Gohyakumangoku 

Alcohol Content  15‐16% 
Nihonshu‐Do (SMV)  +5.0 

Seimaibuai  60% 
Acidity  1.4 

Amino Acide (Umami)  1.3 

HAKKAISAN TOKUBETSU junmai 
Using top of the line Gohyakumangoku rice, Hakkaisan Tokubetsu 
Junmai has velvety yet crisp flavor. Enjoy the subtle Ginjo aroma 
and the rich, robust flavors, characteristics of a Junmai. 

Flavor Profile for Menu Listing
Smooth, fruity aroma of Ginjo with rich and robust flavor of 
Junami.

Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements light to medium flavored dishes: sushi, grilled fish, 
simmered daikon, etc. 

HAKKAISAN TOKUBET SUN JUNMAI
  Item# 2538 6/1.8L

    Item# 2539 12/720ml
   Item# 2540 15/300ml

HAKKAISAN                  JUNMAI GINJO 
Hakkaisan Junmai Ginjo is made from quality Sakamai harvested in 
the rice capital of Niigata, combined with the pure waters welled 
from the Raiden Temple springs surrounding the sacred Hakkai 
Mountain. Rated #2 of its type in Japan. 

Flavor Profile for Menu Listing
Dry and a bit spicy with subtle flavors of stewed apples, lightly 
toasted nuts and wood.  One of the most popular and highly sought 
after Junmai Ginjo in Japan.
Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements lightly flavored dishes: yellowtail sashimi, shabu 
shabu, light meats, chicken kara age. 

HAKKAISAN JUNMAI GINJO
          Item# 2541 6/1.8L

            Item# 2542 12/720ml
            Item# 2543 15/300ml 
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Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements light to medium flavored seafood dishes: seared 
albacore, calamari, scallops with ginger.

KUBOTA“HEKIJYU”
JUNMAI DAIGINJO

Hekijyu is prepared at a reduced sugar level to suppress the 
amino acids, yielding a robust and voluminous flavor of cheer-
ful personality. A sister Sake to Manjyu at a more affordable 
price.

Flavor Profile for Menu Listing
Nutmeg, stewed pear and grape flavor with ripe pear, brandy 
and sugar cane on the nose. 

Prefecture Niigata
Gohyakumangoku

15-16%
+2.0
50%
1.3
1.3

Sake Rice
Alcohol Content

Nihonshu-Do (SMV)

Seimaibuai
Acidity
Amino Acide (Umami)

KUTOTA “HEKIJYU” DAIGINJO

Item# 2532 6/1.8L
Item# 2533 6/720ml

Gohyakumangoku

Prefecture Niigata

Sake Rice Gohyakumangoku

Class Junmai Daiginjo

Nihonshu-Do (SMV)

Seimaibuai

KUBOTA JUNMAI DAIGINJO



Kubota Tsugu Junmai Daiginjo

KUBOTA TSUGU JUNMAI DAIGINJO

Prefecture Niigata
Koshitanrei

Junmai Daiginjo 

35%

Sake Rice
Class

Nihonshu-Do (SMV)

Seimaibuai

Tsugu has a delicate and elegant floral aroma with a soft and 
mouthfeel. Splendidly balanced flavor, and a clean, dry, medium-
long finish. This sake is Asahi Brewery's greatest achievement, 
and represents the culmination of all of their history, technique, 
research and technology.Only 2500 bottles are produced each 
year.

Item#1564    720ml

Seasonal 

KUBOTA SUIJU DAIGINJO

Kubota Suiju Daiginjo

The delicate, silky Kubota Suiju is left unpasteurized, 
creating a fresh and vibrant brew with understated floral 
notes and an elegant semi-dry finish.

Food Pairing Suggestion
Hiyayakko, White Fish, Scallop Carpaccio, Tempura, Oyster 
with Ponzu, Chawanmushi, Summer Roll, Shrimp or Crab 
Shumai, Stir-fry Vegetables, Shrimp Cocktail, Seafood Salad, 
Seafood cooked in Wine, Gratin, Rolled Cabbage.

Established in 1830 with the motto of "quality first". Brewing 
sake is making rice. Not only do they focus on obtaining 
high quality sake rice, they dedicate time and effort in their 
labs to increase said rice's quality. Their efforts do not stop 
there however - in order to help sustain the environment, 
they implement the ISO14000 system of environmental 
sustainability, and also participate in various activities to 
preserve their natural surroundings. 

Flavor Profile

Prefecture  Niigata
Gohyakumangoku

Daiginjo, Nama     
 
50%

Sake Rice
Class

Nihonshu-Do (SMV)

Seimaibuai

Item#1544    12/720ml

Seasonal 

Limited
Supply

2500 bottles/year

KUBOTA SUIJU GINJO

    KUBOTA TSUGU
     JUNMAI DAIGINJO



 
 
 

 

Prefecture  Niigata 
Sake Rice  Yukinose 
Alcohol Content  15‐16% 
Nihonshu‐Do (SMV)  +2.0 
Seimaibuai  28% 
Acidity  1.3 
Amino Acide (Umami)  1.0 

Prefecture  Niigata 
Sake Rice  Takanenishiki 

Alcohol Content  15‐16% 
Nihonshu‐Do (SMV)  +2.0 

Seimaibuai  28% 
Acidity  1.2 

Amino Acide (Umami)  1.0 

SENSHIN                     JUNMAI DAIGINJO 

Keeping the philosophy “Sake making starts with rice making”, 
Jumai Daiginjo “Senshin” utilizeds the rare Takanenishiki rice by 
commissioning local rice growers.  Individual rice granules are 
gently polished for 3 days and nights until 2mm pearly beads, 28% 
of the original remain.  The quiet aging takes over a year.
Availability limited to special imports orders only. 

Flavor Profile for Menu Listing
Mild aroma with flavors of cantaloupe and herb with pepper and 
citrus on the finish. 

Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements light flavored dishes: cold soba noodle salad. 

DAIGINJO “SENSHIN”
Item# 2527 6/1.8L, $1320.00/cs, $220.00/unit 
Item# 2528 6/720ml, $598.20/cs, $99.70/unit 

 

TOKUGETSU 
JUNMAI DAIGINJO 

Rice granules are polished into miniature pearls, leaving only 28% 
of its original grain to make Junmai Daiginjo “Tokugetsu”.  Chill 
and enjoy the gently flavor, light as the harvest moon.

Flavor Profile for Menu Listing
Citrus and a hint of chili flavor with spices and tangerine on the 
nose.  A masterpiece from Asahi Shuzo, the maker of Kubota 
Manjyu.
Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements light to medium flavored seafood dishes: seared 
albacore, calamari, scallops with ginger. 

DAIGINJO TOKUGETSU
Item# 2529 6/720ml, $535.80/cs, $89.30/unit 
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Prefecture Gunma 
Sake Rice Maihime 
Alcohol Content 16.5% 
Nihonshu-Do (SMV) +3.0 
Seimaibuai 55% 
Acidity 1.5 
Amino Acide (Umami) N/A 

Prefecture Niigata 
Sake Rice N/A 

Alcohol Content 19% 
Nihonshu-Do (SMV)  

Seimaibuai  
Acidity N/A 

Amino Acide (Umami) N/A 

KUBOTA GINJYO GENSHU 
International Exclusive Limited Edition. As stated in its name, 
Kubota Ginjyo Genshu is an undiluted sake, packed with its original 
umami qualities. Although the alcohol percentage is relatively on 
the higher side at 19%, its deep, profound flavor is elegantly smooth 
and very drinkable. Enjoy the rich complexity that only genshu sake 
delivers..

Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements any main dish. 

KUBOTA GINJYO GENSHU 
Item# 2761 12/720ml, $275.40/cs, $24.75/unit 

 

OZE NO YUKIDOKE OMACHI 
Junmai GINJO 
  
 
The rice used in this sake, Omachi sake rice has more defined flavor 
characteristics to it and adds more earthiness to the sake. This sake 
has a lot of Umami with a crisp finish. It is an ideal match for many 
dishes.

Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements any main dish. 

 

OZE NO YUKIDOKE OMACHI JMI GINJO 
Item# 2597 12/720ml, $267.00/cs, $25.25/unit 

 

  
 
 

 
 

Prefecture Gunma 
Sake Rice Maihime 
Alcohol Content 16.5% 
Nihonshu-Do (SMV) +3.0 
Seimaibuai 55% 
Acidity 1.5 
Amino Acide (Umami) N/A 

Prefecture Niigata 
Sake Rice N/A 

Alcohol Content 19% 
Nihonshu-Do (SMV)  

Seimaibuai  
Acidity N/A 

Amino Acide (Umami) N/A 

KUBOTA GINJYO GENSHU 
International Exclusive Limited Edition. As stated in its name, 
Kubota Ginjyo Genshu is an undiluted sake, packed with its original 
umami qualities. Although the alcohol percentage is relatively on 
the higher side at 19%, its deep, profound flavor is elegantly smooth 
and very drinkable. Enjoy the rich complexity that only genshu sake 
delivers..

Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements any main dish. 

KUBOTA GINJYO GENSHU 
Item# 2761 12/720ml, $275.40/cs, $24.75/unit 

 

OZE NO YUKIDOKE OMACHI 
Junmai GINJO 
  
 
The rice used in this sake, Omachi sake rice has more defined flavor 
characteristics to it and adds more earthiness to the sake. This sake 
has a lot of Umami with a crisp finish. It is an ideal match for many 
dishes.

Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements any main dish. 

 

OZE NO YUKIDOKE OMACHI JMI GINJO 
Item# 2597 12/720ml, $267.00/cs, $25.25/unit 

 

55%

Seasonal 

 
 
 

 

Prefecture  Niigata 
Sake Rice  Yukinose 
Alcohol Content  15‐16% 
Nihonshu‐Do (SMV)  +2.0 
Seimaibuai  28% 
Acidity  1.3 
Amino Acide (Umami)  1.0 

Prefecture  Niigata 
Sake Rice  Takanenishiki 

Alcohol Content  15‐16% 
Nihonshu‐Do (SMV)  +2.0 

Seimaibuai  28% 
Acidity  1.2 

Amino Acide (Umami)  1.0 

SENSHIN                     JUNMAI DAIGINJO 

Keeping the philosophy “Sake making starts with rice making”, 
Jumai Daiginjo “Senshin” utilizeds the rare Takanenishiki rice by 
commissioning local rice growers.  Individual rice granules are 
gently polished for 3 days and nights until 2mm pearly beads, 28% 
of the original remain.  The quiet aging takes over a year.
Availability limited to special imports orders only. 

Flavor Profile for Menu Listing
Mild aroma with flavors of cantaloupe and herb with pepper and 
citrus on the finish. 

Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements light flavored dishes: cold soba noodle salad. 

DAIGINJO “SENSHIN”
Item# 2527 6/1.8L, $1320.00/cs, $220.00/unit 
Item# 2528 6/720ml, $598.20/cs, $99.70/unit 

 

TOKUGETSU 
JUNMAI DAIGINJO 

Rice granules are polished into miniature pearls, leaving only 28% 
of its original grain to make Junmai Daiginjo “Tokugetsu”.  Chill 
and enjoy the gently flavor, light as the harvest moon.

Flavor Profile for Menu Listing
Citrus and a hint of chili flavor with spices and tangerine on the 
nose.  A masterpiece from Asahi Shuzo, the maker of Kubota 
Manjyu.
Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements light to medium flavored seafood dishes: seared 
albacore, calamari, scallops with ginger. 

DAIGINJO TOKUGETSU
Item# 2529 6/720ml, $535.80/cs, $89.30/unit 
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Prefecture Gunma 
Sake Rice Maihime 
Alcohol Content 16.5% 
Nihonshu-Do (SMV) +3.0 
Seimaibuai 55% 
Acidity 1.5 
Amino Acide (Umami) N/A 

Prefecture Niigata 
Sake Rice N/A 

Alcohol Content 19% 
Nihonshu-Do (SMV)  

Seimaibuai  
Acidity N/A 

Amino Acide (Umami) N/A 

KUBOTA GINJYO GENSHU 
International Exclusive Limited Edition. As stated in its name, 
Kubota Ginjyo Genshu is an undiluted sake, packed with its original 
umami qualities. Although the alcohol percentage is relatively on 
the higher side at 19%, its deep, profound flavor is elegantly smooth 
and very drinkable. Enjoy the rich complexity that only genshu sake 
delivers..

Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements any main dish. 

KUBOTA GINJYO GENSHU 
Item# 2761 12/720ml, $275.40/cs, $24.75/unit 

 

OZE NO YUKIDOKE OMACHI 
Junmai GINJO 
  
 
The rice used in this sake, Omachi sake rice has more defined flavor 
characteristics to it and adds more earthiness to the sake. This sake 
has a lot of Umami with a crisp finish. It is an ideal match for many 
dishes.

Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements any main dish. 

 

OZE NO YUKIDOKE OMACHI JMI GINJO 
Item# 2597 12/720ml, $267.00/cs, $25.25/unit 

 

  
 
 

 
 

Prefecture Gunma 
Sake Rice Maihime 
Alcohol Content 16.5% 
Nihonshu-Do (SMV) +3.0 
Seimaibuai 55% 
Acidity 1.5 
Amino Acide (Umami) N/A 

Prefecture Niigata 
Sake Rice N/A 

Alcohol Content 19% 
Nihonshu-Do (SMV)  

Seimaibuai  
Acidity N/A 

Amino Acide (Umami) N/A 

KUBOTA GINJYO GENSHU 
International Exclusive Limited Edition. As stated in its name, 
Kubota Ginjyo Genshu is an undiluted sake, packed with its original 
umami qualities. Although the alcohol percentage is relatively on 
the higher side at 19%, its deep, profound flavor is elegantly smooth 
and very drinkable. Enjoy the rich complexity that only genshu sake 
delivers..

Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements any main dish. 

KUBOTA GINJYO GENSHU 
Item# 2761 12/720ml, $275.40/cs, $24.75/unit 

 

OZE NO YUKIDOKE OMACHI 
Junmai GINJO 
  
 
The rice used in this sake, Omachi sake rice has more defined flavor 
characteristics to it and adds more earthiness to the sake. This sake 
has a lot of Umami with a crisp finish. It is an ideal match for many 
dishes.

Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements any main dish. 

 

OZE NO YUKIDOKE OMACHI JMI GINJO 
Item# 2597 12/720ml, $267.00/cs, $25.25/unit 

 

55%

Seasonal 

 
 
 

 

Prefecture  Niigata 
Sake Rice  Yukinose 
Alcohol Content  15‐16% 
Nihonshu‐Do (SMV)  +2.0 
Seimaibuai  28% 
Acidity  1.3 
Amino Acide (Umami)  1.0 

Prefecture  Niigata 
Sake Rice  Takanenishiki 

Alcohol Content  15‐16% 
Nihonshu‐Do (SMV)  +2.0 

Seimaibuai  28% 
Acidity  1.2 

Amino Acide (Umami)  1.0 

SENSHIN                     JUNMAI DAIGINJO 

Keeping the philosophy “Sake making starts with rice making”, 
Jumai Daiginjo “Senshin” utilizeds the rare Takanenishiki rice by 
commissioning local rice growers.  Individual rice granules are 
gently polished for 3 days and nights until 2mm pearly beads, 28% 
of the original remain.  The quiet aging takes over a year.
Availability limited to special imports orders only. 

Flavor Profile for Menu Listing
Mild aroma with flavors of cantaloupe and herb with pepper and 
citrus on the finish. 

Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements light flavored dishes: cold soba noodle salad. 

DAIGINJO “SENSHIN”
Item# 2527 6/1.8L, $1320.00/cs, $220.00/unit 
Item# 2528 6/720ml, $598.20/cs, $99.70/unit 

 

TOKUGETSU 
JUNMAI DAIGINJO 

Rice granules are polished into miniature pearls, leaving only 28% 
of its original grain to make Junmai Daiginjo “Tokugetsu”.  Chill 
and enjoy the gently flavor, light as the harvest moon.

Flavor Profile for Menu Listing
Citrus and a hint of chili flavor with spices and tangerine on the 
nose.  A masterpiece from Asahi Shuzo, the maker of Kubota 
Manjyu.
Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements light to medium flavored seafood dishes: seared 
albacore, calamari, scallops with ginger. 

DAIGINJO TOKUGETSU
Item# 2529 6/720ml, $535.80/cs, $89.30/unit 
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Prefecture Gunma 
Sake Rice Maihime 
Alcohol Content 16.5% 
Nihonshu-Do (SMV) +3.0 
Seimaibuai 55% 
Acidity 1.5 
Amino Acide (Umami) N/A 

Prefecture Niigata 
Sake Rice N/A 

Alcohol Content 19% 
Nihonshu-Do (SMV)  

Seimaibuai  
Acidity N/A 

Amino Acide (Umami) N/A 

KUBOTA GINJYO GENSHU 
International Exclusive Limited Edition. As stated in its name, 
Kubota Ginjyo Genshu is an undiluted sake, packed with its original 
umami qualities. Although the alcohol percentage is relatively on 
the higher side at 19%, its deep, profound flavor is elegantly smooth 
and very drinkable. Enjoy the rich complexity that only genshu sake 
delivers..

Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements any main dish. 

KUBOTA GINJYO GENSHU 
Item# 2761 12/720ml, $275.40/cs, $24.75/unit 

 

OZE NO YUKIDOKE OMACHI 
Junmai GINJO 
  
 
The rice used in this sake, Omachi sake rice has more defined flavor 
characteristics to it and adds more earthiness to the sake. This sake 
has a lot of Umami with a crisp finish. It is an ideal match for many 
dishes.

Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements any main dish. 

 

OZE NO YUKIDOKE OMACHI JMI GINJO 
Item# 2597 12/720ml, $267.00/cs, $25.25/unit 

 

  
 
 

 
 

Prefecture Gunma 
Sake Rice Maihime 
Alcohol Content 16.5% 
Nihonshu-Do (SMV) +3.0 
Seimaibuai 55% 
Acidity 1.5 
Amino Acide (Umami) N/A 

Prefecture Niigata 
Sake Rice N/A 

Alcohol Content 19% 
Nihonshu-Do (SMV)  

Seimaibuai  
Acidity N/A 

Amino Acide (Umami) N/A 

KUBOTA GINJYO GENSHU 
International Exclusive Limited Edition. As stated in its name, 
Kubota Ginjyo Genshu is an undiluted sake, packed with its original 
umami qualities. Although the alcohol percentage is relatively on 
the higher side at 19%, its deep, profound flavor is elegantly smooth 
and very drinkable. Enjoy the rich complexity that only genshu sake 
delivers..

Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements any main dish. 

KUBOTA GINJYO GENSHU 
Item# 2761 12/720ml, $275.40/cs, $24.75/unit 

 

OZE NO YUKIDOKE OMACHI 
Junmai GINJO 
  
 
The rice used in this sake, Omachi sake rice has more defined flavor 
characteristics to it and adds more earthiness to the sake. This sake 
has a lot of Umami with a crisp finish. It is an ideal match for many 
dishes.

Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements any main dish. 

 

OZE NO YUKIDOKE OMACHI JMI GINJO 
Item# 2597 12/720ml, $267.00/cs, $25.25/unit 

 

55%

Seasonal 

Prefecture Niigata

Sake Rice Gohyakumangoku

Alcohol Content 19%

Nihonshu-Do (SMV)

Seimaibuai 55%

KUBOTA GINJO GENSHU

SENSHIN   DAIGINJO



 
 
 

 

Prefecture  Ishikawa 
Sake Rice  Yamadanishiki 
Alcohol Content  15‐16% 
Nihonshu‐Do (SMV)  +3.0 
Seimaibuai  55% 
Acidity  1.2 
Amino Acide (Umami)   

Prefecture  Ishikawa 
Sake Rice  Yamadanishiki 

Alcohol Content  16% 
Nihonshu‐Do (SMV)  +2.0 

Seimaibuai  55% 
Acidity  1.3 

Amino Acide (Umami)  N/A 

JOKIGEN FUJIN         junmai ginjo 
Polishing Yamadanishiki rice down to 55% draws out a well-
rounded flavor.  Aging takes over 2 years.  Fujin is the Japanese 
God of the wind and one of the eldest Shinoto Gods.  He is said to 
have been present at the creation of the world.  The label is pretty 
unique.

Flavor Profile for Menu Listing
Jasmine, citrus and lychee on nose with bold flavor of rice. 

Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements rich flavored dishes: fried shrimp, cream stew, fried 
crab etc. 

JOKIGEN FUJIN JUNMAI GINJO
Item# 2559 12/720ml, $547.80/cs, $45.65/unit 

 

JOKIGEN RAIJIN                       GINJO 
Created using 100% Yamadanishiki rice.  Very clean in taste, with 
the rice suggesting a subtle sweetness in the mouth.  It complements 
a wide array of cuisine.  Raijin is a God of thunder and storm in the 
Shinto religion and in Japanese mythology.  He is typically depicted 
as a demon beating drums to create thunder, usually with the symbol 
tomoe drawn on the drums.

Flavor Profile for Menu Listing
Pleasant aroma of green apple and sweet muscat.  Flavors of 
Mandarine orange and citrus with uplifting tail. 
Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements with a wide array of cuisine.

JOKIGEN RAJIN GINJO
Item# 2560 12/720ml, $485.40/cs, $40.45/unit 
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Prefecture  Niigata 
Sake Rice  Yamadanishiki, Gohyakumangoku 
Alcohol Content  15‐16% 
Nihonshu‐Do (SMV)  +5.0 
Seimaibuai  50% 
Acidity  1.2 
Amino Acide (Umami)  1.4 

Prefecture  Niigata 
Sake Rice  Yamadanishiki, Gohyakumangoku 

Alcohol Content  15‐16% 
Nihonshu‐Do (SMV)  +5.0 

Seimaibuai  60% 
Acidity  1.4 

Amino Acide (Umami)  1.3 

HAKKAISAN TOKUBETSU junmai 
Using top of the line Gohyakumangoku rice, Hakkaisan Tokubetsu 
Junmai has velvety yet crisp flavor. Enjoy the subtle Ginjo aroma 
and the rich, robust flavors, characteristics of a Junmai. 

Flavor Profile for Menu Listing
Smooth, fruity aroma of Ginjo with rich and robust flavor of 
Junami.

Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements light to medium flavored dishes: sushi, grilled fish, 
simmered daikon, etc. 

HAKKAISAN TOKUBET SUN JUNMAI
Item# 2538 6/1.8L, $315.00/cs, $52.50/unit 

Item# 2539A 12/720ml, $280.80/cs, $23.40/unit 
Item# 2540A 15/300ml, $149.25/cs, $9.95/unit 

HAKKAISAN                  JUNMAI GINJO 
Hakkaisan Junmai Ginjo is made from quality Sakamai harvested in 
the rice capital of Niigata, combined with the pure waters welled 
from the Raiden Temple springs surrounding the sacred Hakkai 
Mountain. Rated #2 of its type in Japan. 

Flavor Profile for Menu Listing
Dry and a bit spicy with subtle flavors of stewed apples, lightly 
toasted nuts and wood.  One of the most popular and highly sought 
after Junmai Ginjo in Japan.
Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements lightly flavored dishes: yellowtail sashimi, shabu 
shabu, light meats, chicken kara age. 

HAKKAISAN JUNMAI GINJO
Item# 2541 6/1.8L, $441.60/cs, $73.60/unit 

Item# 2542 12/720ml, $406.80/cs, $33.90/unit 
Item# 2543 15/300ml, $265.50/cs, $17.70/unit 
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Prefecture  Ishikawa 
Sake Rice  Yamadanishiki 
Alcohol Content  15‐16% 
Nihonshu‐Do (SMV)  +3.0 
Seimaibuai  55% 
Acidity  1.2 
Amino Acide (Umami)   

Prefecture  Ishikawa 
Sake Rice  Yamadanishiki 

Alcohol Content  16% 
Nihonshu‐Do (SMV)  +2.0 

Seimaibuai  55% 
Acidity  1.3 

Amino Acide (Umami)  N/A 

JOKIGEN FUJIN         junmai ginjo 
Polishing Yamadanishiki rice down to 55% draws out a well-
rounded flavor.  Aging takes over 2 years.  Fujin is the Japanese 
God of the wind and one of the eldest Shinoto Gods.  He is said to 
have been present at the creation of the world.  The label is pretty 
unique.

Flavor Profile for Menu Listing
Jasmine, citrus and lychee on nose with bold flavor of rice. 

Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements rich flavored dishes: fried shrimp, cream stew, fried 
crab etc. 

JOKIGEN FUJIN JUNMAI GINJO
Item# 2559 12/720ml, $547.80/cs, $45.65/unit 

 

JOKIGEN RAIJIN                       GINJO 
Created using 100% Yamadanishiki rice.  Very clean in taste, with 
the rice suggesting a subtle sweetness in the mouth.  It complements 
a wide array of cuisine.  Raijin is a God of thunder and storm in the 
Shinto religion and in Japanese mythology.  He is typically depicted 
as a demon beating drums to create thunder, usually with the symbol 
tomoe drawn on the drums.

Flavor Profile for Menu Listing
Pleasant aroma of green apple and sweet muscat.  Flavors of 
Mandarine orange and citrus with uplifting tail. 
Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements with a wide array of cuisine.

JOKIGEN RAJIN GINJO
Item# 2560 12/720ml, $485.40/cs, $40.45/unit 
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Prefecture  Niigata 
Sake Rice  Yamadanishiki, Gohyakumangoku 
Alcohol Content  15‐16% 
Nihonshu‐Do (SMV)  +5.0 
Seimaibuai  50% 
Acidity  1.2 
Amino Acide (Umami)  1.4 

Prefecture  Niigata 
Sake Rice  Yamadanishiki, Gohyakumangoku 

Alcohol Content  15‐16% 
Nihonshu‐Do (SMV)  +5.0 

Seimaibuai  60% 
Acidity  1.4 

Amino Acide (Umami)  1.3 

HAKKAISAN TOKUBETSU junmai 
Using top of the line Gohyakumangoku rice, Hakkaisan Tokubetsu 
Junmai has velvety yet crisp flavor. Enjoy the subtle Ginjo aroma 
and the rich, robust flavors, characteristics of a Junmai. 

Flavor Profile for Menu Listing
Smooth, fruity aroma of Ginjo with rich and robust flavor of 
Junami.

Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements light to medium flavored dishes: sushi, grilled fish, 
simmered daikon, etc. 

HAKKAISAN TOKUBET SUN JUNMAI
Item# 2538 6/1.8L, $315.00/cs, $52.50/unit 

Item# 2539A 12/720ml, $280.80/cs, $23.40/unit 
Item# 2540A 15/300ml, $149.25/cs, $9.95/unit 

HAKKAISAN                  JUNMAI GINJO 
Hakkaisan Junmai Ginjo is made from quality Sakamai harvested in 
the rice capital of Niigata, combined with the pure waters welled 
from the Raiden Temple springs surrounding the sacred Hakkai 
Mountain. Rated #2 of its type in Japan. 

Flavor Profile for Menu Listing
Dry and a bit spicy with subtle flavors of stewed apples, lightly 
toasted nuts and wood.  One of the most popular and highly sought 
after Junmai Ginjo in Japan.
Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements lightly flavored dishes: yellowtail sashimi, shabu 
shabu, light meats, chicken kara age. 

HAKKAISAN JUNMAI GINJO
Item# 2541 6/1.8L, $441.60/cs, $73.60/unit 

Item# 2542 12/720ml, $406.80/cs, $33.90/unit 
Item# 2543 15/300ml, $265.50/cs, $17.70/unit 
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HAKKAISAN YUKIMURO 
     3 YEAR AGED JUNMAI GINJO

Founded in 1922, Hakkaisan Brewery is situated at the foot 
of Mount Hakkai in Niigata. The springwater that flows from 
the mountain is used to produce its sake. The Brewery insists 
on producing in small batches, using hand-made koji and slow 
fermentation at low temperatures.

This beautiful Junmai Ginjo is aged for a minimum of 3 years in 
Hakkai Brewery’s snow-storage room, called the Yukimuro. The 
flavor is initially subdued, before it unfolds the rich and solid sake 
that it is. While nestled comfortably in tanks chilled by literal tons 
of pure white snow, it develops into a round and smooth sake 
with a subtle and fine aroma and a mellow, dry finish. 

Flavor Profile

Food Pairing Suggestion
Sashimi, Tempura and Ratatouille

Prefecture Niigata

Junmai Ginjo

50%

Sake Rice
Class

Nihonshu-Do (SMV)

Seimaibuai

Yamada Nishiki 

Item#    12/ 7200ml

Hakkaisan Yukimuro

HAKKAISAN TOKUBETSU JUNMAI
Items # 2540A 15/300ml
Items # 2539A 12/720ml

Items # 2538 6/1.8L (Special order)



 
 
 

 

Prefecture  Niigata 
Sake Rice  Yamadanishiki, Gohyakumangoku 
Alcohol Content  15‐16% 
Nihonshu‐Do (SMV)  +5.0 
Seimaibuai  50% 
Acidity  1.2 
Amino Acide (Umami)  1.4 

Prefecture  Niigata 
Sake Rice  Yamadanishiki, Gohyakumangoku 

Alcohol Content  15‐16% 
Nihonshu‐Do (SMV)  +5.0 

Seimaibuai  60% 
Acidity  1.4 

Amino Acide (Umami)  1.3 

HAKKAISAN TOKUBETSU junmai 
Using top of the line Gohyakumangoku rice, Hakkaisan Tokubetsu 
Junmai has velvety yet crisp flavor. Enjoy the subtle Ginjo aroma 
and the rich, robust flavors, characteristics of a Junmai. 

Flavor Profile for Menu Listing
Smooth, fruity aroma of Ginjo with rich and robust flavor of 
Junami.

Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements light to medium flavored dishes: sushi, grilled fish, 
simmered daikon, etc. 

HAKKAISAN TOKUBET SUN JUNMAI
Item# 2538 6/1.8L, $315.00/cs, $52.50/unit 

Item# 2539A 12/720ml, $280.80/cs, $23.40/unit 
Item# 2540A 15/300ml, $149.25/cs, $9.95/unit 

HAKKAISAN                  JUNMAI GINJO 
Hakkaisan Junmai Ginjo is made from quality Sakamai harvested in 
the rice capital of Niigata, combined with the pure waters welled 
from the Raiden Temple springs surrounding the sacred Hakkai 
Mountain. Rated #2 of its type in Japan. 

Flavor Profile for Menu Listing
Dry and a bit spicy with subtle flavors of stewed apples, lightly 
toasted nuts and wood.  One of the most popular and highly sought 
after Junmai Ginjo in Japan.
Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements lightly flavored dishes: yellowtail sashimi, shabu 
shabu, light meats, chicken kara age. 

HAKKAISAN JUNMAI GINJO
Item# 2541 6/1.8L, $441.60/cs, $73.60/unit 

Item# 2542 12/720ml, $406.80/cs, $33.90/unit 
Item# 2543 15/300ml, $265.50/cs, $17.70/unit 
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Prefecture Niigata
Sake Rice Gohyakumangoku 
Alcohol Content 15-16% 
Nihonshu-Do (SMV) +1.0 
Seimaibuai 55%
Acidity 1.4
Amino Acide (Umami) 

Prefecture Niigata
Sake Rice Gohyakumangoku, etc. 

Alcohol Content 15-16% 
Nihonshu-Do (SMV) +5.0 

Seimaibuai 55%
Acidity 1.1

Amino Acide (Umami) 1.1 

HAKKAISAN HONJOZO   honjozo
Hakkaisan Honjozo is made from the pure water welled from the 
Hakkai Mountains, spiked with natural alcohol to add a bit of kick. 
Mild yet crisp flavor of Hakkaisan reflects the clear wind blowing 
off the sacred Hakkai Mountain. 

Flavor Profile for Menu Listing
Nose of spice, tropical fruit and mint with a full mango, rice and 
nougat flavor.  The number one Honjozo Sake. 

Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements light to medium flavored dishes: glazed/grilled 
salmon, striped bass charred with beets. 

HAKKAISAN HONJOZO
Item# 2544 6/1.8L, $336.30/cs, $56.05/unit 

Item# 2545 12/720ml, $327.60/cs, $27.30/unit 

KIKUSUI JUNMAI GINJO

Using the exquisitely white Gohyakumangoku rice, a strain 
especially developed for Sake, Kikusui Ginjo is fermented for an 
extended period at a low temperature. This rids the sometimes heavy 
character of a Junmai, and produces an elegant aroma with a very 
light palate. The elegant blue bottle is specially inviting.
Flavor Profile for Menu Listing
A sweet aroma of rose and Mandarin orange with a clean and spicy 
finish.  From Kikusui Shuzo, the Gold Award receipient at the 
National Sake Competition in Japan.
Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements light to strong flavored dishes: Dim Sum, shrimp 
shumai, chicken/port with mild spice. 

KIKUSUI JUNMAI GINJO
Item# 2546 6/1.8L, $293.10/cs, $48.85/unit 

Item# 2547 12/720ml, $309.00/cs, $25.75/unit 
Item# 2548 15/300ml, $122.46/cs, $10.20/unit 
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Prefecture  Niigata 
Sake Rice  Yamadanishiki, Gohyakumangoku 
Alcohol Content  15‐16% 
Nihonshu‐Do (SMV)  +5.0 
Seimaibuai  50% 
Acidity  1.2 
Amino Acide (Umami)  1.4 

Prefecture  Niigata 
Sake Rice  Yamadanishiki, Gohyakumangoku 

Alcohol Content  15‐16% 
Nihonshu‐Do (SMV)  +5.0 

Seimaibuai  60% 
Acidity  1.4 

Amino Acide (Umami)  1.3 

HAKKAISAN TOKUBETSU junmai 
Using top of the line Gohyakumangoku rice, Hakkaisan Tokubetsu 
Junmai has velvety yet crisp flavor. Enjoy the subtle Ginjo aroma 
and the rich, robust flavors, characteristics of a Junmai. 

Flavor Profile for Menu Listing
Smooth, fruity aroma of Ginjo with rich and robust flavor of 
Junami.

Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements light to medium flavored dishes: sushi, grilled fish, 
simmered daikon, etc. 

HAKKAISAN TOKUBET SUN JUNMAI
Item# 2538 6/1.8L, $315.00/cs, $52.50/unit 

Item# 2539A 12/720ml, $280.80/cs, $23.40/unit 
Item# 2540A 15/300ml, $149.25/cs, $9.95/unit 

HAKKAISAN                  JUNMAI GINJO 
Hakkaisan Junmai Ginjo is made from quality Sakamai harvested in 
the rice capital of Niigata, combined with the pure waters welled 
from the Raiden Temple springs surrounding the sacred Hakkai 
Mountain. Rated #2 of its type in Japan. 

Flavor Profile for Menu Listing
Dry and a bit spicy with subtle flavors of stewed apples, lightly 
toasted nuts and wood.  One of the most popular and highly sought 
after Junmai Ginjo in Japan.
Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements lightly flavored dishes: yellowtail sashimi, shabu 
shabu, light meats, chicken kara age. 

HAKKAISAN JUNMAI GINJO
Item# 2541 6/1.8L, $441.60/cs, $73.60/unit 

Item# 2542 12/720ml, $406.80/cs, $33.90/unit 
Item# 2543 15/300ml, $265.50/cs, $17.70/unit 
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Prefecture Niigata
Sake Rice Gohyakumangoku 
Alcohol Content 15-16% 
Nihonshu-Do (SMV) +1.0 
Seimaibuai 55%
Acidity 1.4
Amino Acide (Umami) 

Prefecture Niigata
Sake Rice Gohyakumangoku, etc. 

Alcohol Content 15-16% 
Nihonshu-Do (SMV) +5.0 

Seimaibuai 55%
Acidity 1.1

Amino Acide (Umami) 1.1 

HAKKAISAN HONJOZO   honjozo
Hakkaisan Honjozo is made from the pure water welled from the 
Hakkai Mountains, spiked with natural alcohol to add a bit of kick. 
Mild yet crisp flavor of Hakkaisan reflects the clear wind blowing 
off the sacred Hakkai Mountain. 

Flavor Profile for Menu Listing
Nose of spice, tropical fruit and mint with a full mango, rice and 
nougat flavor.  The number one Honjozo Sake. 

Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements light to medium flavored dishes: glazed/grilled 
salmon, striped bass charred with beets. 

HAKKAISAN HONJOZO
Item# 2544 6/1.8L, $336.30/cs, $56.05/unit 

Item# 2545 12/720ml, $327.60/cs, $27.30/unit 

KIKUSUI JUNMAI GINJO

Using the exquisitely white Gohyakumangoku rice, a strain 
especially developed for Sake, Kikusui Ginjo is fermented for an 
extended period at a low temperature. This rids the sometimes heavy 
character of a Junmai, and produces an elegant aroma with a very 
light palate. The elegant blue bottle is specially inviting.
Flavor Profile for Menu Listing
A sweet aroma of rose and Mandarin orange with a clean and spicy 
finish.  From Kikusui Shuzo, the Gold Award receipient at the 
National Sake Competition in Japan.
Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements light to strong flavored dishes: Dim Sum, shrimp 
shumai, chicken/port with mild spice. 

KIKUSUI JUNMAI GINJO
Item# 2546 6/1.8L, $293.10/cs, $48.85/unit 

Item# 2547 12/720ml, $309.00/cs, $25.75/unit 
Item# 2548 15/300ml, $122.46/cs, $10.20/unit 
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Prefecture  Niigata 
Sake Rice  Yamadanishiki, Gohyakumangoku 
Alcohol Content  15‐16% 
Nihonshu‐Do (SMV)  +5.0 
Seimaibuai  50% 
Acidity  1.2 
Amino Acide (Umami)  1.4 

Prefecture  Niigata 
Sake Rice  Yamadanishiki, Gohyakumangoku 

Alcohol Content  15‐16% 
Nihonshu‐Do (SMV)  +5.0 

Seimaibuai  60% 
Acidity  1.4 

Amino Acide (Umami)  1.3 

HAKKAISAN TOKUBETSU junmai 
Using top of the line Gohyakumangoku rice, Hakkaisan Tokubetsu 
Junmai has velvety yet crisp flavor. Enjoy the subtle Ginjo aroma 
and the rich, robust flavors, characteristics of a Junmai. 

Flavor Profile for Menu Listing
Smooth, fruity aroma of Ginjo with rich and robust flavor of 
Junami.

Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements light to medium flavored dishes: sushi, grilled fish, 
simmered daikon, etc. 

HAKKAISAN TOKUBET SUN JUNMAI
Item# 2538 6/1.8L, $315.00/cs, $52.50/unit 

Item# 2539A 12/720ml, $280.80/cs, $23.40/unit 
Item# 2540A 15/300ml, $149.25/cs, $9.95/unit 

HAKKAISAN                  JUNMAI GINJO 
Hakkaisan Junmai Ginjo is made from quality Sakamai harvested in 
the rice capital of Niigata, combined with the pure waters welled 
from the Raiden Temple springs surrounding the sacred Hakkai 
Mountain. Rated #2 of its type in Japan. 

Flavor Profile for Menu Listing
Dry and a bit spicy with subtle flavors of stewed apples, lightly 
toasted nuts and wood.  One of the most popular and highly sought 
after Junmai Ginjo in Japan.
Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements lightly flavored dishes: yellowtail sashimi, shabu 
shabu, light meats, chicken kara age. 

HAKKAISAN JUNMAI GINJO
Item# 2541 6/1.8L, $441.60/cs, $73.60/unit 

Item# 2542 12/720ml, $406.80/cs, $33.90/unit 
Item# 2543 15/300ml, $265.50/cs, $17.70/unit 
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Prefecture Niigata
Sake Rice Gohyakumangoku 
Alcohol Content 15-16% 
Nihonshu-Do (SMV) +1.0 
Seimaibuai 55%
Acidity 1.4
Amino Acide (Umami) 

Prefecture Niigata
Sake Rice Gohyakumangoku, etc. 

Alcohol Content 15-16% 
Nihonshu-Do (SMV) +5.0 

Seimaibuai 55%
Acidity 1.1

Amino Acide (Umami) 1.1 

HAKKAISAN HONJOZO   honjozo
Hakkaisan Honjozo is made from the pure water welled from the 
Hakkai Mountains, spiked with natural alcohol to add a bit of kick. 
Mild yet crisp flavor of Hakkaisan reflects the clear wind blowing 
off the sacred Hakkai Mountain. 

Flavor Profile for Menu Listing
Nose of spice, tropical fruit and mint with a full mango, rice and 
nougat flavor.  The number one Honjozo Sake. 

Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements light to medium flavored dishes: glazed/grilled 
salmon, striped bass charred with beets. 

HAKKAISAN HONJOZO
Item# 2544 6/1.8L, $336.30/cs, $56.05/unit 

Item# 2545 12/720ml, $327.60/cs, $27.30/unit 

KIKUSUI JUNMAI GINJO

Using the exquisitely white Gohyakumangoku rice, a strain 
especially developed for Sake, Kikusui Ginjo is fermented for an 
extended period at a low temperature. This rids the sometimes heavy 
character of a Junmai, and produces an elegant aroma with a very 
light palate. The elegant blue bottle is specially inviting.
Flavor Profile for Menu Listing
A sweet aroma of rose and Mandarin orange with a clean and spicy 
finish.  From Kikusui Shuzo, the Gold Award receipient at the 
National Sake Competition in Japan.
Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements light to strong flavored dishes: Dim Sum, shrimp 
shumai, chicken/port with mild spice. 

KIKUSUI JUNMAI GINJO
Item# 2546 6/1.8L, $293.10/cs, $48.85/unit 

Item# 2547 12/720ml, $309.00/cs, $25.75/unit 
Item# 2548 15/300ml, $122.46/cs, $10.20/unit 
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Prefecture  Niigata 
Sake Rice  Yamadanishiki, Gohyakumangoku 
Alcohol Content  15‐16% 
Nihonshu‐Do (SMV)  +5.0 
Seimaibuai  50% 
Acidity  1.2 
Amino Acide (Umami)  1.4 

Prefecture  Niigata 
Sake Rice  Yamadanishiki, Gohyakumangoku 

Alcohol Content  15‐16% 
Nihonshu‐Do (SMV)  +5.0 

Seimaibuai  60% 
Acidity  1.4 

Amino Acide (Umami)  1.3 

HAKKAISAN TOKUBETSU junmai 
Using top of the line Gohyakumangoku rice, Hakkaisan Tokubetsu 
Junmai has velvety yet crisp flavor. Enjoy the subtle Ginjo aroma 
and the rich, robust flavors, characteristics of a Junmai. 

Flavor Profile for Menu Listing
Smooth, fruity aroma of Ginjo with rich and robust flavor of 
Junami.

Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements light to medium flavored dishes: sushi, grilled fish, 
simmered daikon, etc. 

HAKKAISAN TOKUBET SUN JUNMAI
Item# 2538 6/1.8L, $315.00/cs, $52.50/unit 

Item# 2539A 12/720ml, $280.80/cs, $23.40/unit 
Item# 2540A 15/300ml, $149.25/cs, $9.95/unit 

HAKKAISAN                  JUNMAI GINJO 
Hakkaisan Junmai Ginjo is made from quality Sakamai harvested in 
the rice capital of Niigata, combined with the pure waters welled 
from the Raiden Temple springs surrounding the sacred Hakkai 
Mountain. Rated #2 of its type in Japan. 

Flavor Profile for Menu Listing
Dry and a bit spicy with subtle flavors of stewed apples, lightly 
toasted nuts and wood.  One of the most popular and highly sought 
after Junmai Ginjo in Japan.
Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements lightly flavored dishes: yellowtail sashimi, shabu 
shabu, light meats, chicken kara age. 

HAKKAISAN JUNMAI GINJO
Item# 2541 6/1.8L, $441.60/cs, $73.60/unit 

Item# 2542 12/720ml, $406.80/cs, $33.90/unit 
Item# 2543 15/300ml, $265.50/cs, $17.70/unit 
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Prefecture Niigata
Sake Rice Gohyakumangoku 
Alcohol Content 15-16% 
Nihonshu-Do (SMV) +1.0 
Seimaibuai 55%
Acidity 1.4
Amino Acide (Umami) 

Prefecture Niigata
Sake Rice Gohyakumangoku, etc. 

Alcohol Content 15-16% 
Nihonshu-Do (SMV) +5.0 

Seimaibuai 55%
Acidity 1.1

Amino Acide (Umami) 1.1 

HAKKAISAN HONJOZO   honjozo
Hakkaisan Honjozo is made from the pure water welled from the 
Hakkai Mountains, spiked with natural alcohol to add a bit of kick. 
Mild yet crisp flavor of Hakkaisan reflects the clear wind blowing 
off the sacred Hakkai Mountain. 

Flavor Profile for Menu Listing
Nose of spice, tropical fruit and mint with a full mango, rice and 
nougat flavor.  The number one Honjozo Sake. 

Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements light to medium flavored dishes: glazed/grilled 
salmon, striped bass charred with beets. 

HAKKAISAN HONJOZO
Item# 2544 6/1.8L, $336.30/cs, $56.05/unit 

Item# 2545 12/720ml, $327.60/cs, $27.30/unit 

KIKUSUI JUNMAI GINJO

Using the exquisitely white Gohyakumangoku rice, a strain 
especially developed for Sake, Kikusui Ginjo is fermented for an 
extended period at a low temperature. This rids the sometimes heavy 
character of a Junmai, and produces an elegant aroma with a very 
light palate. The elegant blue bottle is specially inviting.
Flavor Profile for Menu Listing
A sweet aroma of rose and Mandarin orange with a clean and spicy 
finish.  From Kikusui Shuzo, the Gold Award receipient at the 
National Sake Competition in Japan.
Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements light to strong flavored dishes: Dim Sum, shrimp 
shumai, chicken/port with mild spice. 

KIKUSUI JUNMAI GINJO
Item# 2546 6/1.8L, $293.10/cs, $48.85/unit 

Item# 2547 12/720ml, $309.00/cs, $25.75/unit 
Item# 2548 15/300ml, $122.46/cs, $10.20/unit 
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Brewery Hakkaisan Brewery Co., LTD
Founded 1922

Profile

Product Name Hakkaisan Sparkling Nigori

Item Number 4543 Photo
Case Contents 12 bottles
Size 360ml
Class Junmai, Sparkling, Nigori
Rice Gohyakumangoku

Rice (kakemai) Yuki no Sei
Rice-Polishing Ratio 60%
Yeast Kyokai 701
Sake Meter Value -23
Acidity 1.6
Amino Acids Level 1.4
Alcohol by Volume 14.5%
Aged
Introduced in
Brewery Location Niigata
Brewery Head Shigemitsu Nagumo

SWEET SEMI-SWEET SEMI-DRY DRY EXTRA-DRY
○

FRAGRANT LIGHT AGED RICH
○

COLD ROOM TEMP BODY TEMP WARM
◎

APERITIF APPETIZER MAIN DISH DIGESTIF
◎ ◎ 〇

Food Pairings

Tasting Notes

Founded in 1922, Hakkaisan Brewery is situated at the foot of Mount Hakkai in Niigata. The spring
water that flows from the mountain is used to produce its sake.
The guiding principles of the brewery are to produce the finest sake that people will never tire of, to apply the 
highest standards of production to all its sakes, and in order to achieve the smooth wonderfully pure and mellow 
flavors of Hakkaisan sake, the Brewery insists on producing in small batches, using hand-made koji and slow 
fermentation at low temperatures.

Raw Oyster, Cheese, Spicy Food

With a refreshing acidity and gorgeous aroma, Hakkaisan Sparkling Nigori is certainly enjoyable as an aperitif, but this popular sake can be 
enjoyed many ways. Try pairing with rich or spicy dishes as well as fruits and dessert. There is no better way to celebrate than with a toast 
using this dazzling sparkling nigori sake.

New York Mutual Trading, Inc. 
Japanese Sake Spec Sheet

Items # 2581 12/360ml

2581

HAKKAISAN SPARKLING NIGORI

  
  

Prefecture Niigata 
Sake Rice Gohyakumangoku, Yamadanishiki, 

Todorokiwase, others 
Alcohol Content 17.50% 
Nihonshu-Do (SMV) +/-0 
Seimaibuai 55% 
Acidity 1.7 

Prefecture Iwate 
Sake Rice Gin Otome, others 
Alcohol Content 12% 
Nihonshu-Do (SMV) -20.0 
Seimaibuai 55% 
Acidity 1.6 

NANBUBIJIN AWA SPARKLING  
                                             Junmai ginjo 
 
Tasting Note: With a pleasant, Ginjo aroma, and gentle yet 
refreshing mouth-feel, this well-balanced sparkling sake finishes 
with the clear presence of umami from the rice. 
 
Food Pairing Suggestion 
Complements any main dish (Be sure to serve well chilled. When 
opened at higher temperatures, contents may spray out). 
 

NANBUBIJIN AWA SPARKLING 
Item# 1582 6/720ml, $461.40/cs, $76.90/unit 

 

HAKKAISAN GENSHU  
                                Tokubetsu Junmai 
 
Tasting Note: Hakkaisan Genshu stands out for its light, but deep 
flavor. Slowly fermenting the mash at low temperature gives this 
product a full-body and elegant bouquet. Retaining its full flavor 
and refreshing scent when chilled. 
 
Food Pairing Suggestion 
Complements any main dish. (This sake was made to be enjoyed at 
various temperatures, even below freezing temp worth trying) 
 

HAKKAISAN GENSHU TOKU JUNMAI 
Item# 1583 12/720ml, $310.20/cs, $25.85/unit 
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Prefecture Niigata 
Sake Rice Yamandanishiki 
Alcohol Content 13% 
Nihonshu-Do (SMV) -5.0 
Seimaibuai 50% 
Acidity 1.4 

Prefecture Yamagata, Japan 
Sake Rice Miyama Nishiki 
Alcohol Content 15.5% 
Nihonshu-Do (SMV) +8.0 
Seimaibuai 60% 
Acidity 1.5 

HAKKAISAN SPARKLING AWA  
                                            Junmai Ginjo 
 
Tasting Note: This clear, sparkling sake features fun and delicate 
bubbles. This secret to these bubbles that burst in your mouth is 
“bottle conditioning”. The additional fermentation within the bottle, 
naturally carbonates the sake. Its fine & beautiful bubbles are 
expressed when poured into a glass. 
 
Food Pairing Suggestion 
Complements any main dish. (Be sure to serve well chilled. When 
opened at higher temperatures, contents may spray out) 
 

HAKKAISAN SPARKLING AWA 
Item# 1584 12/360ml, $371.40/cs, $30.95/unit 
Item# 1585 6/720ml, $288.30/cs, $48.05/unit 
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MAKIRI JUNMAI GINJO  
EXTRA DRY 
 
Flavor Profile for Menu Listing 
Made with KIMOTO traditional method. Clean and deep flavor. 
Sharp aftertaste with extra dryness. 
 
Food Pairing Suggestion 
Perfect pairing with seafood or sushi. 
 MAKIRI JUNAMI GINJO 

Item# 605 6/720ml, $XXX/cs, $xx/unit 
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Prefecture Niigata 
Sake Rice Gohyakumangoku, Yamadanishiki, 

Todorokiwase, others 
Alcohol Content 17.50% 
Nihonshu-Do (SMV) +/-0 
Seimaibuai 55% 
Acidity 1.7 

Prefecture Iwate 
Sake Rice Gin Otome, others 
Alcohol Content 12% 
Nihonshu-Do (SMV) -20.0 
Seimaibuai 55% 
Acidity 1.6 

NANBUBIJIN AWA SPARKLING  
                                             Junmai ginjo 
 
Tasting Note: With a pleasant, Ginjo aroma, and gentle yet 
refreshing mouth-feel, this well-balanced sparkling sake finishes 
with the clear presence of umami from the rice. 
 
Food Pairing Suggestion 
Complements any main dish (Be sure to serve well chilled. When 
opened at higher temperatures, contents may spray out). 
 

NANBUBIJIN AWA SPARKLING 
Item# 1582 6/720ml, $461.40/cs, $76.90/unit 

 

HAKKAISAN GENSHU  
                                Tokubetsu Junmai 
 
Tasting Note: Hakkaisan Genshu stands out for its light, but deep 
flavor. Slowly fermenting the mash at low temperature gives this 
product a full-body and elegant bouquet. Retaining its full flavor 
and refreshing scent when chilled. 
 
Food Pairing Suggestion 
Complements any main dish. (This sake was made to be enjoyed at 
various temperatures, even below freezing temp worth trying) 
 

HAKKAISAN GENSHU TOKU JUNMAI 
Item# 1583 12/720ml, $310.20/cs, $25.85/unit 
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Prefecture Niigata 
Sake Rice Yamandanishiki 
Alcohol Content 13% 
Nihonshu-Do (SMV) -5.0 
Seimaibuai 50% 
Acidity 1.4 

Prefecture Yamagata, Japan 
Sake Rice Miyama Nishiki 
Alcohol Content 15.5% 
Nihonshu-Do (SMV) +8.0 
Seimaibuai 60% 
Acidity 1.5 

HAKKAISAN SPARKLING AWA  
                                            Junmai Ginjo 
 
Tasting Note: This clear, sparkling sake features fun and delicate 
bubbles. This secret to these bubbles that burst in your mouth is 
“bottle conditioning”. The additional fermentation within the bottle, 
naturally carbonates the sake. Its fine & beautiful bubbles are 
expressed when poured into a glass. 
 
Food Pairing Suggestion 
Complements any main dish. (Be sure to serve well chilled. When 
opened at higher temperatures, contents may spray out) 
 

HAKKAISAN SPARKLING AWA 
Item# 1584 12/360ml, $371.40/cs, $30.95/unit 
Item# 1585 6/720ml, $288.30/cs, $48.05/unit 
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MAKIRI JUNMAI GINJO  
EXTRA DRY 
 
Flavor Profile for Menu Listing 
Made with KIMOTO traditional method. Clean and deep flavor. 
Sharp aftertaste with extra dryness. 
 
Food Pairing Suggestion 
Perfect pairing with seafood or sushi. 
 MAKIRI JUNAMI GINJO 

Item# 605 6/720ml, $XXX/cs, $xx/unit 
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Prefecture Niigata 
Sake Rice Gohyakumangoku, Yamadanishiki, 

Todorokiwase, others 
Alcohol Content 17.50% 
Nihonshu-Do (SMV) +/-0 
Seimaibuai 55% 
Acidity 1.7 

Prefecture Iwate 
Sake Rice Gin Otome, others 
Alcohol Content 12% 
Nihonshu-Do (SMV) -20.0 
Seimaibuai 55% 
Acidity 1.6 

NANBUBIJIN AWA SPARKLING  
                                             Junmai ginjo 
 
Tasting Note: With a pleasant, Ginjo aroma, and gentle yet 
refreshing mouth-feel, this well-balanced sparkling sake finishes 
with the clear presence of umami from the rice. 
 
Food Pairing Suggestion 
Complements any main dish (Be sure to serve well chilled. When 
opened at higher temperatures, contents may spray out). 
 

NANBUBIJIN AWA SPARKLING 
Item# 1582 6/720ml, $461.40/cs, $76.90/unit 

 

HAKKAISAN GENSHU  
                                Tokubetsu Junmai 
 
Tasting Note: Hakkaisan Genshu stands out for its light, but deep 
flavor. Slowly fermenting the mash at low temperature gives this 
product a full-body and elegant bouquet. Retaining its full flavor 
and refreshing scent when chilled. 
 
Food Pairing Suggestion 
Complements any main dish. (This sake was made to be enjoyed at 
various temperatures, even below freezing temp worth trying) 
 

HAKKAISAN GENSHU TOKU JUNMAI 
Item# 1583 12/720ml, $310.20/cs, $25.85/unit 
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Prefecture Niigata 
Sake Rice Yamandanishiki 
Alcohol Content 13% 
Nihonshu-Do (SMV) -5.0 
Seimaibuai 50% 
Acidity 1.4 

Prefecture Yamagata, Japan 
Sake Rice Miyama Nishiki 
Alcohol Content 15.5% 
Nihonshu-Do (SMV) +8.0 
Seimaibuai 60% 
Acidity 1.5 

HAKKAISAN SPARKLING AWA  
                                            Junmai Ginjo 
 
Tasting Note: This clear, sparkling sake features fun and delicate 
bubbles. This secret to these bubbles that burst in your mouth is 
“bottle conditioning”. The additional fermentation within the bottle, 
naturally carbonates the sake. Its fine & beautiful bubbles are 
expressed when poured into a glass. 
 
Food Pairing Suggestion 
Complements any main dish. (Be sure to serve well chilled. When 
opened at higher temperatures, contents may spray out) 
 

HAKKAISAN SPARKLING AWA 
Item# 1584 12/360ml, $371.40/cs, $30.95/unit 
Item# 1585 6/720ml, $288.30/cs, $48.05/unit 
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MAKIRI JUNMAI GINJO  
EXTRA DRY 
 
Flavor Profile for Menu Listing 
Made with KIMOTO traditional method. Clean and deep flavor. 
Sharp aftertaste with extra dryness. 
 
Food Pairing Suggestion 
Perfect pairing with seafood or sushi. 
 MAKIRI JUNAMI GINJO 

Item# 605 6/720ml, $XXX/cs, $xx/unit 
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Prefecture Niigata 
Sake Rice Gohyakumangoku, Yamadanishiki, 

Todorokiwase, others 
Alcohol Content 17.50% 
Nihonshu-Do (SMV) +/-0 
Seimaibuai 55% 
Acidity 1.7 

Prefecture Iwate 
Sake Rice Gin Otome, others 
Alcohol Content 12% 
Nihonshu-Do (SMV) -20.0 
Seimaibuai 55% 
Acidity 1.6 

NANBUBIJIN AWA SPARKLING  
                                             Junmai ginjo 
 
Tasting Note: With a pleasant, Ginjo aroma, and gentle yet 
refreshing mouth-feel, this well-balanced sparkling sake finishes 
with the clear presence of umami from the rice. 
 
Food Pairing Suggestion 
Complements any main dish (Be sure to serve well chilled. When 
opened at higher temperatures, contents may spray out). 
 

NANBUBIJIN AWA SPARKLING 
Item# 1582 6/720ml, $461.40/cs, $76.90/unit 

 

HAKKAISAN GENSHU  
                                Tokubetsu Junmai 
 
Tasting Note: Hakkaisan Genshu stands out for its light, but deep 
flavor. Slowly fermenting the mash at low temperature gives this 
product a full-body and elegant bouquet. Retaining its full flavor 
and refreshing scent when chilled. 
 
Food Pairing Suggestion 
Complements any main dish. (This sake was made to be enjoyed at 
various temperatures, even below freezing temp worth trying) 
 

HAKKAISAN GENSHU TOKU JUNMAI 
Item# 1583 12/720ml, $310.20/cs, $25.85/unit 
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Prefecture Niigata 
Sake Rice Yamandanishiki 
Alcohol Content 13% 
Nihonshu-Do (SMV) -5.0 
Seimaibuai 50% 
Acidity 1.4 

Prefecture Yamagata, Japan 
Sake Rice Miyama Nishiki 
Alcohol Content 15.5% 
Nihonshu-Do (SMV) +8.0 
Seimaibuai 60% 
Acidity 1.5 

HAKKAISAN SPARKLING AWA  
                                            Junmai Ginjo 
 
Tasting Note: This clear, sparkling sake features fun and delicate 
bubbles. This secret to these bubbles that burst in your mouth is 
“bottle conditioning”. The additional fermentation within the bottle, 
naturally carbonates the sake. Its fine & beautiful bubbles are 
expressed when poured into a glass. 
 
Food Pairing Suggestion 
Complements any main dish. (Be sure to serve well chilled. When 
opened at higher temperatures, contents may spray out) 
 

HAKKAISAN SPARKLING AWA 
Item# 1584 12/360ml, $371.40/cs, $30.95/unit 
Item# 1585 6/720ml, $288.30/cs, $48.05/unit 
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MAKIRI JUNMAI GINJO  
EXTRA DRY 
 
Flavor Profile for Menu Listing 
Made with KIMOTO traditional method. Clean and deep flavor. 
Sharp aftertaste with extra dryness. 
 
Food Pairing Suggestion 
Perfect pairing with seafood or sushi. 
 MAKIRI JUNAMI GINJO 

Item# 605 6/720ml, $XXX/cs, $xx/unit 
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Prefecture Niigata

Junmai Ginjo
+4.0
55%

Sake Rice
Class

Nihonshu-Do (SMV)

Seimaibuai

Item#1560   12/ 180ml

Hakkaisan Hyotan Gold

Bottom-heavy style hyotan (gourd-shaped bottle) was known to be 
a sign of good luck in ancient China and Japan. Hakkaisan Sake 
Brewery has repackaged Junmai Ginjo with gold label and Ginjo 
sake with silver label into these stylish hyotan bottles. Enjoy this 
sake either warmed or chilled. For warm sake, remove the label and 
cap first, then heat the bottle in warm water. This beautiful blue 
bottle can be reused as a carafe or vase.

HAKKAISAN HYOTAN GOLD                     
                   JUNMAI GINJO

Prefecture Niigata

Ginjo
+6
55%

Sake Rice
Class

Nihonshu-Do (SMV)

Seimaibuai

Bottom-heavy style hyotan (gourd-shaped bottle) was known to be 
a sign of good luck in ancient China and Japan. Hakkaisan Sake 
Brewery has repackaged Junmai Ginjo with gold label and Ginjo 
sake with silver label into these stylish hyotan bottles. Enjoy this 
sake either warmed or chilled. For warm sake, remove the label and 
cap first, then heat the bottle in warm water. This beautiful blue 
bottle can be reused as a carafe or vase.

Item#1561   12/ 180ml

Hakkaisan Hyotan Silver

HAKKAISAN HYOTAN SILVER  GINJO



Prefecture Niigata

Junmai Ginjo
+4.0
55%

Sake Rice
Class

Nihonshu-Do (SMV)

Seimaibuai
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sake with silver label into these stylish hyotan bottles. Enjoy this 
sake either warmed or chilled. For warm sake, remove the label and 
cap first, then heat the bottle in warm water. This beautiful blue 
bottle can be reused as a carafe or vase.

HAKKAISAN HYOTAN GOLD                     
                   JUNMAI GINJO
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Nihonshu-Do (SMV)

Seimaibuai

Bottom-heavy style hyotan (gourd-shaped bottle) was known to be 
a sign of good luck in ancient China and Japan. Hakkaisan Sake 
Brewery has repackaged Junmai Ginjo with gold label and Ginjo 
sake with silver label into these stylish hyotan bottles. Enjoy this 
sake either warmed or chilled. For warm sake, remove the label and 
cap first, then heat the bottle in warm water. This beautiful blue 
bottle can be reused as a carafe or vase.

Item#1561   12/ 180ml

Hakkaisan Hyotan Silver

HAKKAISAN HYOTAN SILVER  GINJO

Brewery: Kikusui Sake Co. LTD.
Founded: 1881
Profile:

Product Name: Kikusui Kuramitsu

Item Number 3779 Photo
Case Contents 6 bottles
Size 750ml
Class Junmai Daiginjo
Rice Uonuma Koshihikari 100%

Rice (kakemai) Uonuma Koshihikari 100%
Rice-Polishing Ratio 23%
Yeast 1801
Sake Meter Value -5.7
Acidity 1.3
Amino Acids Level
Alcohol by Volume 15%
Aged
Introduced in 2012
Brewery Location Niigata
Factory Head Jun Ito

SWEET SEMI-SWEET SEMI-DRY DRY EXTRA-DRY
〇

FRAGRANT LIGHT AGED RICH

〇 〇

COLD ROOM TEMP BODY TEMP WARM

〇 ◎

APERITIF APPETIZER MAIN DISH DIGESTIF

〇 〇

Food Pairings

Tasting Notes

Awards
IWC 2014 Daiginjo Class Gold Prize

Caviar, Iberico Ham, Lightly Seasoned Dishes

This very special sake uses only the highest quality Uonumasan Koshi Hikari rice, which is considered a Niigata delicacy. It is carefully milled down to an 
astounding 23% of the original grain size, and is transformed into sake by piecing together every fragment of wisdom and craft Kikusui Sake Company has 
gathered in the last 130 years. The gorgeous perfume-like Daiginjo aroma cradles your senses as you raise the glass to your lips, and the first sip is an 
experience in complete and utter refinement. Smooth, clean, and slightly sweet, it begins with an understated sophistication, a note of nostalgia, and then 
becomes increasingly titillating with each progressive moment as it awakens your mouth, nose and lungs. What is Kikusui Kuramitsu? The taste of triumph.

New York Mutual Trading, Inc. 
Japanese Sake Spec Sheet

With 130 years of history on their shoulders, the Kikusui Sake Company of Niigata prefecture built themselves up from the 
bottom. The name "Kikusui" is a reference to a Noh theatre play, wherein the dew (Sui) from the petals of chrysanthemums 
(Kiku) grant eternal life. 
In 2004 they established the Kikusui Sake Research Institute in an effort to both raise the bar on the quality of their offerings and 
wrestle with concepts such as enjoyment of sake, and sake culture. They are proud to produce "Funaguchi" - Japan's first 
commercially available Nama (unpasteurized) sake. 

Items # 1551 6/720ml

Limited
Supply

1551

KIKUSUI KURAMITSU



 
 
 

 

Prefecture  Niigata 
Sake Rice  Gohyakumangoku 
Alcohol Content  17% 
Nihonshu‐Do (SMV)  ‐20.0 
Seimaibuai  90% 
Acidity   
Amino Acide (Umami)   

Prefecture  Niigata 
Sake Rice  Gohyakumangoku 

Alcohol Content  15% 
Nihonshu‐Do (SMV)  +1.0 

Seimaibuai  70% 
Acidity  1.6 

Amino Acide (Umami)  N/A 

KIKUSUI                                    junmai 
Kikusui Junmai, a perfectly balanced Sake with clean flavor and 
body. Serve chilled to savor the dry qualities. When slightly warmed 
to 100 degrees F, experience the fragrance expand as a more 
rounded flavor surfaces. Use a large earthenware flask to warm 
Kikusui Junmai, and pair it with a complementary dish. 

Flavor Profile for Menu Listing
Crisp, underripe pineapple flavors with notes of stone fruit and 
licorice.  Serve slightly warm. 

Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements rich flavored dishes: Fried chicken wing. 

KIKUSUI JUNMAI
Item# 2549 6/1.8L, $231.60/cs, $38.60/unit 

Item# 2550 12/300ml, $109.80/cs, $9.15/unit 
 

KIKUSUI SETSUGORO   
GENROKUSHU 

Rich, full bodied with high acidity and sweetness. These were 
considered “must have” qualities in a premium Sake in the Edo 
Period (1690s). We at Kikusui have managed to revive this beautiful 
traditional Sake. Please enjoy this unique type of Sake made using 
centuries old brewing methods for a true taste of the Edo Period.

Flavor Profile for Menu Listing
Golden brew with robust sweetness and acidity. 
Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements light flavored dishes: White fish cooked with light 
seasoning.

SETSUGORO GENROKUSHU
Item# 2551 6/720ml, $279.00/cs, $46.50/unit 
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Prefecture Niigata
Sake Rice Gohyakumangoku 
Alcohol Content 15-16% 
Nihonshu-Do (SMV) +1.0 
Seimaibuai 55%
Acidity 1.4
Amino Acide (Umami) 

Prefecture Niigata
Sake Rice Gohyakumangoku, etc. 

Alcohol Content 15-16% 
Nihonshu-Do (SMV) +5.0 

Seimaibuai 55%
Acidity 1.1

Amino Acide (Umami) 1.1 

HAKKAISAN HONJOZO   honjozo
Hakkaisan Honjozo is made from the pure water welled from the 
Hakkai Mountains, spiked with natural alcohol to add a bit of kick. 
Mild yet crisp flavor of Hakkaisan reflects the clear wind blowing 
off the sacred Hakkai Mountain. 

Flavor Profile for Menu Listing
Nose of spice, tropical fruit and mint with a full mango, rice and 
nougat flavor.  The number one Honjozo Sake. 

Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements light to medium flavored dishes: glazed/grilled 
salmon, striped bass charred with beets. 

HAKKAISAN HONJOZO
Item# 2544 6/1.8L, $336.30/cs, $56.05/unit 

Item# 2545 12/720ml, $327.60/cs, $27.30/unit 

KIKUSUI JUNMAI GINJO

Using the exquisitely white Gohyakumangoku rice, a strain 
especially developed for Sake, Kikusui Ginjo is fermented for an 
extended period at a low temperature. This rids the sometimes heavy 
character of a Junmai, and produces an elegant aroma with a very 
light palate. The elegant blue bottle is specially inviting.
Flavor Profile for Menu Listing
A sweet aroma of rose and Mandarin orange with a clean and spicy 
finish.  From Kikusui Shuzo, the Gold Award receipient at the 
National Sake Competition in Japan.
Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements light to strong flavored dishes: Dim Sum, shrimp 
shumai, chicken/port with mild spice. 

KIKUSUI JUNMAI GINJO
Item# 2546 6/1.8L, $293.10/cs, $48.85/unit 

Item# 2547 12/720ml, $309.00/cs, $25.75/unit 
Item# 2548 15/300ml, $122.46/cs, $10.20/unit 
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Nihonshu‐Do (SMV)  ‐20.0 
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Nihonshu‐Do (SMV)  +1.0 

Seimaibuai  70% 
Acidity  1.6 

Amino Acide (Umami)  N/A 

KIKUSUI                                    junmai 
Kikusui Junmai, a perfectly balanced Sake with clean flavor and 
body. Serve chilled to savor the dry qualities. When slightly warmed 
to 100 degrees F, experience the fragrance expand as a more 
rounded flavor surfaces. Use a large earthenware flask to warm 
Kikusui Junmai, and pair it with a complementary dish. 

Flavor Profile for Menu Listing
Crisp, underripe pineapple flavors with notes of stone fruit and 
licorice.  Serve slightly warm. 

Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements rich flavored dishes: Fried chicken wing. 

KIKUSUI JUNMAI
Item# 2549 6/1.8L, $231.60/cs, $38.60/unit 

Item# 2550 12/300ml, $109.80/cs, $9.15/unit 
 

KIKUSUI SETSUGORO   
GENROKUSHU 

Rich, full bodied with high acidity and sweetness. These were 
considered “must have” qualities in a premium Sake in the Edo 
Period (1690s). We at Kikusui have managed to revive this beautiful 
traditional Sake. Please enjoy this unique type of Sake made using 
centuries old brewing methods for a true taste of the Edo Period.

Flavor Profile for Menu Listing
Golden brew with robust sweetness and acidity. 
Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements light flavored dishes: White fish cooked with light 
seasoning.

SETSUGORO GENROKUSHU
Item# 2551 6/720ml, $279.00/cs, $46.50/unit 
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Prefecture Niigata
Sake Rice Gohyakumangoku 
Alcohol Content 15-16% 
Nihonshu-Do (SMV) +1.0 
Seimaibuai 55%
Acidity 1.4
Amino Acide (Umami) 

Prefecture Niigata
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Alcohol Content 15-16% 
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HAKKAISAN HONJOZO   honjozo
Hakkaisan Honjozo is made from the pure water welled from the 
Hakkai Mountains, spiked with natural alcohol to add a bit of kick. 
Mild yet crisp flavor of Hakkaisan reflects the clear wind blowing 
off the sacred Hakkai Mountain. 

Flavor Profile for Menu Listing
Nose of spice, tropical fruit and mint with a full mango, rice and 
nougat flavor.  The number one Honjozo Sake. 

Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements light to medium flavored dishes: glazed/grilled 
salmon, striped bass charred with beets. 

HAKKAISAN HONJOZO
Item# 2544 6/1.8L, $336.30/cs, $56.05/unit 
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Using the exquisitely white Gohyakumangoku rice, a strain 
especially developed for Sake, Kikusui Ginjo is fermented for an 
extended period at a low temperature. This rids the sometimes heavy 
character of a Junmai, and produces an elegant aroma with a very 
light palate. The elegant blue bottle is specially inviting.
Flavor Profile for Menu Listing
A sweet aroma of rose and Mandarin orange with a clean and spicy 
finish.  From Kikusui Shuzo, the Gold Award receipient at the 
National Sake Competition in Japan.
Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements light to strong flavored dishes: Dim Sum, shrimp 
shumai, chicken/port with mild spice. 
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KIKUSUI                                    junmai 
Kikusui Junmai, a perfectly balanced Sake with clean flavor and 
body. Serve chilled to savor the dry qualities. When slightly warmed 
to 100 degrees F, experience the fragrance expand as a more 
rounded flavor surfaces. Use a large earthenware flask to warm 
Kikusui Junmai, and pair it with a complementary dish. 

Flavor Profile for Menu Listing
Crisp, underripe pineapple flavors with notes of stone fruit and 
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Rich, full bodied with high acidity and sweetness. These were 
considered “must have” qualities in a premium Sake in the Edo 
Period (1690s). We at Kikusui have managed to revive this beautiful 
traditional Sake. Please enjoy this unique type of Sake made using 
centuries old brewing methods for a true taste of the Edo Period.
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HAKKAISAN HONJOZO   honjozo
Hakkaisan Honjozo is made from the pure water welled from the 
Hakkai Mountains, spiked with natural alcohol to add a bit of kick. 
Mild yet crisp flavor of Hakkaisan reflects the clear wind blowing 
off the sacred Hakkai Mountain. 

Flavor Profile for Menu Listing
Nose of spice, tropical fruit and mint with a full mango, rice and 
nougat flavor.  The number one Honjozo Sake. 

Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements light to medium flavored dishes: glazed/grilled 
salmon, striped bass charred with beets. 

HAKKAISAN HONJOZO
Item# 2544 6/1.8L, $336.30/cs, $56.05/unit 
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KIKUSUI JUNMAI GINJO

Using the exquisitely white Gohyakumangoku rice, a strain 
especially developed for Sake, Kikusui Ginjo is fermented for an 
extended period at a low temperature. This rids the sometimes heavy 
character of a Junmai, and produces an elegant aroma with a very 
light palate. The elegant blue bottle is specially inviting.
Flavor Profile for Menu Listing
A sweet aroma of rose and Mandarin orange with a clean and spicy 
finish.  From Kikusui Shuzo, the Gold Award receipient at the 
National Sake Competition in Japan.
Food Pairing Suggestion
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The WORLD’S  FIRST
USDA ORGANIC certified
OCIA certified
premium Junmai Ginjo Sake

brewed in Japan
imported from Japan

NEW
JUST ARRIVED FROM JAPAN

KIKUSUI
ORGANIC JUNMAI 

GINJO    
SAKE

Sake is the national alcoholic beverage of Japan, brewed using water, 
specially grown Sake rice, Koji ( Aspergillus oryzae), and yeast. 

ALL NATURAL            NO SULFITES ADDED     

KIKUSUI Organic Junmai Ginjo is:

FULLY ORGANIC    COMPLETELY VEGAN

PREMIUM GINJO GRADE 

MICRO-BREWED                    ARTISAN CRAFTED QUALITY

KIKUSUI ORGANIC JUNMAI GINJO SAKE

Characteristic
Like a cool breeze carrying the gentle aroma of honeysuckle, and a hint of ripe bananas, Kikusui Junmai Ginjo Organic offers a
flavor of fresh honeydew melon.  

Category Junmai Ginjo

Rice Polishing Ratio 55%

S.M.V. +2

Acidity 1.4

Aroma
Medium +++, quick to 
expand, engulfing

Rice 
Organic 

Gohyakumangoku

Water Soft water

Alcohol content 15~16%

Body Medium, complex

Organic certified by USDA & OCIA

 

 KIKUSUI ORGANIC JUNMAI GINJO 

Item#1261 12/300ml, $187.20/cs, $15.60/unit 
Item#1296 6/720ml, $187.20/cs, $31.20/unit 

 
 
 

    
FOOD PAIRING 
 
Serve wherever white wine is served. 
Pairs well with Asian and Western dishes alike. 
Goes with light to medium flavored dishes: seafood, chicken, cheese, fruits, vegetables. 
Best served chilled, about 50 degrees. 
 

 

 

    



Items # 2553 30/200ml
Items # 2552 12/300ml
Items # 2572 6/1L

KIKUSUI FUNAGUCHI 
HONJOZO DRAFT



 
 
 

 

Prefecture  Niigata 
Sake Rice  Gohyakumangoku 
Alcohol Content  21% 
Nihonshu‐Do (SMV)  ‐3.0 
Seimaibuai   
Acidity   
Amino Acide (Umami)   

Prefecture  Niigata 
Sake Rice  Sakamai Kikusui 

Alcohol Content  15% 
Nihonshu‐Do (SMV)  +2.0 

Seimaibuai  40% 
Acidity  N/A 

Amino Acide (Umami)  N/A 

SAKAMAI KIKSUI                                     
junmai daiginjo 

Pure rice wine made with rice milled to 40% of its original size, 
making it a Junmai Dai-Ginjo. Made with a special type of rice 
designed for brewing, also called Kikusui. This rice created in 1937 
was thought to be extinct but we managed to revive it from just 25 
grains of rice hulls. This Junmai Dai-Ginjo has a rich aroma and 
gentle crisp dryness. 
Flavor Profile for Menu Listing
Luscious flavor and full body are especially appealing. 

Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements much fatty meat fish. 

SAKAMAI KIKUSUI
Item# 2557 6/720ml, $259.50/cs, $43.25/unit 

 

KIKUSUI PERFECT SNOW 
NIGORI 

This full-bodied sweet Nigori genshu provides for more versatile 
drinking possibilities than your normal Nigori Sake, you can chill it 
and drink it straight, on the rocks, with soda or mixed with your 
favorite juice. Each one offering a unique full sensory experience to 
the customer.
Flavor Profile for Menu Listing
Full bodied flavor as the sake passes over the palate and finish with 
a crisp, dynamic flavor. 
Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements a wide variety of intense flavors and robust cuisine 
such as spare ribs and spicy Korean food and meat dishes.

KUNKO PERFECT SNOW
Item# 2558 12/200ml, $120.00/cs, $10.00/unit 
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SAKAMAI KIKSUI                                     
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gentle crisp dryness. 
Flavor Profile for Menu Listing
Luscious flavor and full body are especially appealing. 

Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements much fatty meat fish. 

SAKAMAI KIKUSUI
Item# 2557 6/720ml, $259.50/cs, $43.25/unit 

 

KIKUSUI PERFECT SNOW 
NIGORI 

This full-bodied sweet Nigori genshu provides for more versatile 
drinking possibilities than your normal Nigori Sake, you can chill it 
and drink it straight, on the rocks, with soda or mixed with your 
favorite juice. Each one offering a unique full sensory experience to 
the customer.
Flavor Profile for Menu Listing
Full bodied flavor as the sake passes over the palate and finish with 
a crisp, dynamic flavor. 
Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements a wide variety of intense flavors and robust cuisine 
such as spare ribs and spicy Korean food and meat dishes.
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KIKUSUI PERFECT SNOW
Items # 2558 12/300ml



Item#2753         6/1.8L
Item#2752     12/720ml
Item#2751     12/ 300ml

Food Pairing Suggestion
Unagi Kabayaki and other Rich Foods, Light and Refreshing foods 
such as 

KIKUSUI KARAKUCHI HONJOZO 

With 130 years of history on their shoulders, the Kikusui Sake 
Company of Niigata prefecture built themselves up from the bottom. 
The name "Kikusui" is a reference to a Noh theatre play, wherein the 
dew (Sui) from the petals of chrysanthemums (Kiku) grant eternal life.

A sip of this sake brings the same intensity, dryness and clarity as that 
of a crisp wind. This palate cleansing quality and a hidden but ever-
present umami make this brew the Kikusui Sake Company's most 
highly recommended sake to enjoy with food. A fun suggestion is to 
experience this sake anew with the passing of each season - try chilling 
the sake in summer, warming it in winter, and matching it to a wide 
berth of your favorite seasonal dishes.

Flavor Profile

Kikusui Karakuchi Honjozo 

Prefecture  Niigata
Gohyakumangoku
Honjozo
      
     70%

Sake Rice
Class

Nihonshu-Do (SMV)

Seimaibuai

Item#1526    12/720ml

With 130 years of history on their shoulders, the Kikusui Sake Company 
of Niigata prefecture built themselves up from the bottom. The name 
"Kikusui" is a reference to a Noh theatre play, wherein the dew (Sui) from 
the petals of chrysanthemums (Kiku) grant eternal life. 

Flavor Profile

Food Pairing Suggestion
Pair with bold Fall flavors to experience the change of seasons.

Prefecture  Niigata
Gohyakumangoku
Junmai Ginjo

      55%

Sake Rice
Class

Nihonshu-Do (SMV)

Seimaibuai

KIKUSUI HIYAOROSHI

Kikusui Hiyaoroshi

This seasonal sake is a lip-smacking treat for the fall!  The balance evident 
in every sip is achieved through the Edo-era method of aging the bottles in 
the coolest part of the brewery from spring to fall. They doze there from the 
end of previous brewing season until the chill (Hiya) of fall creeps in , when 
the brewery drops (Oroshi) the sake into the market. This sake has a round, 
lively personality with notes of rice, honey, and roasted nuts. 

Seasonal



Class: Junmai Daiginjo, Sparkling, Nama
Rice: Yamada Nishiki
Rice-Polishing Ratio: 50%
Brewery Location: Yamaguchi

Food Pairings:
Light, creamy Cheeses and Cuisine, Sweet deserts, Fried dishes, Meat 
dishes and Savory sauces. 

Tasting Notes:
Utilizing the true Champagne method, this sparkling sake undergoes a 
secondary fermentation within the bottle. Exhibits a vivid flavor and a 
delicate yet full body, with a clear-cut semi-sweet finish. Cuts oil well, and 
great for celebrations.

In the interest of preserving the quality of your Dassai 50 Sparkling Nig-
ori, be sure to keep the bottle refrigerated at all times.

DASSAI 50 
     SPARKLING NIGORI

DASSAI 50 SPARKLING NIGORI
Items # 12/360ml

Class: Junmai Daiginjo
Rice: Yamada Nishiki
Rice-Polishing Ratio: 23%
Brewery Location: Yamaguchi

Food Pairings:
Seafood dishes. Dishes with root vegetables. Creamy Dishes. 

Tasting Notes: 
This Junmai Daiginjo was born from a single challenge - polishing Yama-
da Nishiki to the limit of limits - 23% remaining of the original rice grain. 
The nose presents an irresistibly elegant flowery bouquet with a soft, 
delicate, honey-like sweetness, and the flavor blooms exquisitely in your 
mouth. The long finish is a gentle waterfall of flavor that hits the center of 
your palate and dissipates into bliss-like mists, begging for another sip. 

Awards: 
International Wine Challenge 2013: Trophy (DASSAI 23)
International Sake Challenge 2013: Best Junmai Daiginjo (DASSAI 23)
International Sake Challenge 2012: Best Junmai Daiginjo (DASSAI 23)
Los Angeles International Wine & Spirits Competition 2012: Best of class 
sake (DASSAI 23)

DASSAI 23 
        JUNMAI DAIGINJO

DASSAI 23 JUNMAI DAIGINJO
Items # 1260 12/300ml
Items # 1227 12/720ml



Rather than sake that will get someone drunk, or sake that will sell 
the most, Asahishuzo's aim is to create sake for tasting - to brew sake 
that is truly delicious and enjoyable for all. Their brand Dassai is 
the personification of this philosophy. We must note, however, that 
they have no intention of brewing elusive phantom sake that doesn't 
sell. This brewery makes some of the most popular and universally 
relatable sake in the world today. 

Dassai 39 Junmai Daiginjo

Item# 2520  12/300ml
Item# 2521  12/720ml

DASSAI 39 JUNMAI DAIGINJO

Food Pairing Suggestion
Heavy or rich dishes

Flavor Profile
Enjoy the flowery and expertly-balanced Dassai 39 Junmai 
Daiginjo's pleasant and addictive notes of ripe pineapples, 
mangoes, apples and

Prefecture Yamadaguchi
Yamada Nishiki
Junmai Daiginjo

           39%

Sake Rice
Class

Nihonshu-Do (SMV)

Seimaibuai

 
 
 

 

Prefecture  Gifu 
Sake Rice  Hidahomare 
Alcohol Content  17‐18% 
Nihonshu‐Do (SMV)  ‐4.0 
Seimaibuai  60% 
Acidity  1.7 
Amino Acide (Umami)  1.5 
   

Prefecture  Fukui 
Sake Rice  Yamada Nishiki

Alcohol Content  17‐18% 
Nihonshu‐Do (SMV)  +4 

Seimaibuai  55% 
Acidity  1.4 

Amino Acide (Umami)   

BORN MUROKA NAMA GENSHU      
JUNMAI DAIGINJO 

 

‘BORN’ is a Sanskrit word which translates to ‘innocent pureness’ 
or ‘capturing the truth’.  Born Draft Muroka Nama Genshu is quite 
unique: draft and non-carbon filtered for a fresh and complex 
flavored brew.  Genshu, is the first pressed, undiluted sake with 
higher alcohol content.  Relish the pure, full-bodied flavor and 
highly fragrant aroma. 

Flavor Profile for Menu Listing
Rich aroma with lively and robust characteristics of first pressed 
draft genshu.
From Katokichibee Shouten, a brewery with 350 year legacy of fine 
brewing.

BORN MUROKA NAMA GENSHU JUNMAI 
DAIGINJO

Item# 1265 6/720ml, $329.10/cs, $54.85/unit 

NAGARAGAWA SPARKLING NIGORI      
HONJOZO 

With apple like aroma, this sparkling milky saké is sweet, but refreshing 
saké. Omachi Shuzo sakés are also known as "Symphony Sake" because 
they play music while saké is fermenting in the saké tank. 

Flavor Profile for Menu Listing
Cotton candy on the nose, slightly effervescent with the flavor of 
caramel apple and a mildly bitter aftertaste.

Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements light flavored dishes: sushi, seaweed salad, grilled fish, 
sorbet, cheese (not too salty). 

NAGARAGAWA SPARKLING NIGORI
Item# 1255 12/300ml, $168.60/cs, $14.05/unit 
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Class: Junmai Daiginjo
Rice: Yamada Nishiki
Rice-Polishing Ratio: 50%
Brewery Location: Yamaguchi

Food Pairings:
May pair with any and all cuisines

Tasting Notes:
A refreshing, engaging, round flavor are what make the full-bodied Dassai 
50 such a popular, well-known, and delicious sake to experts and consum-
ers in Japan and overseas.  Excellent with food or alone, and delicious at 
all temperatures.  A Junmai Daiginjo suitable for daily consumption for a 
very reasonable price.

DASSAI 50 
        JUNMAI DAIGINJO

DASSAI 50 JUNMAI DAIGINJO
Items # 1240 12/300ml
Items # 1221 12/720ml



 
 
 

 

Prefecture  Niigata 
Sake Rice  Gohyakumangoku
Alcohol Content  14‐15% 
Nihonshu‐Do (SMV)  +3.0 
Seimaibuai  60% 
Acidity  1.4 
Amino Acide (Umami)  1.3 

Prefecture  Yamaguchi  
Sake Rice  Yamadanishiki 

Alcohol Content  16‐17% 
Nihonshu‐Do (SMV)  +3.0 

Seimaibuai  50% 
Acidity  1.6 

Amino Acide (Umami)  0.9 

DASSAI NIGORI       JUNMAI DAIGINJO  

Unlike most other Nigori sakes, this sake is not too sweet and leaves 
no thick finish.  Instead, this nigori sake is a full-flavored, refreshing 
semi-dry sake. 

Flavor Profile for Menu Listing
Semi-sweet light fragrant flavor. 

Food Pairing Suggestion

DASSAI NIGORI JUNMAI DAIGINJO
Item# 1220 12/720ml, $369.00/cs, $30.75/unit 
Item# 1219 12/300ml, $172.20/cs, $14.35/unit 

 

ECHIGO TSURUKAME            JUNMAI   

Echigo Tsurukame rose to fame as it was commissioned for a 
wedding of a Crown Prince by the Imperial court. Dry but not over 
powering, this is smooth with a subtle oak barrel scent. Serve chilled 
to slightly warmed. Traditionally, the Tsuru crane and the Kame turtle 
are symbols of long life. 

Flavor Profile for Menu Listing
Apple sauce and menthol with flavors of unripe pineapple and butter. 

Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements medium to rich flavored dishes: oysters, spring rolls, 
yakitori. 

ECHIGO TSURUKAME JUNMAI
Item# 1218 12/720ml, $357.00/cs, $29.75/unit 
Item# 1235 12/300ml, $334.80/cs, $13.95/unit 
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Prefecture  Tohoku, Yamagata 
Sake Rice  Special Yamada Nishiki 
Alcohol Content   
Nihonshu‐Do (SMV)   
Seimaibuai   
Acidity   

Prefecture   
Sake Rice  Yamadanishiki 

Alcohol Content  16% 
Nihonshu‐Do (SMV)  +4.0 

Seimaibuai  Under 23% 
Acidity  N/A 

DASSAI BEYOND 
 
Dassai Beyond was not concerned with chasing after numbers  
and gimmicks, but devoted themselves to creating the absolute 
highest quality sake. By laboriously experimenting over and over 
with various milling rates, aging processes and techniques, they 
created a masterpiece unlike anything else. As soon as this sake hits 
the tongue, the umami envelopes the mouth and delivers a deep and 
profound taste that is sure to leave you smitten. 
 
Flavor Profile for Menu Listing 
Food with a profound, deep flavor such as duck,milt, and truffle. 
Meats and fish with a citrus sauce. DASSAI BEYOND 

Item# 2590 720ml, $530.50/cs, $530.50/unit 
 

JYUYONDAI HONMARU HONJOZO 

A legendary producer that earns global acclaim with its venerable range 
of cult and rare collector sakes. Honmaru is their Honjozo level sake. 
Crisp, fresh and fruity on the nose with subtle melon sweetess and a dry 
finish.  
 
Flavor Profile for Menu Listing 
Big floral nose, light and refreshing palate 
 
Food Pairing Suggestion 
Japanese cuisine 
 

JYUYONDAI HONMARU HONJOZO 
Item# 2595 1.8Ll, $85.00/cs, $85.00/unit 
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Rather than sake that will get someone drunk, or sake that will sell 
the most, Asahishuzo's aim is to create sake for tasting - to brew sake 
that is truly delicious and enjoyable for all. Their brand Dassai is 
the personification of this philosophy. We must note, however, that 
they have no intention of brewing elusive phantom sake that doesn't 
sell. This brewery makes some of the most popular and universally 
relatable sake in the world today. 

Dassai 39 Junmai Daiginjo

Item# 2520  12/300ml
Item# 2521  12/720ml

DASSAI 39 JUNMAI DAIGINJO

Food Pairing Suggestion
Heavy or rich dishes

Flavor Profile
Enjoy the flowery and expertly-balanced Dassai 39 Junmai 
Daiginjo's pleasant and addictive notes of ripe pineapples, 
mangoes, apples and

Prefecture Yamadaguchi
Yamada Nishiki
Junmai Daiginjo

           39%

Sake Rice
Class

Nihonshu-Do (SMV)

Seimaibuai

 
 
 

 

Prefecture  Gifu 
Sake Rice  Hidahomare 
Alcohol Content  17‐18% 
Nihonshu‐Do (SMV)  ‐4.0 
Seimaibuai  60% 
Acidity  1.7 
Amino Acide (Umami)  1.5 
   

Prefecture  Fukui 
Sake Rice  Yamada Nishiki

Alcohol Content  17‐18% 
Nihonshu‐Do (SMV)  +4 

Seimaibuai  55% 
Acidity  1.4 

Amino Acide (Umami)   

BORN MUROKA NAMA GENSHU      
JUNMAI DAIGINJO 

 

‘BORN’ is a Sanskrit word which translates to ‘innocent pureness’ 
or ‘capturing the truth’.  Born Draft Muroka Nama Genshu is quite 
unique: draft and non-carbon filtered for a fresh and complex 
flavored brew.  Genshu, is the first pressed, undiluted sake with 
higher alcohol content.  Relish the pure, full-bodied flavor and 
highly fragrant aroma. 

Flavor Profile for Menu Listing
Rich aroma with lively and robust characteristics of first pressed 
draft genshu.
From Katokichibee Shouten, a brewery with 350 year legacy of fine 
brewing.

BORN MUROKA NAMA GENSHU JUNMAI 
DAIGINJO

Item# 1265 6/720ml, $329.10/cs, $54.85/unit 

NAGARAGAWA SPARKLING NIGORI      
HONJOZO 

With apple like aroma, this sparkling milky saké is sweet, but refreshing 
saké. Omachi Shuzo sakés are also known as "Symphony Sake" because 
they play music while saké is fermenting in the saké tank. 

Flavor Profile for Menu Listing
Cotton candy on the nose, slightly effervescent with the flavor of 
caramel apple and a mildly bitter aftertaste.

Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements light flavored dishes: sushi, seaweed salad, grilled fish, 
sorbet, cheese (not too salty). 

NAGARAGAWA SPARKLING NIGORI
Item# 1255 12/300ml, $168.60/cs, $14.05/unit 
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Prefecture  Fukui 
Sake Rice  Yamadanishiki 
Alcohol Content  15% 
Nihonshu‐Do (SMV)  +1 
Seimaibuai  55% 
Acidity  1.5 

Prefecture  Fukui 
Sake Rice  Yamadanishiki  

Alcohol Content  35% 
Nihonshu‐Do (SMV)  +4 

Seimaibuai  55% 
Acidity  1.5 

Amino Acide (Umami)  1.2 

BORN “YUME WA MASAYUME” 
JUNMAI GINJO 

Fermented for 5 years in very controlled temperature. This Junmai 
Dai-Ginjo has very mellow and elegant aroma with smooth, velvety 
flavor. Great sake for cerebration when your dreams come true!! 

Flavor Profile for Menu Listing
Complements any cold and hot main dishes.
 

BORN “YUME WA MASAYYUME” JMI DAIGINJO
Item# 1297 6/1L, $1,554.00/cs, $259.00/unit 

 

BORN GOLD                     JUNMAI  GINJO 

This unique sake uses a proprietary yeast strain that is considerably 
toned down when compared to many of the Born sakes from 
Katookichibee. After lagering over a year at 15 degrees F, the 
smoothness of this sake is best paired with light creamy cheeses and 
light carpaccio dishes. 

Flavor Profile for Menu Listing

.
Food Pairing Suggestion

BORN GOLD JUNMAI DAIGINJO
Item# 2511 12/720ml, $453.00/cs, $37.75/unit 
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BORN “YUME WA MASAYUME” 
DAIGINJO



 
 
 

 

Prefecture  Fukui 
Sake Rice  Yamadanishiki 
Alcohol Content  15% 
Nihonshu‐Do (SMV)  +1 
Seimaibuai  55% 
Acidity  1.5 

Prefecture  Fukui 
Sake Rice  Yamadanishiki  

Alcohol Content  35% 
Nihonshu‐Do (SMV)  +4 

Seimaibuai  55% 
Acidity  1.5 

Amino Acide (Umami)  1.2 

BORN “YUME WA MASAYUME” 
JUNMAI GINJO 

Fermented for 5 years in very controlled temperature. This Junmai 
Dai-Ginjo has very mellow and elegant aroma with smooth, velvety 
flavor. Great sake for cerebration when your dreams come true!! 

Flavor Profile for Menu Listing
Complements any cold and hot main dishes.
 

BORN “YUME WA MASAYYUME” JMI DAIGINJO
Item# 1297 6/1L, $1,554.00/cs, $259.00/unit 

 

BORN GOLD                     JUNMAI  GINJO 

This unique sake uses a proprietary yeast strain that is considerably 
toned down when compared to many of the Born sakes from 
Katookichibee. After lagering over a year at 15 degrees F, the 
smoothness of this sake is best paired with light creamy cheeses and 
light carpaccio dishes. 

Flavor Profile for Menu Listing

.
Food Pairing Suggestion

BORN GOLD JUNMAI DAIGINJO
Item# 2511 12/720ml, $453.00/cs, $37.75/unit 
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美
山
錦

古典 写楽     純米大吟醸酒     福島県

アルコール度数：15.0%~16.0% 日本酒度：+3.0    宮泉銘醸㈱ 
 

芳醇な香りと、まろやかな風味を醸し出すことにこだわった、手造り純米大吟

醸 ｢古典写楽｣。全体にサッパリとした料理から、野菜などの炒め物にも良く

合い、魚の塩焼やバターで味付けをした料理ともお楽しみいただけます。 

Sharaku           Junmai Daiginjo 
From Fukushima Alcohol Level: 15.0~16.0% SMV (Nihonshudo): +3.0 
Sake Rice: Miyamanishiki Rice Remaining Ratio (Seimaibuai): 50% 
Acidity: 1.1 Amino Acid: 1.3 Miyaizumi Meijyo

Sharaku, the artist considered a genius of Ukiyoe, is the creator of a series of 
Kabuki woodblock print masterpieces, most rare and sought after today.  Much 
like his art, Sharaku Junmai Daiginjo is a painstakingly hand crafted artisan Sake, 
with exquisite aroma and a mellow flavor most prized in a premium Daiginjo 
grade Sake.  Sharaku complements a wide array of cuisine from simple grilled 
fish, to stir-fried fresh vegetables, and buttery-flavored dishes. 

Flavor Profile for Menu Listing
Nectarine, Asian pear and sweet plum on the nose with flavors of crisp rice and kiwi. 

Each Sharaku bottle shows a classic Ukiyoe print of a Kabuki actor, from the artist's 
work, circa 1794.   

Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements light to rich flavored dishes: Hiyayakko tofu, stir-fried vegetables, 
salted grilled fish, pork ginger, butter-flavored dishes. 

SHARAKU JUNMAI DAIGINJO
Item#1215 12/720 ml, $448.20/cs, $37.35/unit 
Item#1234 20/300ml, $287.00/cs, $14.35/unit 

みちのく 鬼ころし 本醸造酒     宮城県

アルコール度数：16.0%~17.0% 日本酒度：+10.0         宮城酒類㈱ 
 

辛口酒の代名詞である｢鬼ころし｣は爽やかな旨味があり幅広い料理と

良く合います。食中酒として冷や、又はぬる燗でお楽しみ下さい。 

Michinoku Onikoroshi      Honjozo 
From Miyagi Alcohol Level: 16.0~17.0% SMV (Nihonshudo): +10.0 
Sake Rice: locally grown rice Rice Remaining Ratio (Seimaibuai): 65% 
Acidity: 1.5 Amino Acid: 1.7 Miyagi Shurui

As the name "Onikoroshi" or the "demon slayer" suggests, "Michinoku 
Onikoroshi" is known for its dry and brisk flavor.  Its well-rounded flavor 
complements a wide variety of dishes.  Enjoy chilled or slightly warmed. 

Flavor Profile for Menu Listing
Green apple, cinnamon and strawberry jam on the nose with hot mochi and grape 
juice flavors.   

The demon Slayer! 

Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements light to rich flavored dishes: shabu shabu with ponzu, yellowtail, 
teriyaki, shumai, gyoza, tonkatsu, beef katsu, yakitori, sukiyaki. 

使
用
米

 
宮
城
県
産
米

MICHINOKU ONIKOROSHI HONJOZO
Item#1208 6/1.8 lit, $283.50/cs, $47.25/unit 

Item#1209 12/720 ml, $287.40/cs, $23.95/unit 
Item#1210 12/300 ml, $141.60/cs, $11.80/unit 
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Prefecture Aomori 
Sake Rice  
Alcohol Content 16% 
Nihonshu-Do (SMV) +11.0 
Seimaibuai  
Acidity N/A 
Amino Acide (Umami) N/A 

Prefecture Fushimi, Kyoto 
Sake Rice Bizen-Omachi 

Alcohol Content 17-18% 
Nihonshu-Do (SMV) +3.5 

Seimaibuai  
Acidity N/A 

Amino Acide (Umami) N/A 

TAMANO HIKARI SHUKON 
Genshu Junmai ginjo 
 
One of classic items that pursues the original deliciousness of the 
main ingredient—rice. Among that, this Junmai GInjo Shukon is 
available only during the winter as the freshly pressed brew is 
directly bottled, undiluted, beginning of winter season. A special 
brew with distinctly unique richness of genshu and sharp acidity that 
gives refreshing impression. Limited quantity. 
 
Food Pairing Suggestion 
Complements any Dishes TAMANO HIKARI SHUKON JUNMAI GINJO 

Item# 1570 6/720ml, $219.40/cs, $19.90/unit 
 

MUTSU OTOKOYAMA CHOKARA 
Junmai 
  
This Aomori craft Sake is made with a focus on select rice and yeast 
from their own prefecture, and utilizes Hachinohe, Kanisawa 
District's famed water for brewing. Be it Japanese or Western, this 
Sake has a crisp finish that compliments and enhances flavors from 
any cuisine. The harmony of mellow richness and umami make this 
refreshingly smooth, dry Sake one you are sure to enjoy. 
 
Food Pairing Suggestion 
Complements any Japanese Dishes, as an Aperitif      
 
 
 
 

MUTSU OTOKOYAMA CHOKARA JUNMAI 
Item# 1571 24/300ml, $270.00/cs, $11.25/unit 
Item# 1572 12/720ml, $291.60/cs, $24.30/unit 

Item# 1573 6/1.8L $282.60/cs, $47.10/unit 
 

65%

BORN GOLD   DAIGINJO



 
 
 

 

Prefecture  Iwate 
Sake Rice  Yamadanishiki 
Alcohol Content  15% 
Nihonshu‐Do (SMV)  +4.0 
Seimaibuai  50% 
Acidity  1.6 
Amino Acide (Umami)   

Prefecture  Yamagata 
Sake Rice  Miyamanishiki 

Alcohol Content  15‐16% 
Nihonshu‐Do (SMV)  +/‐0.0 

Seimaibuai  60% 
Acidity  1.2 

Amino Acide (Umami)  1.2 

HAGURO                                  HONJOZO 

The creator of Takenotsuyu and Hatsushibori Yukihonoka presents 
Haguro in a unique Tokkuri Sake bottle accompanied with a 
matching Sake cup. Haguro offers clear yet abundant fragrance and 
flavor with hardly any trail. Serve chilled, paired with lightly 
flavored dishes. Great as “buy the bottle, take the empty Tokkuri 
and Sakazuki home” promotion. 
Flavor Profile for Menu Listing
Mandarin orange and black tea flavor with a hint of jasmine. 
From Takenotsuyu, the Gold Award recipient at the National Sake 
Competition in Japan. 

Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements light and mild flavored seafood dishes: uni sea urchin

HAGURO HONJOZO
Item# 2526 10/720ml, $383.00/cs, $38.30/unit 

 

NANBU BIJIN SHINPAKU 
JUNMAI GINJO 

Deep and rich aroma.  Best finish in the perfect balance of all.  
Using 100% premium Yamadanishiki Sake rice and bottled 
unfiltered.  Label design means the white part of the cloudy part of a 
grain of rice is a symbol of this Sake.  It’s easy to match it with all 
dishes in various scenes. 
Flavor Profile for Menu Listing
Rich aroma, full-body note and the aftertaste is dry.  Elegant and 
beautiful impression.
Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements any kinds of menu during the meal.  Served chilled the 
best.

NANBU BIJIN SHINPAKU JUNMAI GINJO
Item# 2509 12/720ml, $285.60/cs, $23.80/unit 
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Origin  Iwate, Japan 
Type  Umeshu 
Alcohol Content  10‐11% 
Nihonshu‐Do (SMV)   
Seimaibuai   
Acidity   
Amino Acide (Umami)   

Prefecture  Ishikawa 
Sake Rice  Yamadanishiki 

Alcohol Content  15‐16% 
Nihonshu‐Do (SMV)  +3.0 

Seimaibuai  50% 
Acidity  1.3 

Amino Acide (Umami)  N/A 

KISS OF FIRE         junmai daiginjo 
50% Yamada Nishiki sake rice polichsed to preparation, slowly 
agned three years and combined with the skill and passion of brewer 
Noto Toji.  This Junmai Daiginjo with an elegant aroma is truly an 
art of Sake.  It comes in a beautiful box and is perfect for a gift. 

Flavor Profile for Menu Listing
Elegant aroma is an art of Sake.  Well-defined hot taste. 

Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements a wide range of light to rich flavored dishes. 
 

KISS OF FIRE JUNMAI DAIGINJO
Item# 2561 6/750ml, $586.50/cs, $97.75/unit 

 

NANBU BIJIN MUTO UMESHU 
Sugar free 

Nanbu Bijin has just released umeshu (plum wine) with no sugar 
added.  Unlike traditionally enjoyed umeshu, whose main 
ingredients are white liquor, sugar and ume (plum), Nanbu Bijin’s 
umeshu is made from their junmai type sake and locally grown ume.  
It is low in calories and has a clean flavor.

Flavor Profile for Menu Listing

Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements light to strong flavored dishes. Best way to enjoy: 
Straight/Rock.

NANBU BIJIN MUTO UMESHU
Item# 2564 12/720ml, $393.00/cs, $32.75/unit 
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Prefecture  Iwate 
Sake Rice  Yamadanishiki 
Alcohol Content  15% 
Nihonshu‐Do (SMV)  +4.0 
Seimaibuai  50% 
Acidity  1.6 
Amino Acide (Umami)   

Prefecture  Yamagata 
Sake Rice  Miyamanishiki 

Alcohol Content  15‐16% 
Nihonshu‐Do (SMV)  +/‐0.0 

Seimaibuai  60% 
Acidity  1.2 

Amino Acide (Umami)  1.2 

HAGURO                                  HONJOZO 

The creator of Takenotsuyu and Hatsushibori Yukihonoka presents 
Haguro in a unique Tokkuri Sake bottle accompanied with a 
matching Sake cup. Haguro offers clear yet abundant fragrance and 
flavor with hardly any trail. Serve chilled, paired with lightly 
flavored dishes. Great as “buy the bottle, take the empty Tokkuri 
and Sakazuki home” promotion. 
Flavor Profile for Menu Listing
Mandarin orange and black tea flavor with a hint of jasmine. 
From Takenotsuyu, the Gold Award recipient at the National Sake 
Competition in Japan. 

Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements light and mild flavored seafood dishes: uni sea urchin

HAGURO HONJOZO
Item# 2526 10/720ml, $383.00/cs, $38.30/unit 

 

NANBU BIJIN SHINPAKU 
JUNMAI GINJO 

Deep and rich aroma.  Best finish in the perfect balance of all.  
Using 100% premium Yamadanishiki Sake rice and bottled 
unfiltered.  Label design means the white part of the cloudy part of a 
grain of rice is a symbol of this Sake.  It’s easy to match it with all 
dishes in various scenes. 
Flavor Profile for Menu Listing
Rich aroma, full-body note and the aftertaste is dry.  Elegant and 
beautiful impression.
Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements any kinds of menu during the meal.  Served chilled the 
best.

NANBU BIJIN SHINPAKU JUNMAI GINJO
Item# 2509 12/720ml, $285.60/cs, $23.80/unit 
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Origin  Iwate, Japan 
Type  Umeshu 
Alcohol Content  10‐11% 
Nihonshu‐Do (SMV)   
Seimaibuai   
Acidity   
Amino Acide (Umami)   

Prefecture  Ishikawa 
Sake Rice  Yamadanishiki 

Alcohol Content  15‐16% 
Nihonshu‐Do (SMV)  +3.0 

Seimaibuai  50% 
Acidity  1.3 

Amino Acide (Umami)  N/A 

KISS OF FIRE         junmai daiginjo 
50% Yamada Nishiki sake rice polichsed to preparation, slowly 
agned three years and combined with the skill and passion of brewer 
Noto Toji.  This Junmai Daiginjo with an elegant aroma is truly an 
art of Sake.  It comes in a beautiful box and is perfect for a gift. 

Flavor Profile for Menu Listing
Elegant aroma is an art of Sake.  Well-defined hot taste. 

Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements a wide range of light to rich flavored dishes. 
 

KISS OF FIRE JUNMAI DAIGINJO
Item# 2561 6/750ml, $586.50/cs, $97.75/unit 

 

NANBU BIJIN MUTO UMESHU 
Sugar free 

Nanbu Bijin has just released umeshu (plum wine) with no sugar 
added.  Unlike traditionally enjoyed umeshu, whose main 
ingredients are white liquor, sugar and ume (plum), Nanbu Bijin’s 
umeshu is made from their junmai type sake and locally grown ume.  
It is low in calories and has a clean flavor.

Flavor Profile for Menu Listing

Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements light to strong flavored dishes. Best way to enjoy: 
Straight/Rock.

NANBU BIJIN MUTO UMESHU
Item# 2564 12/720ml, $393.00/cs, $32.75/unit 
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NANBU BIJIN SHINPAKU 
      DAIGINJO
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Nanbu Bijin Daiginjo           Daiginjo  
From Iwate Alcohol Level: 16.8% SMV (Nihonshudo): +5.0 
Sake Rice: Yamadanishiki, Ginginga Rice Remaining Ratio (Seimaibuai): 40% 
Acidity:1.3 Amino Acid: 0.9 Nanbu-Bijin

Reminiscent of seasoned fruits, Nanbu Bijin Dai Ginjo achieves. Its 
elegant aroma with the use of Yamadanishiki and Gin-Ginga Sake rice. 
The elegant aroma is followed by an envelope of a full-bodied yet soft 
character, yielding the perfect balance of fragrance and flavor. 

Flavor Profile for Menu Listing
The elegant aroma is followed by an envelope of a full-bodied yet soft 
character, yielding the perfect balance of fragrance and flavor.

Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements light flavored dishes: White fish sashimi, Tofu with ponzu 
sauce.

南部美人     特別純米酒      岩手県

アルコール度数：15.5%  日本酒度：+4.0            ㈱南部美人
 

地元の酒造好適米｢ぎんおとめ｣を使用し、米の旨味を最大限に引き出した

｢南部美人｣。炭素ろ過を使わず、火入れ後の低温管理がフレッシュさを保

ちます。夕張メロンを思わせる甘くやわらかい果肉を頬張ったような印象

と、すっきりとした軽妙な味の流れをお楽しみ下さい。 

Nanbu Bijin           tokubetsu Junmai  
From Iwate Alcohol Level: 15.5% SMV (Nihonshudo): +4.0 
Sake Rice: Gin-Otome Rice Remaining Ratio (Seimaibuai): 55% 
Acidity: 1.5 Amino Acid: 1.1 Nanbu-Bijin

Using 100% locally grown Gin-Otome Sake rice, Nanbu Bijin is produced 
to accentuate the flavor of rice to its fullest.  By eliminating the carbon 
filteration and storing below 41 degrees F, Nanbu Bijin retains its lively 
fresh aroma and clean flavor.  Serve chilled at 50 degrees F to fully 
appreciate its offerings.   

Flavor Profile for Menu Listing
Highly fragrant with a rich and lively mouth-feel. Has an excellent 
presence on the tongue with a well-constructed and complex undercurrent 
of flavors.   

The Southern Beauty! 

Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements seafood dishes: fresh sashimi, sushi with fresh seafood.

NANBU BIJIN TOKU-JUNMAI
Item#1206 12/720 ml, $252.00/cs, $21.00/unit 
Item#1207 15/300 ml, $165.00/cs, $11.00/unit

使
用
米 

ぎ
ん
お
と
め

NANBU BIJIN DAIGINJO (AL)
Item#1233 6/720 ml, $326.40/cs, $54.40/unit 

 

南部美人 大吟醸 大吟醸酒     岩手県

アルコール度数：16.8%  日本酒度：+5.0    ㈱南部美人
 

酒造好適米「山田錦」と「吟ぎんが」を使用した、南部美人を代表するお

酒のひとつです。すかっとした清澄感の上に,さまざまな果実をミックス

したイメージが広がります。第一印象は、香りの高さから入ってきますが、

後に続くふくよかな感触が全体をやわらかく包み、香味のバランスの良さ

を導き出しています。 

使
用
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田
錦
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吟
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ん
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Class: Junmai Ginjo
Rice: Ginotome
Rice-Polishing Ratio: 55%
Brewery Location: Iwate Prefecture
Food Pairings: Aperitif

Tasting Notes: This elegant and perfectly balanced sparkling sake is 
made with local Ginotome rice and Volcanic water. It has a calming 
floral aroma and a crisp carbonation which offsets the soft mouthfeel 
of the sake. Finally, the delicate umami undertone leads the palate to 
a creamy and satisfying finish.

NANBU BIJIN SPARKLING 
    JUNMAI GINJO

NANBU BIJIN SPARKLING JUNMAI GINJO
Items # 1582 6/720ml

Brewery: Nanbu Bijin
Founded: 1902
Profile: The brewery was established in 1902, and the Nanbu Bijin brand name came to be in 1951. The Iwate area 
used to be called Nanbu (South), and is a place rich with nature, abundant water and fertile soil. In Japan, most 
breweries of the time made quite rough, inelegant, sweet sake, but this brewery wanted to make clean & beautiful 
sake like a fair southern maiden. Hence, the name Nanbu Bijin, or Southern Beauty.

Class: Junmai Ginjo
Rice: Gin no Yume
Rice-Polishing Ratio: 50%
Brewery Location: Kochi 
Food Pairings: Pairs well with any kind of dishes both Asian and 
Western.

Tasting Notes: This special Junmai Ginjo sake from Suigei brewed 
with the original rice developed by Kochi prefecture called “Gin-no 
Yume” (Silver Dream/project name Kouiku 54). The aroma is mod-
est and vaguely citrusy, and the flavor has a hint of sourness with 
solid umami, yet the finish is clean and pleasant. Enjoyed best with 
both Asian and western seafood or fried/fatty dishes. 

SUIGEI KOIKU 54 
    JUNMAI GINJO

SUIGEI KOIKU 54 JUNMAI GINJO
Items # 1562 12/720ml

Profile: The only Sakagura/Sake Brewery in Kochi City (named after alias of Yamauchi Yōdō, who was a Japanese 
Daimyo of the Shikoku region in the Edo period). They hope to make sake that is the best to pair with food - sake 
that is dry, yet with high acidity and umami - using the isolated Tosa Mountain range’s pure spring water. This 
water contains no iron or manganese, which are detrimental elements in sake. The brewery is also quite particular 
about their ingredients - the rice is polished very carefully, and they use true Kumamoto Yeast. 



SUIGEI TOKUBETSU JUNMAI  
“Drunken Whale” 

Characteristic

Kochi faces the Pacific Ocean, a region where the powerful Black Current flows nearby. Suigei, 
or “Drunken Whale”, plays homage to the magnificent king of the ocean, freely roaming in the 
vast oceans of the Pacific. Suigei is for the serious Sake drinkers. Extremely clean and bold 
flavor, with a crisp aftertaste.

Description Suigei Tokubetsu Junmai 

Rice Polishing Ratio 55% 

S.M.V. +7

Acidity 1.6 

Amino Acid Level 1.2 

Prefecture Kochi 

Type Tokubetsu Junmai 

Rice Akitsho 

 Alcohol Contents 15-16% 

SUIGEI TOKUBETSU JUNMAI
Item#2565 6/1.8L, $250.80/cs, $41.80/ea 

Item#2566 12/720ml, $234.60/cs, $19.55/ea 
Item#2567 12/300ml, $83.88/cs, $11.35/ea 

 
 



Brewery Tamano Hikari Brewery
Founded 1673
Profile

Product Name Tamano Hikari Junmai Ginjo Reizou Shu

Item Number 5130 Photo
Case Contents 20 packs
Size 300ml
Class Junmai Ginjo 
Rice Yamadanishiki and Others

Rice (kakemai) Yamadanishiki and Others
Rice-Polishing Ratio 60%
Yeast No, 901
Sake Meter Value ＋3.0
Acidity 1.8
Amino Acids Level 1.5
Alcohol by Volume 15%
Aged 3~6 months
Introduced in
Brewery Location Kyoto
Brewery Head Hiroshi Morimoto 

SWEET SEMI-SWEET SEMI-DRY DRY EXTRA-DRY
○

FRAGRANT LIGHT AGED RICH
○

COLD ROOM TEMP BODY TEMP WARM
◎ ○ ○

APERITIF APPETIZER MAIN DISH DIGESTIF
○

Food Pairings

Tasting Notes

New York Mutual Trading, Inc. 
Japanese Sake Spec Sheet

For Sake Slurries! This Ginjo Sake that has been made for over 340 years is stored in freezer proof packs - the brewery recommends that you freeze this sake and 
pour into your glass for a very special treat, but it can be enjoyed in the normal fashion as well. 

For over 300 years, Tamano Hikari Brewery has been working their hardest to brew supreme quality sake. Their motto is that 
"Good Sake comes from Good Rice" and so they polish all of their sake rice - obtained through contracts with private farmers - 
within the walls of their brewery.
They were one of the first to halt the use of additives like alcohol and sugar, but were also the first to halt use of preservatives, and 
basically reestablished Junmai sake. In 1980, they added Ginjo style sake to their repertoire.  
Now almost all the sake they produce is Junmai Ginjo style.

Ramen, Japanese Food, Tempura

TAMANO HIKARI JUNMAI GINJO
REIZOU SHU

Items # 2571 20/300ml

2571

Shukon is one of Tamanohikari’s classic Sake that embodies the delicious flavor of the main ingredient—rice. Among 
that, this Junmai Ginjo Shukon is available only during the winter as the freshly pressed undiluted brew is bottled 
immediately at the beginning of winter season. A special brew with a distinctly unique richness of genshu and sharp 
acidity that finishes with a refreshing note. Limited quantity –give it a try before its gone!

Origin: Kyoto, Japan
Brewery: Tamanohikari Sake Brewing Co., Ltd.
Alcohol Content: 17-18%
Nihonshudo: +3.5

Items # 1570
6/720ml

Seasonal



  
 
 

 

Prefecture Fushimi, Kyoto 
Sake Rice Yamadanishiki, Nihonbare 
Alcohol Content 15-16% 
Nihonshu-Do (SMV) +3.0 
Seimaibuai 60% 
Acidity 1.8 
Amino Acide (Umami) 1.5 

Prefecture Fushimi, Kyoto 
Sake Rice Bizen Omachi 

Alcohol Content 16-17% 
Nihonshu-Do (SMV) +3.5 

Seimaibuai 48% 
Acidity 1.7 

Amino Acide (Umami) 1.2 

TAMANOHIKARI  JUNMAI  DAIGINJO 

“The key to Delicious Sake is Special rice.” Tamanohikari Shuzo 
present a Junmai Daiginjo Sake made from rare Bizen Omachi rice. 
Tamanohikari yields a well balanced Sake, imparting a distingtive 
body and mild fiow. The flavor fades with a crisp, refreshing finish.

Flavor Profile for Menu Listing
Cotton, orange peel and white peach aroma with coconut, banana 
and almond flavors.Brewed using 100% Bizen Omachi rice, 
regarded as the best Sake.

Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements mideum-to-heave flavored dishs: roast quail, fole 
gras, and mu shu pork.

 

TAMANOHIKARI JUNMAI DAIGINJO 
Item# 2574 12/720ml, $438.00/cs, $36.50/unit 
Item# 2575 12/300ml, $172.20/cs, $14.35/unit 

 

TOKUSEN TAMANOHIKARI JUNMAI GINJO 
 
The renowned Tamanohikari offers a Junmai Ginjo at an affordable 
price, crafted with the same care and attention as Tamanohikari
Daiginjo by master Sake brewers.

Flavor Profile for Menu Listing
Ripe banana a flavor with a hint of vanilla and white pepper.
Sister Sake to Tamanohikari Daiginjo at a more affordable price.

Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements light flavored dishes: edamame, sashimi, ginger 
spiced white meats, and tempura.

 

TOKUSEN TAMANOHIKARI 
Item# 2576 6/1.8L, $255.30/cs, $42.55/unit 
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Prefecture Fushimi ,Kyoto 
Sake Rice Koshihikari 
Alcohol Content 15.4% 
Nihonshu-Do (SMV) +3.0 
Seimaibuai 60% 
Acidity 1.8 
Amino Acide (Umami) 1.5 

Prefecture Fushimi ,Kyoto 
Sake Rice  

Alcohol Content 16-17% 
Nihonshu-Do (SMV) +1.0 

Seimaibuai 35% 
Acidity 1.7 

Amino Acide (Umami)  

TAMANOHIKARI
    Yamahai junmai 

The classical Yamahai brewing method makes Tamanihikari 
yamanhai distinctive over others.  The secret lies in the walls of 
their 100+ year old kura brewery, where spores of natural bacteria 
favorable to sake fermentation are harbored.  These bacteria settle 
naturally into the mash, where they spend 30 painstaking days to 
complete their Yamahai brewing process – that’s twice the 
conventional process where bacteria is intentionally introduced.  For 
full enjoyment, serve at room temperature or slightly warmed. 

Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements any main dishes. 

TAMANOHIKARI YMAHAI JUNMAI
Item# 2568 6/1.8L, $290.83/cs, $48.47/unit 

Item# 2569 6/720ml, $132.89/cs, $22.15/unit 
Item# 2570 12/300ml, $127.76/cs, $10.65/unit 

TAMANOHIKARI
        GINJO REISHU 

Freezer-proof packaged for Sake Slush - place both package and 
decanter in freezer set at 10 degrees F for 10 hours. Open package 
and quickly pour into frozen decanter for a magical transformation 
into a Sake slush. 

Flavor Profile for Menu Listing
Ripe banana flavor and a hint of white pepper. 

Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements any seafood or deep fried dishes.

TAMANOHIKARI GINJO REISHU
Item# 2571 20/300ml, $163.71/cs, $8.19/unit 
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Class: Junmai
Rice: Regular Rice
Rice-Polishing Ratio: 75%
Brewery Location: Hyogo

Food Pairings:
Tuna Sashimi, Grilled Eggplant, Shabu Shabu

Tasting Notes:
This sake’s main traits are the great rice flavor and soft 
mouthfeel, with a dry finish and light aftertaste. Easy to 
drink.

Class: Futsushu 
Rice: Regular Rice
Rice-Polishing Ratio: 75%
Brewery Location: Hyogo

Food Pairings:
Oyster

Tasting Notes:
This light, clean, dry Namachozo (pasturized only after 
bottling) is best enjoyed chilled with food.

Class: Daiginjo
Rice: Gohyakumangoku
Rice-Polishing Ratio: 50%
Brewery Location: Hyogo

Food Pairings:
Scallops or Shrimp, Corn, Sunomono, dishes containing 
nuts

Tasting Notes: 
“DAIGINJO” means one of the highest classes of sake. 
Slightly dry, rich in flavor, and a mellow texture with 
elegant fruity aromatics. This sake brings new flavors and 
tastes each time it is enjoyed. Enjoy authentic sake with a 
wine glass for stylish drinking.

NIHON SAKARI

Items # 2232 6/720ml
Items # 2231 6/1.8L

NIHON SAKARI

Items # 2230 12/300ml

NIHON SAKARI

Items # 2220 6/720ml



Class: Junmai Ginjo
Rice: Gohyakumangoku
Rice-Polishing Ratio: 55%
Brewery Location: Hyogo

Food Pairings:
Richly seasoned Japanese cuisine like Beef tataki, Unagi Kabayaki, 
and Butashabu, or Buta no Shogayaki. Chinese cuisine like sweet 
and sour pork also match well, as does barbeque
Tasting Notes:
This Nama (aka. “Unpasteurized”) Genshu (aka. “Undiluted”) Jun-
mai Ginjo Sake from the historical ward of Kobe is overflowing with 
fruity flavors, that are creamy, round and enticing. 

NIHON SAKARI NAMA 
   GENSHU JUNMAI GINJO

NIHON SAKARI NAMA GENSHU JUNMAI GINJO
Items # 2244  30/200ml

Class: Honjozo, Nama, Genshu
Rice: Ginpu, Japanese Rice
Rice-Polishing Ratio: 70%
Brewery Location: Hyogo 

Food Pairings:
Fried Chicken, Tempura, Full-flavored dishes
Tasting Notes:
“Nama Genshu” means sake which is unpasteurized and undiluted. 
Sake is almost always pasteurized twice and water is added to ad-
just aroma and flavor, to lower alcohol content before bottling, but 
this sake does not go through those processes. Its aromatics are like 
freshly cooked rice, its flavor is lively fresh and rich bodied. Enjoy 
deep flavor with a handy can whenever and wherever you want.

NIHON SAKARI NAMA 
   GENSHU HONJOZO

NIHON SAKARI NAMA GENSHU HONJOZO
Items # 2242 30/200ml

Class: Daiginjo, Nama, Genshu
Rice: Ginpu, Japanese Rice
Rice-Polishing Ratio: 50%
Brewery Location: Hyogo 

Food Pairings: Thai, Korean or Chinese cusine, richly flavored 
dishes
Tasting Notes:
“Nama Genshu” means sake which is unpasteurized and undiluted. 
Sake is almost always pasteurized twice and water is added to adjust 
aroma and flavor, to lower alcohol content before bottling, but this 
sake does not go through those processes. With a silky viscosity on 
the palate and rich aromatics. Enjoy gorgeous aromatics and rich 
flavor of untouched sake with a handy can whenever and wherever 
you want.

NIHON SAKARI NAMA 
 GENSHU DAIGINJO

NIHON SAKARI NAMA GENSHU DAIGINJO
Items # 2243 30/200ml



Items # 514 12/300ml
Items # 513 12/720ml
Items # 512 6/1.8L

Items # 553 6/720ml



Items # 611 12/300ml
Items # 612 6/720ml

Items # 574 12/300ml
Items # 575 6/720ml



MIZUBASHO HIGH-END SAKES

1 Mizubasho  “Pure” Sparkling Sake
2 Mizubasho  Junmai  Daiginjo  “Reserve”
3 Mizubasho  Kijoshu  Sake

“Nagai  Style”  is  an  entirely  new  concept  of  Japanese  
sake,  originating  in  village  of  Kawaba  in  northern  Gunma  
Prefecture.  Our  desire  is  to  express  Japan’s  natural  beauty  
and  its  refined  food  culture  through  sake  made  with the  
highest  quality  rice.  Our  four  different  types  of  sake  will  
compliment  any  style  of  fine  cuisine.  It  is  our  hope  that  
our  produces  will   contribute  to  Japan’s  unique  culture  of  
rice  and  sake.

1         2         3

Limited 
Supply

  KAWACHO   
Junmai ginjo 

SMV +8, Acidity 1.4
Well-balanced with gentle fragrance on the nose. This delicate 
ginjo reminiscent of vegetables. A hint of slight sweetness on the 
palate with dry finish. Sharp aftertaste and yet clean smooth finish 
with slight tartness that avoids lingering on palate. This extra dry 
junmai ginjo “Kawacho” can also be enjoyed warm. 
Origin: Gunma 

Recommended dishes  
Good pair with any kind of light snack. 
The fresh aroma soothes your smell senses and would pair well 
with wild vegetable dishes, salad or braised cuisine. Also excellent
with seafood. 

KAWACHO JUNMAI GINJO
Item# 559 6/720ml, $81.90/cs, $13.65/unit 
Item# 560 12/300ml, $81.60/cs, $6.80/unit 

 

MIZBASHO   
Ginjo 

SMV +4, Sake Rice Namada Nishiki,  
Clear. Nougat, Creme Anglaise, pear tart, and peppercorn aromas 
with a supple, dry-yet-fruity medium body and a melon, powdered
sugar, and mineral finish. A superb ginjo that evolves nicely over 
time. 
★2011 BTI World Wine Championships gold medal. 
Recommended dishes  
Pairs well with marinated salmon, sautéed whitefish,and beef 
carpaccio. 
 
 

MIZABASHO GINJO
Item# 562 6/1.8L, $227.70/cs, $37.95 /unit 
Item# 563 6/720ml, $114.30/cs, $19.05/unit 
Item# 565 12/300ml, $104.40/cs, $8.70/unit 
Item# 564 12/180ml, $63.00/cs, $5.25/unit 

MIZBASHO  
Junmai daiginjo 

SMV +1, Alcohol 16% 
Mizbasho is deliciously dry and earthy Daiginjo Sake. The water 
source for this Sake is very clean and pure. Shoji Nagai’s quest for 
the perfect water led him all over Japan and finally to Kawaba 
prefecture. It is here he discovered a spring with clean, mineral, 
voluptuous and faintly sweet qualities, which gives Mizbasho its 
elegant character. This Daiginjo has a great bouquet of cedar, fig 
and cantaloupe. Dry and earthy on the palate, with a hint of clean 
minerality. Mizbasho has a round, soft finish and can be enjoyed at 
room temp or lightly chilled. 

MIZBASHO JUNMAI DAIGINJO
Item# 566 6/500ml, $119.70/cs, $19.95 /unit 

 

  KAWACHO   
Junmai ginjo 

SMV +8, Acidity 1.4
Well-balanced with gentle fragrance on the nose. This delicate 
ginjo reminiscent of vegetables. A hint of slight sweetness on the 
palate with dry finish. Sharp aftertaste and yet clean smooth finish 
with slight tartness that avoids lingering on palate. This extra dry 
junmai ginjo “Kawacho” can also be enjoyed warm. 
Origin: Gunma 

Recommended dishes  
Good pair with any kind of light snack. 
The fresh aroma soothes your smell senses and would pair well 
with wild vegetable dishes, salad or braised cuisine. Also excellent
with seafood. 

KAWACHO JUNMAI GINJO
Item# 559 6/720ml, $81.90/cs, $13.65/unit 
Item# 560 12/300ml, $81.60/cs, $6.80/unit 

 

MIZBASHO   
Ginjo 

SMV +4, Sake Rice Namada Nishiki,  
Clear. Nougat, Creme Anglaise, pear tart, and peppercorn aromas 
with a supple, dry-yet-fruity medium body and a melon, powdered
sugar, and mineral finish. A superb ginjo that evolves nicely over 
time. 
★2011 BTI World Wine Championships gold medal. 
Recommended dishes  
Pairs well with marinated salmon, sautéed whitefish,and beef 
carpaccio. 
 
 

MIZABASHO GINJO
Item# 562 6/1.8L, $227.70/cs, $37.95 /unit 
Item# 563 6/720ml, $114.30/cs, $19.05/unit 
Item# 565 12/300ml, $104.40/cs, $8.70/unit 
Item# 564 12/180ml, $63.00/cs, $5.25/unit 

MIZBASHO  
Junmai daiginjo 

SMV +1, Alcohol 16% 
Mizbasho is deliciously dry and earthy Daiginjo Sake. The water 
source for this Sake is very clean and pure. Shoji Nagai’s quest for 
the perfect water led him all over Japan and finally to Kawaba 
prefecture. It is here he discovered a spring with clean, mineral, 
voluptuous and faintly sweet qualities, which gives Mizbasho its 
elegant character. This Daiginjo has a great bouquet of cedar, fig 
and cantaloupe. Dry and earthy on the palate, with a hint of clean 
minerality. Mizbasho has a round, soft finish and can be enjoyed at 
room temp or lightly chilled. 

MIZBASHO JUNMAI DAIGINJO
Item# 566 6/500ml, $119.70/cs, $19.95 /unit 

 

MIZUBASHO 
ULTRA PREMIUM SAKE

MIZUBASHO 
           GINJO

MIZUBASHO
JUNMAI DAIGINJO

MIZUBASHO GINJO
Items # 564 12/180ml
Items # 565  12/300ml
Items # 563 6/720ml
Items # 562 6/1.8L

MIZUBASHO JUNMAI DAIGINJO
Items # 566 6/500ml



This fruity, dry Junmai Daiginjo has a delicate and brilliantly 
aromatic character. The aroma of green apples and Asian pear with a 
hint of resin complements its smooth and refreshing taste.

Brewed in: Himeji, Japan
Volume: 300ml,720ml
Class: Junmai Daiginjo
Rice: Yamada Nishiki, Gohyakumangoku
ABV: 15%
Drinking Temperature: Chilled
Polishing Rate: 50%

Food Pairing:
By itself or with meals with lighter flavors, such as vinegar-based 
salad, white fish (sashimi, sushi, or grilled), fish carpaccio, chicken 
tenders, and fruits.

MU JUNMAI 
          DAIGINJO

MU JUNMAI DAIGINJO
Items # 551  12/300ml
Items # 516 12/720ml

This top-quality Junmai Daiginjo, painstakingly brewed from 100% 
Yamada Nishiki (the most renowned brewing rice) has a perfect 
mixture of elegant apple- and sherry-like aromas. The rich and 
sophisticated taste of sweet and acidic will satisfy your palate.

Brewed in: Himeji, Japan
Volume: 720ml
Class: Junmai Daiginjo
Rice: Yamada Nishiki
ABV: 16%
Drinking Temperature: Chilled
Polishing Rate: 40%

Food Pairing:
By itself or together with meals with lighter flavors.

MU BLACK LABEL
   JUNMAI DAIGINJO

MU BLACK LABEL JUNMAI DAIGINJO
Items # 552 12/720ml

What is the difference between “Mu” and “Mu Black Label”?
“Mu” and “Mu Black Label” are both classified as Junmai Daiginjo, but they differ in taste and character.
“Mu” uses two types of rice – Yamada Nishiki and Gohyaku Mangoku – whereas “Mu Black Label” uses 
just the Yamada Nishiki. Furthermore, the polishing rate of the rice for “Mu” is 50%, while that of “Mu 
Black Label” is reduced to 40%. These two differences are what characterize these two types of sake – 
“Mu,” a fruity but crisp-finish sake (which is a trait that derives from the balance of Yamada Nishiki and 
Gohyaku Mangoku), and “Mu Black Label,” a sake with a more sophisticated, rounder aroma and taste 
(which derive from the Yamada Nishiki).



Items # 528 6/300ml
Items # 532 6/720ml
Items # 521 6/1.8L

Items # 558 6/720ml



 

OKUNOMATSU  
sake 

SMV +30, Alcohol 24%
Super dry "Sake 24%" was produced to feature its higher than 
average alcohol content.  First and the best sake to be served "on 
the rocks". Delicate Ginjo aroma with spirits-like sharpness 
without the bitter after-taste.  Also great for cocktails. 
Origin: Fukushima

 

SHICHIKEN 
Junmai ginjo 

SMV +4  
The Ginjo flavor of this sake is produced with images of early 
autumn in mind. Initially light and bitter, it has a smooth aftertaste 
that will leave you wanting more. Shichiken is enjoyed by sake 
lovers everywhere.  
Origin: Yamanashi 
★ Gold Award at the 2008 Japan National Sake Competition.  
★ Silver Medal, 89 points at the 2008, 2010 BTI World Wine Championships. 

Recommended dishes  
This sake goes well with fresh seafood and salty, sour, and yuzu-
flavored foods. It also compliments simple baked or grilled meats, 
such as fish, yakitori, and dim-sum.  

 

SHICHIKEN JUNMAI GINJO
Item# 525 6/1.8L, $258.00/cs, $43.00 /unit 

Item# 531 12/720ml, $270.00/cs, $22.50/unit 
Item# 530 12/300ml, $148.20/cs, $12.35/unit 

 

OKUNOMATSU 24% SAKE
Item# 571 6/720ml, $134.40/cs, $22.40/unit 

Item# 572 12/300ml, $131.40/cs, $10.95/unit 

OKUNOMATSU G2 
ginjo 

SMV +0
G2 means “Ginjo Sake times 2″ or “Double Ginjo”. Clear 
platinum color with aromas of asian pear, hazelnut and melon. A 
delicate round and soft entry leads to a fruity medium body of ripe 
pear and delicate spice. Dry finish with a nice touch of creamy 
vanilla and rice candy. 
★ Gold Award at the 2006 BTI World Wine Championships 

Recommended dishes  
Compliments simple baked or grilled fresh ingredients. G2 has 
just enough body, acidity, and sweet rice flavor to support rice 
flavor to support rich meat or fried food. 

 

OKUNOMATSU G2 GINJO
Item# 554 6/720ml, $121.80/cs, $20.30/unit 
Item# 555 12/300ml, $101.40/cs, $8.45/unit 

 

HATSUMAGO  
Junmai daiginjo “shozui” 

SMV +4 
This brewery is known for their strictly traditional style of making 
TRUE SAKE for generations. This sake is the brewery’s pride and 
joy. SHOZUI is very aromatic, delicate and refined.  
Origin: Yamagata 
★Gold Award at the 2009 Japan National Sake Competition. 
★Gold Award at the 2008, 2009, 2010 U.S. National Sake Appraisal. 
★Gold Medal, 94 points at the 2008 BTI World Wine Championships.  
★2010 National New Sake Awards.  

Recommended Dishes 
Fried Seafood (Oyster/Shrimp/Smelt),Yakitori, cream cheese 
based dips, marinated octopus, Served with fruits as deserts.  
 

HATSUMAGO JUNMAI DAIGINJO “SHOZUI”
Item# 558 6/720ml, $210.90/cs, $35.15/unit 

 

HATSUMAGO  
Junmai shu kimoto 

SMV +2
The light aroma from this sake has a refreshing appeal. The subtle 
Ginjo flavor enhances the taste of foods, because it carries the 
Yamagata yeast as a raw ingredient. Hatsumago has a gentle 
impact with a light and clean flavor and, before you know it, a 
more intricate flavor will have spread over your palate.  
Origin: Yamagata 
★ Gold Award at the 2009, 2010 U.S. National Sake Appraisal. 
★ Silver Medal, 86 points at the 2008 BTI World Wine Championships. 

Recommended dishes  
Great accompaniment to sashimi, sushi, and seafood in general. 
Also, compliments vinegary and lightly fried foods.  

HATSUMAGO JUNMAI SHU KIMOTO
Item# 521 6/1.8L, $220.50/cs, $36.75 /unit 
Item# 532 6/720ml, $117.90/cs, $19.65/unit 
Item# 528 6/300ml, $51.00/cs, $8.50/unit 

OKUNOMATSU  
Premium sparkling sake 

SMV -25 
A light, dancing nose of melon and honey, young and nubile, 
melds into a flavor with a slight, grape-like sweetness. This soon 
melts, surrounded by a dancing, champagne like liveliness from 
the gentle carbonation. 
Origin: Fukushima 

Recommended dishes  
Great accompaniment to sashimi, such as red snapper and 
halibut. 

OKUNOMATSU PREMIUM SPARKLING
Item# 573 1/720ml, $92.45/unit 

Limited 
Supply

YAEGAKI NIGORI 
sake 

Opaque pearl white color. Aromas and flavors of buttermilk 
frosting, pineapple custard, and soursop yogurt with a fruity, 
tannic medium-to-full body and a floury rice candy, dusty road, 
potato skin, and honeyed yellow apple finish.  

Rice Grain: Yamadanishiki (Hyogo) 
Sake Meter Value: -12 

★Masterfully blended to create its premium quality that separates 
itself from the others. 
★Quoted as the “Best Nigori Sake” by the Wall Street Journal in 06. 

YAEGAKI NIGORI
Item# 515 12/720ml, $154.80/cs, $12.90 /unit 

Item# 535 12/300ml, $87.60/cs, $7.30/unit 

OKUNOMATSU TOKUBETSU 
Junmai 

SMV 0
Due to its fruity and light Koji flavor, Okunomatsu is favored by 
women. From the first sip, you will experience the superior impact 
and aftertaste of this sake. This Tokubetsu Junmai is brewed using 
only rice of which the outer 30%-40% polished away.  
Origin: Fukushima 
★ Gold Award at the 2008, 2009, 2010 U.S. National Sake Appraisal. 
★ Gold Medal, 90 points at the 2008 BTI World Wine Championships. 
★ Gold Medal & Best Buy, 92 points at the 2010 BTI World Wine Championships. 

Recommended dishes  
This sake can be enjoyed with a wide variety of foods, including 
rich foods and meats such as beef, chicken, fish, pork, duck, white 
sauces, and fried foods.  

OKUNOMATSU TOKUBETSU JUNMAI
Item# 534 6/1.8L, $225.90/cs, $37.65 /unit 
Item# 529 6/720ml, $108.90/cs, $18.15/unit 
Item# 517 12/300ml, $91.20/cs, $7.60/unit 

OKUNOMATSU 
ginjo 

SMV +4 
The moment you taste this sake, you will experience a refreshing 
Ginjo flavor that spreads throughout your mouth and leaves a 
refreshing aftertaste. Ginjo sake is known for its complexity, 
depth, range of interesting and diverse flavors and, above all, its 
balance between acidity and sweetness. 
Origin: Fukushima 
★ Gold Award at the 2008 U.S. National Sake Appraisal. 
★ Silver Medal, 88 points at the 2008, 2010 BTI World Wine Championships.

Recommended dishes  
Goes well with all types of appetizers, such as raw vegetables, as 
it will not overwhelm the flavor of the foods.  

OKUNOMATSU GINJO
Item# 544 6/1.8L, $224.10/cs, $37.35/unit 

Item# 545 6/720ml, $119.40/cs, $19.90/unit 
Item# 546 12/300ml, $102.60/cs, $8.55/unit 



Items # 546 12/300ml
Items # 545 6/720ml
Items # 544 6/1.8L*

Limited
SupplyItems # 570 3/720ml

Items # 569 1/1.8L

(*)Special order



TATENOKAWA PHOENIX JUN DAIGINJO

Prefecture Yamagata
Dewasansan

Junmai Daiginjo 

50%

Sake Rice
Class

Nihonshu-Do (SMV)

Seimaibuai

Item#1586   12/ 720ml

Tatenokawa PHOENIX Jun Daiginjo

A bold and bright yet medium-light bodied brew with a lush fruity nose 
and long tail. Tatenokawa Shuzo's Masashi Togami and the Grammy 
Award-winning French rock/pop band Phoenix decided to collaborate 
out of respect and gratitude to honor the late Mr. Toshiro Kuroda who 
spent many years working hard to promote sake in Europe. Christian 
Mazzalai who spearheaded the project stated that “Mr. Kuroda was a 
great master who taught all the beauties of life which include sake, and 
is still inspiring us every day. "A portion of sales from the sake will be 
donated to the Japanese Red Cross Society to support the progression 
of medical technology.

Food Pairing Suggestion
 Soft Shell Crab, Sukiyaki, Yuzu Tart, Foie Gras, Lightly Salted Seared 
Wagyu, Sichuan Style Lamb

Nakadori Tatenokawa

Item# 1512  12/720ml

TATENOKAWA 50 NAKADORI JDG

Tatenokawa was the first Sake Brewery in Yamagata who 
decided to brew exclusively Junmai Daiginjo class sake, and 
hope to continue to do so while providing their high quality 
merchandise at an affordable price. Nearly all of the rice they 
use to brew is locally grown Miyama Nishiki and Dewasansan.

Polishing Yamagata's original Dewasansan rice to 50% and using 
only the finest selection of the pressed sake (called the "Nakadori" 
creates a soft aroma of freshly sliced apple, quince and cherry. 
Has a light, sweet, overall round flavor with balanced acidity and 
a pleasantly lingering aftertaste. Best chilled. 

Flavor Profile

Food Pairing Suggestion
Sushi, Sashimi
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Dewasansan
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Seimaibuai

TATENOKAWA PHOENIX JUN DAIGINJO

Prefecture Yamagata
Dewasansan

Junmai Daiginjo 

50%

Sake Rice
Class

Nihonshu-Do (SMV)

Seimaibuai

Item#1586   12/ 720ml

Tatenokawa PHOENIX Jun Daiginjo

A bold and bright yet medium-light bodied brew with a lush fruity nose 
and long tail. Tatenokawa Shuzo's Masashi Togami and the Grammy 
Award-winning French rock/pop band Phoenix decided to collaborate 
out of respect and gratitude to honor the late Mr. Toshiro Kuroda who 
spent many years working hard to promote sake in Europe. Christian 
Mazzalai who spearheaded the project stated that “Mr. Kuroda was a 
great master who taught all the beauties of life which include sake, and 
is still inspiring us every day. "A portion of sales from the sake will be 
donated to the Japanese Red Cross Society to support the progression 
of medical technology.

Food Pairing Suggestion
 Soft Shell Crab, Sukiyaki, Yuzu Tart, Foie Gras, Lightly Salted Seared 
Wagyu, Sichuan Style Lamb

Nakadori Tatenokawa

Item# 1512  12/720ml

TATENOKAWA 50 NAKADORI JDG

Tatenokawa was the first Sake Brewery in Yamagata who 
decided to brew exclusively Junmai Daiginjo class sake, and 
hope to continue to do so while providing their high quality 
merchandise at an affordable price. Nearly all of the rice they 
use to brew is locally grown Miyama Nishiki and Dewasansan.

Polishing Yamagata's original Dewasansan rice to 50% and using 
only the finest selection of the pressed sake (called the "Nakadori" 
creates a soft aroma of freshly sliced apple, quince and cherry. 
Has a light, sweet, overall round flavor with balanced acidity and 
a pleasantly lingering aftertaste. Best chilled. 

Flavor Profile

Food Pairing Suggestion
Sushi, Sashimi

Prefecture Yamagata
Dewasansan

Junmai Daiginjo 

50%

Sake Rice
Class

Nihonshu-Do (SMV)

Seimaibuai

Special
Order





Prefecture Yamagata
Miyama Nishiki

15.5%
+12
50%
1.4

Sake Rice
Alcohol Content

Nihonshu-Do (SMV)

Seimaibuai
Acidity
Amino Acide (Umami)

MAKIRI  JUNMAI DAIGINJO EXTRA DRY

EXTRA DRY KIMOTO Daiginjo are rare. 
This makes them stand out as unique. 

Flavor Profile
Extra dry (SMV: +12) character with light aroma. Crisp clean 
character. Food Friendly. Super dry sake with a sharp clean 
aftertaste. Made using the traditional “Kimoto” method of 
craftsmanship. 

Food Pairing Suggestion
Like MAKIRI Junmai Ginjo, this sake’s dryness and sharp flavor pair 
perfectly with sushi and sashimi.  An ideal match for Umami flavored 
dishes. Helps to clean the pallet and provides constant enjoyment.MAKIRI

Item# 613 6/720ml

 
 
 

 

Prefecture  Okayama 
Sake Rice  Omachimai 
Alcohol Content  15‐16% 
Nihonshu‐Do (SMV)  +3.0 
Seimaibuai  58% 
Acidity  1.6 
Amino Acide (Umami)  1.4 

Prefecture  Toyama  
Sake Rice  Yamadanishiki 

Alcohol Content  16‐17% 
Nihonshu‐Do (SMV)  +3.5 

Seimaibuai  50% 
Acidity   

Amino Acide (Umami)   

MASUIZUMI                JUNMAI DAIGINJO 

This saké has a full richness of rice, delicacy and sharpness. Meant 
to be a good example of daiginjo. Unlike many of the Diginjo 
category saké, this saké goes perfectly with food as well. 

Flavor Profile for Menu Listing

 

MASUIZUMI JUNMAI DAIGINJO 
Item# 1264 12/720ml, $1,029.00/cs, $85.75/unit 

 

BIZEN MABOROSHI     JUNMAI  GINJO 

Made 100% from super premium Bizen Omachi sake rice.  It received 
gold medals from the renowned Monde Selection. 

Flavor Profile for Menu Listing
Crisp but complex, this sake is noted for its fruity tones and rich 
bouquet aroma. 

Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements rich flavored dishes like lamb shank, beef stew, roasted 
duck, shrimp and avocado salad. 

BIZEN MABOROSHI JUNMAI GINJO
Item# 1266 12/720ml, $349.80/cs, $29.15/unit 
Item# 1267 12/500ml, $303.00/cs, $25.25/unit 
Item# 1268 20/300ml, $305.00/cs, $15.25/unit 
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light body full body 

sweet 

Flavor chart 

辛 
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Best serving 
temp.

130F 
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45F 

110F 

 
 
 

Prefecture Niigata 
Sake Rice Yamandanishiki 
Alcohol Content 13% 
Nihonshu-Do (SMV) -5.0 
Seimaibuai 50% 
Acidity 1.4 

Prefecture Yamagata, Japan 
Sake Rice Miyama Nishiki 
Alcohol Content 15.5% 
Nihonshu-Do (SMV) +8.0 
Seimaibuai 60% 
Acidity 1.5 

HAKKAISAN SPARKLING AWA  
                                            Junmai Ginjo 
 
Tasting Note: This clear, sparkling sake features fun and delicate 
bubbles. This secret to these bubbles that burst in your mouth is 
“bottle conditioning”. The additional fermentation within the bottle, 
naturally carbonates the sake. Its fine & beautiful bubbles are 
expressed when poured into a glass. 
 
Food Pairing Suggestion 
Complements any main dish. (Be sure to serve well chilled. When 
opened at higher temperatures, contents may spray out) 
 

HAKKAISAN SPARKLING AWA 
Item# 1584 12/360ml, $371.40/cs, $30.95/unit 
Item# 1585 6/720ml, $288.30/cs, $48.05/unit 

  

dry 

light body 

端麗 

full body 

芳醇 

sweet 

Flavor chart 
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Best serving 
temp. 

130F 

75F 

45F 

110F 

MAKIRI JUNMAI GINJO  
EXTRA DRY 
 
Flavor Profile for Menu Listing 
Made with KIMOTO traditional method. Clean and deep flavor. 
Sharp aftertaste with extra dryness. 
 
Food Pairing Suggestion 
Perfect pairing with seafood or sushi. 
 MAKIRI JUNAMI GINJO 

Item# 605 6/720ml, $XXX/cs, $xx/unit 
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Prefecture Yamagata
Miyama Nishiki

15.5%
+12
50%
1.4

Sake Rice
Alcohol Content

Nihonshu-Do (SMV)

Seimaibuai
Acidity
Amino Acide (Umami)

MAKIRI  JUNMAI DAIGINJO EXTRA DRY

EXTRA DRY KIMOTO Daiginjo are rare. 
This makes them stand out as unique. 

Flavor Profile
Extra dry (SMV: +12) character with light aroma. Crisp clean 
character. Food Friendly. Super dry sake with a sharp clean 
aftertaste. Made using the traditional “Kimoto” method of 
craftsmanship. 

Food Pairing Suggestion
Like MAKIRI Junmai Ginjo, this sake’s dryness and sharp flavor pair 
perfectly with sushi and sashimi.  An ideal match for Umami flavored 
dishes. Helps to clean the pallet and provides constant enjoyment.MAKIRI

Item# 613 6/720ml

 
 
 

 

Prefecture  Okayama 
Sake Rice  Omachimai 
Alcohol Content  15‐16% 
Nihonshu‐Do (SMV)  +3.0 
Seimaibuai  58% 
Acidity  1.6 
Amino Acide (Umami)  1.4 

Prefecture  Toyama  
Sake Rice  Yamadanishiki 

Alcohol Content  16‐17% 
Nihonshu‐Do (SMV)  +3.5 

Seimaibuai  50% 
Acidity   

Amino Acide (Umami)   

MASUIZUMI                JUNMAI DAIGINJO 

This saké has a full richness of rice, delicacy and sharpness. Meant 
to be a good example of daiginjo. Unlike many of the Diginjo 
category saké, this saké goes perfectly with food as well. 

Flavor Profile for Menu Listing

 

MASUIZUMI JUNMAI DAIGINJO 
Item# 1264 12/720ml, $1,029.00/cs, $85.75/unit 

 

BIZEN MABOROSHI     JUNMAI  GINJO 

Made 100% from super premium Bizen Omachi sake rice.  It received 
gold medals from the renowned Monde Selection. 

Flavor Profile for Menu Listing
Crisp but complex, this sake is noted for its fruity tones and rich 
bouquet aroma. 

Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements rich flavored dishes like lamb shank, beef stew, roasted 
duck, shrimp and avocado salad. 

BIZEN MABOROSHI JUNMAI GINJO
Item# 1266 12/720ml, $349.80/cs, $29.15/unit 
Item# 1267 12/500ml, $303.00/cs, $25.25/unit 
Item# 1268 20/300ml, $305.00/cs, $15.25/unit 
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Prefecture Niigata 
Sake Rice Yamandanishiki 
Alcohol Content 13% 
Nihonshu-Do (SMV) -5.0 
Seimaibuai 50% 
Acidity 1.4 

Prefecture Yamagata, Japan 
Sake Rice Miyama Nishiki 
Alcohol Content 15.5% 
Nihonshu-Do (SMV) +8.0 
Seimaibuai 60% 
Acidity 1.5 

HAKKAISAN SPARKLING AWA  
                                            Junmai Ginjo 
 
Tasting Note: This clear, sparkling sake features fun and delicate 
bubbles. This secret to these bubbles that burst in your mouth is 
“bottle conditioning”. The additional fermentation within the bottle, 
naturally carbonates the sake. Its fine & beautiful bubbles are 
expressed when poured into a glass. 
 
Food Pairing Suggestion 
Complements any main dish. (Be sure to serve well chilled. When 
opened at higher temperatures, contents may spray out) 
 

HAKKAISAN SPARKLING AWA 
Item# 1584 12/360ml, $371.40/cs, $30.95/unit 
Item# 1585 6/720ml, $288.30/cs, $48.05/unit 
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Best serving 
temp. 

130F 

75F 

45F 

110F 

MAKIRI JUNMAI GINJO  
EXTRA DRY 
 
Flavor Profile for Menu Listing 
Made with KIMOTO traditional method. Clean and deep flavor. 
Sharp aftertaste with extra dryness. 
 
Food Pairing Suggestion 
Perfect pairing with seafood or sushi. 
 MAKIRI JUNAMI GINJO 

Item# 605 6/720ml, $XXX/cs, $xx/unit 
 

 
 

dry 
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端麗 
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芳醇 
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Best serving 
temp. 

130F 

75F 

45F 

110F 

MAKIRI JUNMAI GINJO
Items #606 12/300ml
Items # 605 6/720ml



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  HANANOMAI JUNMAI DAIGINJO
Item# 556 6/1.8L, $351.00/cs, $58.50/unit 

Item# 557 12/720ml, $351.00/cs, $29.25/unit 
 

HANANOMAI 
Junmai ginjo 

SMV +5  
You will enjoy the fresh Koji flavor of this sake, because it is 
not pasteurized. Its enjoyment increases with the consumption
of each glass. There are many attributes to this sake and one 
glass is not enough to experience them all.  
Origin: Shizuoka 
★ Silver Medal, 89 points at the 2008 BTI World Wine Championships. 
★ Silver Medal, 88 points at the 2010 BTI World Wine Championships. 

Recommended dishes  
Enjoy this sake with rich meats and seafood, such as yakitori, 
foie gras, steak, fatty tuna, and sea urchin. 

HANANOMAI JUNMAI GINJO
Item# 538 6/1.8L, $207.00/cs, $34.50/unit 

Item# 539 12/720ml, $199.80/cs, $16.65/unit 
Item# 540 12/300ml, $102.00/cs, $8.50/unit 

HANANOMAI  
Junmai daiginjo 

SMV +3 
An elegant aroma of fruits. Smooth, dry entry finishing with a 
crisp, slight sweetness. A true masterpiece from Hananomai 
(Dance of the Flowers). 
Origin: Shizuoka 
 

★ Gold Medal, 92 points at the 2008 BTI World Wine Championships. 
★ Silver Medal, 89 points at the 2010 BTI World Wine Championships.  

Recommended dishes  
Enjoy with light food dishes. It can also be enjoyed as an aperitif.

KATANA 
Extra dray junmai ginjo 

SMV +7 
A full-bodied drink with SMV+7, this super-dry sake has a strong 
presence and thick flavor with almost no perceptible smell or 
sweetness.  
Origin: Shizuoka 
★ Gold Medal, 91 points at the 2008 BTI World Wine Championships. 
★ Silver Award at the 2010 U.S. National Sake Appraisal. 
★ Silver Medal, 89 points at the 2010 BTI World Wine Championships.  

Recommended dishes  
Compliments any Asian food, especially rich meats and fish, such 
as steak, fried pork, yakitori, and yellowtail. 

KATANA JUNMAI GINJO
Item# 522 6/1.8L, $218.10/cs, $36.35 /unit 

Item# 526 12/720ml, $219.00/cs, $18.25/unit 
Item# 527 12/180ml, $52.80/cs, $4.40/unit 

- 40 - 
Prices as of October 6, 2006.  Subject to change.

   

Prefecture Nagano
Sake Rice Miyamanishiki

Alcohol Content 15-16%
Nihonshu-Do (SMV) +3.0

Seimaibuai 49%
Acidity 1.6

Amino Acide (Umami) 1.0

Best serving 
temp. 

130F 

75F 

45F 

110F 

Best serving 
temp. 

130F 

75F 

45F 

110F 

HISUI RED SAKE 
Item#1231 12/300ml, $149.40/cs, $12.45/unit 

使
用
米

古
代
赤
米
、
ヒ
ノ
ヒ
カ
リ

緋穂    赤米酒     熊本県
アルコール度数：15.0% 日本酒度：-20.0 亀萬酒造㈱

鹿児島と熊本の県境にある、日本で一番南にある日本酒の蔵元のお酒です。古代赤米（無

農薬栽培）とヒノヒカリ（減農薬栽培）を使用し、天然酵母で造り上げた日本酒。赤米

には、タンパク質・ビタミン・ミネラルが豊富で、ポリフェノール・タンニンも含まれ

ています。お酒の赤い色は、赤米が発酵して残った色です。また、赤米酒には赤ワイン

と同等のポリフェノールが含まれており、味も赤ワインのように甘酢っぱく、中国の紹

興酒をまろやかにさっぱりとさせた感じでほのかな甘味を持ちます。

Hisui red rice sake 
From Kumamoto Alcohol Level: 15.0% SMV (Nihonshudo): -20.0
Sake Rice: Heirloom red rice, Hinohikari Rice Remaining Ratio (Seimaibuai): 75%
Acidity: 6.0 Amino Acid: 3.1 Kameman Shuzo

This ruby colored Sake is brewed using heirloom ruby red rice bred since 
ancient times, and brewed at a southernmost Sake brewery in Japan. 
Heirloom red rice contains an abundant amount of protein, vitamins, 
minerals and polyphenol. Enjoy this most unique sweet-tart flavor just like 
red wine, lighter and milder than the Chinese rice wine, Shaoxing.

Flavor Profile for Menu Listing
Sweet-tart flavors

Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements light-to-medium flavored dishes, serve as aperitif.
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KANCHIKU JUNMAI DAIGINJO 
Item# 1244 6/1.8L, $457.50/cs, $76.25/unit 

Item# 1245 6/720ml, $238.50/cs, $39.75/unit 
Item# 1246 12/300ml, $244.20/cs, $20.35/unit 

KANCHIKU        JUNMAI DAIGINJO  

A product of nature all harvested locally, Kanchiku uses Nagano 
grown Miyamanishiki rice and Yatsugatake underground spring 
waters.  It’s intentionally brewed during the sub-freezing months 
around minus 15 degrees Celcius, to arrive at the Toji’s ideal brew.  
The name depicts a rare species of bamboo which sprout in winter.
Flavor Profile for Menu Listing
Raw corn and unripe mango flavors finishing with a note of ginger.
Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements medium to rich flavored dishes: succotash, fried 
chicken.

KATANA
  EXTRA DRY JUNMAI GINJO

KATANA  JUNMAI DAIGINJO

Prefecture Shizuoka
Yamada Nishiki

Daiginjo, Nama     
 
50%

Sake Rice
Class

Nihonshu-Do (SMV)

Seimaibuai

Creamy aromas of tapioca, warm milk, nougat and apple 
pie crust with a satiny bright dry-yet fruity medium body 
and a tingling, refreshing medium length parsnip and melon 
rind finish. 
A subtle and savory sake

Item#616    12/720ml

Katana Junmai Daiginjo

CRYSTAL LAKE PLUM 
wine 

Crystal Lake Plum is the refreshing alternative to ordinary grape 
wine. The wine finishes with a hint of naturally sweet plum flavor.

Recommended dishes  
It is a perfect wine for all Asian cuisine. It can also be enjoyed 
over ice as an aperitif. 

CRYSTAL PLUM WINE
Item# 536 12/750ml, $67.80/cs, $5.65 /unit 

NINKI-ICHI “GOLD” NINKI 
Junmai daiginjo 

SMV +2.0, Acidity 1.8, Polishing Rate 50% 
Dried banana, cashew nougat, melon and pear custard tart aromas 
with a supple dry-yet-fruity medium-to-full body and a slightly 
savory edamame, honeycomb, paprika and peppered jicama.  An 
attractive and appetizing food sake that will be great with teriyaki 
and tempura. 
★ 2011 BTI World Wine Championships Award 
★ 2012 US National Sake Apptaisal 

★ 2013 The Fine Sake awards, Japan

Recommended dishes  
Goes well with all types of meals, from appetizers to main entrees.

Origin: Fukushima 
NINKI-ICHI “GOLD NINKI” JUNMAI DAIGINJO

Item# 577 12/300ml, $160.20/cs, $13.35 /unit 
Item# 578  6/720ml, $159.30/cs, $26.55 /unit 

KENBISHI “Kuromatsu” 
Honjozo (Yamahai) 

SMV +0.5, Acidity 1.7
The oldest brand since 1505.  Very famous in Japan.  Completely 
different from Ginjo and Daiginjo.  Medium dry body with nice 
fragrance of Kenbishi’s Koji rice.  The sake enjoyed by samurai. 

Rice Grain: Yamada Nishiki

Recommended dishes  
Sea Urchin (Uni), Salmon Eggs (Ikura), Oyster, Kobe-beef, Tripe 
stew. 

Origin: Hyogo, Japan 

KENBISHI KUROMATSU HONJOZO
Item# 579 6/900ml, $160.50/cs, $26.75 /unit 

KENBISHI MIZUHO KUROMATSU 
junmai  

SMV ±0, Acidity 1.7, Alcohol 17%
The very yellow color and relatively high alcohol suggests that this 
could be a muroka genshu, or simply aged. Don't know. The nose is 
full, bright, and high-toned, beguilingly volatile. On the palate, this 
is rich, full, sour, nutty, with caramel popcorn and great minerality. 
Plenty of presence here, lively acidity lending balance to the 
fullness, and a long, slowly unfurling finish, hanging on, hanging 
on, but still clean. A wonderful, deeply satisfying Yamahai. 

KENBISHI MIZUHO KUROMATSU
Item# 561 6/720ml, $161.70/cs, $26.95/unit 

 

OKUNOMATSU SHIZUKUZAKE 
Daiginjo “juhachikdai ihei”  

SMV +5 
An overall delicate flavor with fine lines of fruity lightness 
spreading nicely across the tongue in crisp waves, accented by a 
balanced fragrance. The recesses of flavor are clear and sharply 
defined.  
Origin: Fukushima 
★ Gold Award at the 2008, 2010 U.S. National Sake Appraisal. 
★ Gold Medal, 90 points at the 2008, 2009 BTI World Wine Championships.
★ Gold Medal, 93 points at the 2010 BTI World Wine Championships. 

Recommended dishes  
Fresh oyster in shells, lobster roll, whitefish baked insalt. 

 

OKUNOMATSU DAIGINJO SHIZUKUSAKE
Item# 569 1/1.8L, $172.90/unit 

Item# 570 3/720ml, $255.30/cs, $85.10/unit 
 

NINKI-ICHI KURO NINKI   
Junmai ginjo 

SMV +3.5, Acidity 1 
A mellow ginjo aroma with a wider flavor and the characteristics of 
true Junmai are perfectly featured. The smoothness and the silkiness 
will lead you to a long lasting finish. 
 
★2008 BTI World Wine Championships Silver Medal 

Recommended dishes  
Good pair with any kind of deep fried food such as tempura, oden, 
deep fried oyster. 
 

NINKI-ICHI KURO-NINKI JUNMAI GINJO
Item# 567 6/720ml, $124.50/cs, $20.75/unit 
Item# 568 12/300ml, $114.00/cs, $9.50/unit 

 

KATANA JUNMAI DAIGINJO

KATANA EXTRA DRY JUNMAI GINJO
Items # 527 12/180ml
Items # 526 12/720ml

Items # 522 6/1.8L

NIHONSAKARI REISHU NAMACHOZO

Prefecture Hyogo
Regular Rice

  Namachozo 
              +5.0
               75%

Sake Rice
Class

Nihonshu-Do (SMV)

SeimaibuaiItem#2230    12/300ml
Nihonsakari Reishu Junmai

NIHON SAKARI JUNMAI

Food Pairing Suggestion
Tuna Sashimi, Grilled Eggplant, Shabu Shabu.Nihon Sakari Junmai

Item# 2231   6/1.8L
Item# 2232  6/720ml

The Nihon Sakari main HQ is in Nishinomiya, an area well 
known for sake brewing. In the 17th century, almost 30% of sake 
breweries were based there. In 2000 they changed the name of 
the company from Nishinomiya Sake Brewing Company to Nihon 
Sakari Co. LTD. 

Flavor Profile

Prefecture Hyogo
Regular Rice
Junmai 

75%

Sake Rice
Class

Nihonshu-Do (SMV)

Seimaibuai

This sake's main traits are the great rice flavor and soft mouthfeel, 
with a dry finish and light aftertaste. Easy to drink. 

EIKOO 50 JUNMAI GINJO 50

Eikoo 50 Junmai Ginjo 50

Item# 1289  12/300ml

Flavor Profile

Prefecture Ehime
Matsuyama Mii

Junmai Ginjo
 +4.0
50%

Sake Rice
Class

Nihonshu-Do (SMV)

Seimaibuai

A bit dry at the beginning and refresh at the end

NIHONSAKARI REISHU NAMACHOZO

Prefecture Hyogo
Regular Rice

  Namachozo 
              +5.0
               75%

Sake Rice
Class

Nihonshu-Do (SMV)

SeimaibuaiItem#2230    12/300ml
Nihonsakari Reishu Junmai

NIHON SAKARI JUNMAI

Food Pairing Suggestion
Tuna Sashimi, Grilled Eggplant, Shabu Shabu.Nihon Sakari Junmai

Item# 2231   6/1.8L
Item# 2232  6/720ml

The Nihon Sakari main HQ is in Nishinomiya, an area well 
known for sake brewing. In the 17th century, almost 30% of sake 
breweries were based there. In 2000 they changed the name of 
the company from Nishinomiya Sake Brewing Company to Nihon 
Sakari Co. LTD. 

Flavor Profile

Prefecture Hyogo
Regular Rice
Junmai 

75%

Sake Rice
Class

Nihonshu-Do (SMV)

Seimaibuai

This sake's main traits are the great rice flavor and soft mouthfeel, 
with a dry finish and light aftertaste. Easy to drink. 

EIKOO 50 JUNMAI GINJO 50

Eikoo 50 Junmai Ginjo 50

Item# 1289  12/300ml

Flavor Profile

Prefecture Ehime
Matsuyama Mii

Junmai Ginjo
 +4.0
50%

Sake Rice
Class

Nihonshu-Do (SMV)

Seimaibuai

A bit dry at the beginning and refresh at the end

A bit dry at the beginning and refresh at the end.
This delicate sake has an unbelievable texture 
that’s so smooth and effortless it borders on 
creamy. The crisp fruity notes that go along with it 
make it a truly unique experience.

NIHONSAKARI REISHU NAMACHOZO

Prefecture Hyogo
Regular Rice

  Namachozo 
              +5.0
               75%

Sake Rice
Class

Nihonshu-Do (SMV)

SeimaibuaiItem#2230    12/300ml
Nihonsakari Reishu Junmai

NIHON SAKARI JUNMAI

Food Pairing Suggestion
Tuna Sashimi, Grilled Eggplant, Shabu Shabu.Nihon Sakari Junmai

Item# 2231   6/1.8L
Item# 2232  6/720ml

The Nihon Sakari main HQ is in Nishinomiya, an area well 
known for sake brewing. In the 17th century, almost 30% of sake 
breweries were based there. In 2000 they changed the name of 
the company from Nishinomiya Sake Brewing Company to Nihon 
Sakari Co. LTD. 

Flavor Profile

Prefecture Hyogo
Regular Rice
Junmai 

75%

Sake Rice
Class

Nihonshu-Do (SMV)

Seimaibuai

This sake's main traits are the great rice flavor and soft mouthfeel, 
with a dry finish and light aftertaste. Easy to drink. 

EIKOO 50 JUNMAI GINJO 50

Eikoo 50 Junmai Ginjo 50

Item# 1289  12/300ml

Flavor Profile

Prefecture Ehime
Matsuyama Mii

Junmai Ginjo
 +4.0
50%

Sake Rice
Class

Nihonshu-Do (SMV)

Seimaibuai

A bit dry at the beginning and refresh at the end

EIKO 50   JUNMAI GINJO

EIKO 50 JUNMAI GINJO
Items # 1289 12/300ml

KATANA  JUNMAI DAIGINJO

Prefecture Shizuoka
Yamada Nishiki

Daiginjo, Nama     
 
50%

Sake Rice
Class

Nihonshu-Do (SMV)

Seimaibuai

Creamy aromas of tapioca, warm milk, nougat and apple 
pie crust with a satiny bright dry-yet fruity medium body 
and a tingling, refreshing medium length parsnip and melon 
rind finish. 
A subtle and savory sake

Item#616    12/720ml

Katana Junmai Daiginjo

CRYSTAL LAKE PLUM 
wine 

Crystal Lake Plum is the refreshing alternative to ordinary grape 
wine. The wine finishes with a hint of naturally sweet plum flavor.

Recommended dishes  
It is a perfect wine for all Asian cuisine. It can also be enjoyed 
over ice as an aperitif. 

CRYSTAL PLUM WINE
Item# 536 12/750ml, $67.80/cs, $5.65 /unit 

NINKI-ICHI “GOLD” NINKI 
Junmai daiginjo 

SMV +2.0, Acidity 1.8, Polishing Rate 50% 
Dried banana, cashew nougat, melon and pear custard tart aromas 
with a supple dry-yet-fruity medium-to-full body and a slightly 
savory edamame, honeycomb, paprika and peppered jicama.  An 
attractive and appetizing food sake that will be great with teriyaki 
and tempura. 
★ 2011 BTI World Wine Championships Award 
★ 2012 US National Sake Apptaisal 

★ 2013 The Fine Sake awards, Japan

Recommended dishes  
Goes well with all types of meals, from appetizers to main entrees.

Origin: Fukushima 
NINKI-ICHI “GOLD NINKI” JUNMAI DAIGINJO

Item# 577 12/300ml, $160.20/cs, $13.35 /unit 
Item# 578  6/720ml, $159.30/cs, $26.55 /unit 

KENBISHI “Kuromatsu” 
Honjozo (Yamahai) 

SMV +0.5, Acidity 1.7
The oldest brand since 1505.  Very famous in Japan.  Completely 
different from Ginjo and Daiginjo.  Medium dry body with nice 
fragrance of Kenbishi’s Koji rice.  The sake enjoyed by samurai. 

Rice Grain: Yamada Nishiki

Recommended dishes  
Sea Urchin (Uni), Salmon Eggs (Ikura), Oyster, Kobe-beef, Tripe 
stew. 

Origin: Hyogo, Japan 

KENBISHI KUROMATSU HONJOZO
Item# 579 6/900ml, $160.50/cs, $26.75 /unit 

KENBISHI MIZUHO KUROMATSU 
junmai  

SMV ±0, Acidity 1.7, Alcohol 17%
The very yellow color and relatively high alcohol suggests that this 
could be a muroka genshu, or simply aged. Don't know. The nose is 
full, bright, and high-toned, beguilingly volatile. On the palate, this 
is rich, full, sour, nutty, with caramel popcorn and great minerality. 
Plenty of presence here, lively acidity lending balance to the 
fullness, and a long, slowly unfurling finish, hanging on, hanging 
on, but still clean. A wonderful, deeply satisfying Yamahai. 

KENBISHI MIZUHO KUROMATSU
Item# 561 6/720ml, $161.70/cs, $26.95/unit 

 

OKUNOMATSU SHIZUKUZAKE 
Daiginjo “juhachikdai ihei”  

SMV +5 
An overall delicate flavor with fine lines of fruity lightness 
spreading nicely across the tongue in crisp waves, accented by a 
balanced fragrance. The recesses of flavor are clear and sharply 
defined.  
Origin: Fukushima 
★ Gold Award at the 2008, 2010 U.S. National Sake Appraisal. 
★ Gold Medal, 90 points at the 2008, 2009 BTI World Wine Championships.
★ Gold Medal, 93 points at the 2010 BTI World Wine Championships. 

Recommended dishes  
Fresh oyster in shells, lobster roll, whitefish baked insalt. 

 

OKUNOMATSU DAIGINJO SHIZUKUSAKE
Item# 569 1/1.8L, $172.90/unit 

Item# 570 3/720ml, $255.30/cs, $85.10/unit 
 

NINKI-ICHI KURO NINKI   
Junmai ginjo 

SMV +3.5, Acidity 1 
A mellow ginjo aroma with a wider flavor and the characteristics of 
true Junmai are perfectly featured. The smoothness and the silkiness 
will lead you to a long lasting finish. 
 
★2008 BTI World Wine Championships Silver Medal 

Recommended dishes  
Good pair with any kind of deep fried food such as tempura, oden, 
deep fried oyster. 
 

NINKI-ICHI KURO-NINKI JUNMAI GINJO
Item# 567 6/720ml, $124.50/cs, $20.75/unit 
Item# 568 12/300ml, $114.00/cs, $9.50/unit 

 



Items # 540 12/300ml
Items # 539 12/720ml
Items # 538 6/1.8L

AKAGISAN 
SPARKLING SAKE

AKAGISAN SPARKLING SAKE
Items # 1588  12/300ml

Rice Local rice

Alcohol content 11%

Nihonshu-Do(SMV) -11

Semaibuai 60%

Acidity 1.2



Items # 536 12/750ml

 
 
 

 

Prefecture  Niigata 
Sake Rice  Yukinose 
Alcohol Content  15‐16% 
Nihonshu‐Do (SMV)  +2.0 
Seimaibuai  28% 
Acidity  1.3 
Amino Acide (Umami)  1.0 

Prefecture  Niigata 
Sake Rice  Takanenishiki 

Alcohol Content  15‐16% 
Nihonshu‐Do (SMV)  +2.0 

Seimaibuai  28% 
Acidity  1.2 

Amino Acide (Umami)  1.0 

SENSHIN                     JUNMAI DAIGINJO 

Keeping the philosophy “Sake making starts with rice making”, 
Jumai Daiginjo “Senshin” utilizeds the rare Takanenishiki rice by 
commissioning local rice growers.  Individual rice granules are 
gently polished for 3 days and nights until 2mm pearly beads, 28% 
of the original remain.  The quiet aging takes over a year.
Availability limited to special imports orders only. 

Flavor Profile for Menu Listing
Mild aroma with flavors of cantaloupe and herb with pepper and 
citrus on the finish. 

Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements light flavored dishes: cold soba noodle salad. 

DAIGINJO “SENSHIN”
Item# 2527 6/1.8L, $1320.00/cs, $220.00/unit 
Item# 2528 6/720ml, $598.20/cs, $99.70/unit 

 

TOKUGETSU 
JUNMAI DAIGINJO 

Rice granules are polished into miniature pearls, leaving only 28% 
of its original grain to make Junmai Daiginjo “Tokugetsu”.  Chill 
and enjoy the gently flavor, light as the harvest moon.

Flavor Profile for Menu Listing
Citrus and a hint of chili flavor with spices and tangerine on the 
nose.  A masterpiece from Asahi Shuzo, the maker of Kubota 
Manjyu.
Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements light to medium flavored seafood dishes: seared 
albacore, calamari, scallops with ginger. 

DAIGINJO TOKUGETSU
Item# 2529 6/720ml, $535.80/cs, $89.30/unit 
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Prefecture  Ishikawa 
Sake Rice  Yamadanishiki 
Alcohol Content  15‐16% 
Nihonshu‐Do (SMV)  +3.0 
Seimaibuai  55% 
Acidity  1.2 
Amino Acide (Umami)   

Prefecture  Ishikawa 
Sake Rice  Yamadanishiki 

Alcohol Content  16% 
Nihonshu‐Do (SMV)  +2.0 

Seimaibuai  55% 
Acidity  1.3 

Amino Acide (Umami)  N/A 

JOKIGEN FUJIN         junmai ginjo 
Polishing Yamadanishiki rice down to 55% draws out a well-
rounded flavor.  Aging takes over 2 years.  Fujin is the Japanese 
God of the wind and one of the eldest Shinoto Gods.  He is said to 
have been present at the creation of the world.  The label is pretty 
unique.

Flavor Profile for Menu Listing
Jasmine, citrus and lychee on nose with bold flavor of rice. 

Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements rich flavored dishes: fried shrimp, cream stew, fried 
crab etc. 

JOKIGEN FUJIN JUNMAI GINJO
Item# 2559 12/720ml, $547.80/cs, $45.65/unit 

 

JOKIGEN RAIJIN                       GINJO 
Created using 100% Yamadanishiki rice.  Very clean in taste, with 
the rice suggesting a subtle sweetness in the mouth.  It complements 
a wide array of cuisine.  Raijin is a God of thunder and storm in the 
Shinto religion and in Japanese mythology.  He is typically depicted 
as a demon beating drums to create thunder, usually with the symbol 
tomoe drawn on the drums.

Flavor Profile for Menu Listing
Pleasant aroma of green apple and sweet muscat.  Flavors of 
Mandarine orange and citrus with uplifting tail. 
Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements with a wide array of cuisine.

JOKIGEN RAJIN GINJO
Item# 2560 12/720ml, $485.40/cs, $40.45/unit 
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Order



 
 
 

 

Prefecture  Kummamoto 
Sake Rice  Reiho, others 
Alcohol Content  15‐16% 
Nihonshu‐Do (SMV)  +5.0 
Seimaibuai  65% 
Acidity  1.4 
Amino Acide (Umami)  1.5 

Prefecture  Nada, Hyogo 
Sake Rice  Yamadanishiki 

Alcohol Content  16.5% 
Nihonshu‐Do (SMV)  +2.5 

Seimaibuai  50% 
Acidity  1.8 

Amino Acide (Umami)  1.7 

HAKUTAKA                   JUNMAI GINJO  

Hakutaka characterizes the grace and the noble stature of the 
legendary white hawk, which is said to appear once in a thousand 
years. Distinctly pure and clean, Hakutaka Sake has earned its place 
as the official Sake of the Imperial Court as well as the sacred Ise 
Shinto Shrine. 

Flavor Profile for Menu Listing
Floral aroma with spiced apple and berry flavors. 

Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements light to medium flavored dishes: sashimi, tempura. HAKUTAKA JUNMAI GINJO

Item# 1216 6/1.8L, $235.50/cs, $39.25/unit 
 
 

芳醇瑞鷹    純米酒 熊本県 

アルコール度数：15.0% ~ 16.0% 日本酒度：+5.0 瑞鷹㈱ 
 

黒のすりガラスに金文字スタイリッシュなボトル、口に含むと豊かに育った米の旨さが口中に

広がります。一瞬マイルドな日本酒と感じますが、実は日本酒度+5と相当な辛口。このため淡

白な海鮮料理はもちろんのこと、引き締まった辛口に加えて米のほんのりとした甘味がどんな

肉料理でも魚料理でもこなします。 

HOJUN ZUIYO JUNMAI
Item# 1204 6/720ml, $149.10/cs, $24.85/unit 

Item# 1205 12/300ml, $129.00/cs, $10.75/unit 
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Hojun Zuiyo  Junmai 

This stylish frosted black bottle with golden Chinese characters attracts 
attention even before it is opened. With one sip, the flavor of gentle rice 
UMAMI will hint mild, mellow sake. But in fact Hojun Zuiyo is quite dry 
(+5.0) with a nice acidity level. This combination makes this sake very 
adaptable to a wide range of foods. Well-known sake critics mentioned "

Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements rich flavored dishes.

  
 
 

 

Prefecture Saga 
Sake Rice Special Yamada Nishiki 
Alcohol Content 15-16% 
Nihonshu-Do (SMV) ±0～1.5 
Seimaibuai 55% 
Acidity 1.7～1.9 

Prefecture Aichi 
Sake Rice Yamadanishiki 
Alcohol Content 15.8% 
Nihonshu-Do (SMV) -4.0 
Seimaibuai 50% 
Acidity 1 
Amino Acide (Umami) 1.55 

HORAISEN WA JUNMAI GINJO 
Item# 1263 12/720ml, $475.80/cs, $39.65/unit 

 
 

AMABUKI                        JUNMAI  GINJO 
 
Strawberry flowers sake yeast is characterized by a refreshing crisp 
and fresh and almost reminiscent of strawberries.

Flavor Profile for Menu Listing
Crisp but complex, this sake is noted for its fruity tones and rich 
bouquet aroma.

Food Pairing Suggestion
Aperitif

 

AMABUKI JUNMAI GINJO 
Item# 1281 12/720ml, $352.80/cs, $29.40/unit 
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HORAISEN WA                    junmai ginjo                               
 
Beautiful floral ginjo aroma, clean & soft touch on your front palate, a 
richness of rice but crisp finishi with a good amount of acidity. This
Horaisen Junmai Ginjo Wa is well balanced quality sake from 
Horaisen Sekiya Shuzo.  The name of sake came from the old saying 
“Good sake makes good relationship”.  Indeed, this is a good sake to 
be enjoyed with your friends and family.

Flavor Profile for Menu Listing

Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements tomato salad and variety of Japanese / Western dishes.

 

Special
Order

 
 
 

 

Prefecture  Niigata 
Sake Rice  Yukinose 
Alcohol Content  15‐16% 
Nihonshu‐Do (SMV)  +2.0 
Seimaibuai  28% 
Acidity  1.3 
Amino Acide (Umami)  1.0 

Prefecture  Niigata 
Sake Rice  Takanenishiki 

Alcohol Content  15‐16% 
Nihonshu‐Do (SMV)  +2.0 

Seimaibuai  28% 
Acidity  1.2 

Amino Acide (Umami)  1.0 

SENSHIN                     JUNMAI DAIGINJO 

Keeping the philosophy “Sake making starts with rice making”, 
Jumai Daiginjo “Senshin” utilizeds the rare Takanenishiki rice by 
commissioning local rice growers.  Individual rice granules are 
gently polished for 3 days and nights until 2mm pearly beads, 28% 
of the original remain.  The quiet aging takes over a year.
Availability limited to special imports orders only. 

Flavor Profile for Menu Listing
Mild aroma with flavors of cantaloupe and herb with pepper and 
citrus on the finish. 

Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements light flavored dishes: cold soba noodle salad. 

DAIGINJO “SENSHIN”
Item# 2527 6/1.8L, $1320.00/cs, $220.00/unit 
Item# 2528 6/720ml, $598.20/cs, $99.70/unit 

 

TOKUGETSU 
JUNMAI DAIGINJO 

Rice granules are polished into miniature pearls, leaving only 28% 
of its original grain to make Junmai Daiginjo “Tokugetsu”.  Chill 
and enjoy the gently flavor, light as the harvest moon.

Flavor Profile for Menu Listing
Citrus and a hint of chili flavor with spices and tangerine on the 
nose.  A masterpiece from Asahi Shuzo, the maker of Kubota 
Manjyu.
Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements light to medium flavored seafood dishes: seared 
albacore, calamari, scallops with ginger. 

DAIGINJO TOKUGETSU
Item# 2529 6/720ml, $535.80/cs, $89.30/unit 
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Prefecture  Ishikawa 
Sake Rice  Yamadanishiki 
Alcohol Content  15‐16% 
Nihonshu‐Do (SMV)  +3.0 
Seimaibuai  55% 
Acidity  1.2 
Amino Acide (Umami)   

Prefecture  Ishikawa 
Sake Rice  Yamadanishiki 

Alcohol Content  16% 
Nihonshu‐Do (SMV)  +2.0 

Seimaibuai  55% 
Acidity  1.3 

Amino Acide (Umami)  N/A 

JOKIGEN FUJIN         junmai ginjo 
Polishing Yamadanishiki rice down to 55% draws out a well-
rounded flavor.  Aging takes over 2 years.  Fujin is the Japanese 
God of the wind and one of the eldest Shinoto Gods.  He is said to 
have been present at the creation of the world.  The label is pretty 
unique.

Flavor Profile for Menu Listing
Jasmine, citrus and lychee on nose with bold flavor of rice. 

Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements rich flavored dishes: fried shrimp, cream stew, fried 
crab etc. 

JOKIGEN FUJIN JUNMAI GINJO
Item# 2559 12/720ml, $547.80/cs, $45.65/unit 

 

JOKIGEN RAIJIN                       GINJO 
Created using 100% Yamadanishiki rice.  Very clean in taste, with 
the rice suggesting a subtle sweetness in the mouth.  It complements 
a wide array of cuisine.  Raijin is a God of thunder and storm in the 
Shinto religion and in Japanese mythology.  He is typically depicted 
as a demon beating drums to create thunder, usually with the symbol 
tomoe drawn on the drums.

Flavor Profile for Menu Listing
Pleasant aroma of green apple and sweet muscat.  Flavors of 
Mandarine orange and citrus with uplifting tail. 
Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements with a wide array of cuisine.

JOKIGEN RAJIN GINJO
Item# 2560 12/720ml, $485.40/cs, $40.45/unit 
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Prefecture  Okayama 
Sake Rice  Omachimai 
Alcohol Content  15‐16% 
Nihonshu‐Do (SMV)  +3.0 
Seimaibuai  58% 
Acidity  1.6 
Amino Acide (Umami)  1.4 

Prefecture  Toyama  
Sake Rice  Yamadanishiki 

Alcohol Content  16‐17% 
Nihonshu‐Do (SMV)  +3.5 

Seimaibuai  50% 
Acidity   

Amino Acide (Umami)   

MASUIZUMI                JUNMAI DAIGINJO 

This saké has a full richness of rice, delicacy and sharpness. Meant 
to be a good example of daiginjo. Unlike many of the Diginjo 
category saké, this saké goes perfectly with food as well. 

Flavor Profile for Menu Listing

 

MASUIZUMI JUNMAI DAIGINJO 
Item# 1264 12/720ml, $1,029.00/cs, $85.75/unit 

 

BIZEN MABOROSHI     JUNMAI  GINJO 

Made 100% from super premium Bizen Omachi sake rice.  It received 
gold medals from the renowned Monde Selection. 

Flavor Profile for Menu Listing
Crisp but complex, this sake is noted for its fruity tones and rich 
bouquet aroma. 

Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements rich flavored dishes like lamb shank, beef stew, roasted 
duck, shrimp and avocado salad. 

BIZEN MABOROSHI JUNMAI GINJO
Item# 1266 12/720ml, $349.80/cs, $29.15/unit 
Item# 1267 12/500ml, $303.00/cs, $25.25/unit 
Item# 1268 20/300ml, $305.00/cs, $15.25/unit 
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Prefecture  Yamagata 
Sake Rice  Miyamanishiki 
Alcohol Content  15‐16% 
Nihonshu‐Do (SMV)  +1.0 
Seimaibuai  55% 
Acidity  1.3 
Amino Acide (Umami)  1.2 

Prefecture  Yamagata 
Sake Rice  Miyamanishiki 

Alcohol Content  14‐15% 
Nihonshu‐Do (SMV)  +2.0 

Seimaibuai  60% 
Acidity  1.5 

Amino Acide (Umami)  1.2 

TAKENOTSUYU                     JUNMAI  

With the natural elements which bless this rice producing area in the 
northern region of Honshu, Takenotsuyu blends select quality rice 
with pure water from its underground springs. The fragrance has 
depth and the palate carries a full body which lingers. 

Flavor Profile for Menu Listing
Slightly earthy aroma with licorice, cinnamon and lemon peel 
flavors.From Takenotsuyu, the Gold Award receipient at the 
National Sake Competition in Japan. 

Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements rich flavored dishes: yakitori with sauce, teriyaki 
chicken, duck, spare ribs, Brie cheese. 

TAKENOTSUYU JUNMAI
Item# 2522 8/1.8L, $504.00/cs, $63.00/unit 

Item# 2523 10/720ml, $243.00/cs, $24.30/unit 
Item# 2524 20/300ml, $220.00/cs, $11.00/unit 

HATSUSHIBORI YUKIHONOKA     
JUNMAI  DRAFT 

Combining locally grown sake rice “Dewasansan” with the Gassan 
underground spring waters, comes Junmai Hatsushibori Yukihonoka. 
Meaning “snowy delicate flavors”, this is a draft Sake with airy yet 
sound flavor. Serve chilled to best relish the fresh offerings of this 
draft brew. 
Flavor Profile for Menu Listing
Sweet nutty aroma with black licorice, anise and peach flavors.

Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements medium flavored dishes: smoked salmon, yakitori with 
sauce, pate, light cheese. 

HATSUSHIBORI YUKIHONOKA SAKE
Item# 2525 20/300ml, $171.00/cs, $8.55/unit 
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Prefecture Hyogo 
Sake Rice N/A 
Alcohol Content 16% 
Nihonshu-Do (SMV)  
Seimaibuai  
Acidity N/A 
Amino Acide (Umami) N/A 

Prefecture Gunma 
Sake Rice Yamada Nishiki 

Alcohol Content 17% 
Nihonshu-Do (SMV) +10.0 

Seimaibuai 55% 
Acidity 1.8 

Amino Acide (Umami) 1.6 

OZE NO YUKIDOKE  
                            ohkarakuchi junmai 
 
It stars out gentle and light, and then finishes super dry. One of the 
most easy and enjoyable sake to pair with food, so it is an ideal 
match for many dishes.

Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements any main dish. (Japanese dishes, chicken Hotpot, 
Chinese dishes, and Fried dishes) 
 

OZE NO YUKIDOKE OHKARAKUCHI JMI 
Item# 2513 12/720ml, $232.20/cs, $19.35/unit 

 

TATSURIKI 
NIHON NO SAKURA GOLD  
                                      Junmai daiginjo 
The best sake is undoubtedly made from quality rice. Using only top 
class Yamadanishiki rice, selected from Special A area in Hyogo 
(the best sake rice region in Japan), Tatsuriki Nihon No Sakura 
Kinpaku is a full-body type Junmai Daiginjo with fruity aroma. Soft 
on the palate, the balanced layers of sweetness and richness spread 
widely in the mouth as it follows through with a refreshing acidic 
tail.

Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements any main dish. 

 

TATSURIKI NIHON NO SAKURA GOLD JDG 
Item# 2767 6/1.8l, $250.98/unit 

Item# 2768 10/720ml, $129.98/unit 
 

65%

 
 
 

 

Prefecture  Yamagata 
Sake Rice  Miyamanishiki 
Alcohol Content  15‐16% 
Nihonshu‐Do (SMV)  +1.0 
Seimaibuai  55% 
Acidity  1.3 
Amino Acide (Umami)  1.2 

Prefecture  Yamagata 
Sake Rice  Miyamanishiki 

Alcohol Content  14‐15% 
Nihonshu‐Do (SMV)  +2.0 

Seimaibuai  60% 
Acidity  1.5 

Amino Acide (Umami)  1.2 

TAKENOTSUYU                     JUNMAI  

With the natural elements which bless this rice producing area in the 
northern region of Honshu, Takenotsuyu blends select quality rice 
with pure water from its underground springs. The fragrance has 
depth and the palate carries a full body which lingers. 

Flavor Profile for Menu Listing
Slightly earthy aroma with licorice, cinnamon and lemon peel 
flavors.From Takenotsuyu, the Gold Award receipient at the 
National Sake Competition in Japan. 

Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements rich flavored dishes: yakitori with sauce, teriyaki 
chicken, duck, spare ribs, Brie cheese. 

TAKENOTSUYU JUNMAI
Item# 2522 8/1.8L, $504.00/cs, $63.00/unit 

Item# 2523 10/720ml, $243.00/cs, $24.30/unit 
Item# 2524 20/300ml, $220.00/cs, $11.00/unit 

HATSUSHIBORI YUKIHONOKA     
JUNMAI  DRAFT 

Combining locally grown sake rice “Dewasansan” with the Gassan 
underground spring waters, comes Junmai Hatsushibori Yukihonoka. 
Meaning “snowy delicate flavors”, this is a draft Sake with airy yet 
sound flavor. Serve chilled to best relish the fresh offerings of this 
draft brew. 
Flavor Profile for Menu Listing
Sweet nutty aroma with black licorice, anise and peach flavors.

Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements medium flavored dishes: smoked salmon, yakitori with 
sauce, pate, light cheese. 

HATSUSHIBORI YUKIHONOKA SAKE
Item# 2525 20/300ml, $171.00/cs, $8.55/unit 
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Prefecture Hyogo 
Sake Rice N/A 
Alcohol Content 16% 
Nihonshu-Do (SMV)  
Seimaibuai  
Acidity N/A 
Amino Acide (Umami) N/A 

Prefecture Gunma 
Sake Rice Yamada Nishiki 

Alcohol Content 17% 
Nihonshu-Do (SMV) +10.0 

Seimaibuai 55% 
Acidity 1.8 

Amino Acide (Umami) 1.6 

OZE NO YUKIDOKE  
                            ohkarakuchi junmai 
 
It stars out gentle and light, and then finishes super dry. One of the 
most easy and enjoyable sake to pair with food, so it is an ideal 
match for many dishes.

Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements any main dish. (Japanese dishes, chicken Hotpot, 
Chinese dishes, and Fried dishes) 
 

OZE NO YUKIDOKE OHKARAKUCHI JMI 
Item# 2513 12/720ml, $232.20/cs, $19.35/unit 

 

TATSURIKI 
NIHON NO SAKURA GOLD  
                                      Junmai daiginjo 
The best sake is undoubtedly made from quality rice. Using only top 
class Yamadanishiki rice, selected from Special A area in Hyogo 
(the best sake rice region in Japan), Tatsuriki Nihon No Sakura 
Kinpaku is a full-body type Junmai Daiginjo with fruity aroma. Soft 
on the palate, the balanced layers of sweetness and richness spread 
widely in the mouth as it follows through with a refreshing acidic 
tail.

Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements any main dish. 

 

TATSURIKI NIHON NO SAKURA GOLD JDG 
Item# 2767 6/1.8l, $250.98/unit 

Item# 2768 10/720ml, $129.98/unit 
 

Special
Order



SQUARE ONE JUNMAI 

Characteristic
Paying high respect to the traditional saké brewing skill and flavor, this saké has 
rich flavor and body to it. 

DESCRIPTION SQUARE ON E JUNMAI 

Rice Polishing Ratio 59%

S.M.V. +5

Acidity 1.5

Amino Acid Level 1.0

UPC CODE 0 72546 01750(7) 

Brewery 
Masuichi Ichimura Shuzo  

        http://www.masuichi.com/

TYPE JUNMAI 

Rice Miyamanishiki 

ALCOHOL CONTENTS 16.5%

Region Shimane prefecture 

Sweet Semi-
Sweet 

Semi-
Dry Dry Extra 

Dry 

Light Aged Rich 

Best way to enjoy this saké

Cold Room Temp. Body Temp. Warm

Best matching food

Lighter Fare Richer Fare After Meal 

Sukiyaki, Steak BBQ, Beef Stew 

SQUARE ONE JUNMAI

Item#1262 12/750ml, $654.60/cs, $54.55/ea 
 
 

Special
Order



 
 
 

 

Prefecture  Yamagata 
Sake Rice  Miyamanishiki 
Alcohol Content  15‐16% 
Nihonshu‐Do (SMV)  +1.0 
Seimaibuai  55% 
Acidity  1.3 
Amino Acide (Umami)  1.2 

Prefecture  Yamagata 
Sake Rice  Miyamanishiki 

Alcohol Content  14‐15% 
Nihonshu‐Do (SMV)  +2.0 

Seimaibuai  60% 
Acidity  1.5 

Amino Acide (Umami)  1.2 

TAKENOTSUYU                     JUNMAI  

With the natural elements which bless this rice producing area in the 
northern region of Honshu, Takenotsuyu blends select quality rice 
with pure water from its underground springs. The fragrance has 
depth and the palate carries a full body which lingers. 

Flavor Profile for Menu Listing
Slightly earthy aroma with licorice, cinnamon and lemon peel 
flavors.From Takenotsuyu, the Gold Award receipient at the 
National Sake Competition in Japan. 

Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements rich flavored dishes: yakitori with sauce, teriyaki 
chicken, duck, spare ribs, Brie cheese. 

TAKENOTSUYU JUNMAI
Item# 2522 8/1.8L, $504.00/cs, $63.00/unit 

Item# 2523 10/720ml, $243.00/cs, $24.30/unit 
Item# 2524 20/300ml, $220.00/cs, $11.00/unit 

HATSUSHIBORI YUKIHONOKA     
JUNMAI  DRAFT 

Combining locally grown sake rice “Dewasansan” with the Gassan 
underground spring waters, comes Junmai Hatsushibori Yukihonoka. 
Meaning “snowy delicate flavors”, this is a draft Sake with airy yet 
sound flavor. Serve chilled to best relish the fresh offerings of this 
draft brew. 
Flavor Profile for Menu Listing
Sweet nutty aroma with black licorice, anise and peach flavors.

Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements medium flavored dishes: smoked salmon, yakitori with 
sauce, pate, light cheese. 

HATSUSHIBORI YUKIHONOKA SAKE
Item# 2525 20/300ml, $171.00/cs, $8.55/unit 
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Prefecture  Iwate 
Sake Rice  Yamadanishiki 
Alcohol Content  15% 
Nihonshu‐Do (SMV)  +4.0 
Seimaibuai  50% 
Acidity  1.6 
Amino Acide (Umami)   

Prefecture  Yamagata 
Sake Rice  Miyamanishiki 

Alcohol Content  15‐16% 
Nihonshu‐Do (SMV)  +/‐0.0 

Seimaibuai  60% 
Acidity  1.2 

Amino Acide (Umami)  1.2 

HAGURO                                  HONJOZO 

The creator of Takenotsuyu and Hatsushibori Yukihonoka presents 
Haguro in a unique Tokkuri Sake bottle accompanied with a 
matching Sake cup. Haguro offers clear yet abundant fragrance and 
flavor with hardly any trail. Serve chilled, paired with lightly 
flavored dishes. Great as “buy the bottle, take the empty Tokkuri 
and Sakazuki home” promotion. 
Flavor Profile for Menu Listing
Mandarin orange and black tea flavor with a hint of jasmine. 
From Takenotsuyu, the Gold Award recipient at the National Sake 
Competition in Japan. 

Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements light and mild flavored seafood dishes: uni sea urchin

HAGURO HONJOZO
Item# 2526 10/720ml, $383.00/cs, $38.30/unit 

 

NANBU BIJIN SHINPAKU 
JUNMAI GINJO 

Deep and rich aroma.  Best finish in the perfect balance of all.  
Using 100% premium Yamadanishiki Sake rice and bottled 
unfiltered.  Label design means the white part of the cloudy part of a 
grain of rice is a symbol of this Sake.  It’s easy to match it with all 
dishes in various scenes. 
Flavor Profile for Menu Listing
Rich aroma, full-body note and the aftertaste is dry.  Elegant and 
beautiful impression.
Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements any kinds of menu during the meal.  Served chilled the 
best.

NANBU BIJIN SHINPAKU JUNMAI GINJO
Item# 2509 12/720ml, $285.60/cs, $23.80/unit 
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Prefecture  Yamagata 
Sake Rice  Miyamanishiki 
Alcohol Content  15‐16% 
Nihonshu‐Do (SMV)  +1.0 
Seimaibuai  55% 
Acidity  1.3 
Amino Acide (Umami)  1.2 

Prefecture  Yamagata 
Sake Rice  Miyamanishiki 

Alcohol Content  14‐15% 
Nihonshu‐Do (SMV)  +2.0 

Seimaibuai  60% 
Acidity  1.5 

Amino Acide (Umami)  1.2 

TAKENOTSUYU                     JUNMAI  

With the natural elements which bless this rice producing area in the 
northern region of Honshu, Takenotsuyu blends select quality rice 
with pure water from its underground springs. The fragrance has 
depth and the palate carries a full body which lingers. 

Flavor Profile for Menu Listing
Slightly earthy aroma with licorice, cinnamon and lemon peel 
flavors.From Takenotsuyu, the Gold Award receipient at the 
National Sake Competition in Japan. 

Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements rich flavored dishes: yakitori with sauce, teriyaki 
chicken, duck, spare ribs, Brie cheese. 

TAKENOTSUYU JUNMAI
Item# 2522 8/1.8L, $504.00/cs, $63.00/unit 

Item# 2523 10/720ml, $243.00/cs, $24.30/unit 
Item# 2524 20/300ml, $220.00/cs, $11.00/unit 

HATSUSHIBORI YUKIHONOKA     
JUNMAI  DRAFT 

Combining locally grown sake rice “Dewasansan” with the Gassan 
underground spring waters, comes Junmai Hatsushibori Yukihonoka. 
Meaning “snowy delicate flavors”, this is a draft Sake with airy yet 
sound flavor. Serve chilled to best relish the fresh offerings of this 
draft brew. 
Flavor Profile for Menu Listing
Sweet nutty aroma with black licorice, anise and peach flavors.

Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements medium flavored dishes: smoked salmon, yakitori with 
sauce, pate, light cheese. 

HATSUSHIBORI YUKIHONOKA SAKE
Item# 2525 20/300ml, $171.00/cs, $8.55/unit 
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Prefecture  Iwate 
Sake Rice  Yamadanishiki 
Alcohol Content  15% 
Nihonshu‐Do (SMV)  +4.0 
Seimaibuai  50% 
Acidity  1.6 
Amino Acide (Umami)   

Prefecture  Yamagata 
Sake Rice  Miyamanishiki 

Alcohol Content  15‐16% 
Nihonshu‐Do (SMV)  +/‐0.0 

Seimaibuai  60% 
Acidity  1.2 

Amino Acide (Umami)  1.2 

HAGURO                                  HONJOZO 

The creator of Takenotsuyu and Hatsushibori Yukihonoka presents 
Haguro in a unique Tokkuri Sake bottle accompanied with a 
matching Sake cup. Haguro offers clear yet abundant fragrance and 
flavor with hardly any trail. Serve chilled, paired with lightly 
flavored dishes. Great as “buy the bottle, take the empty Tokkuri 
and Sakazuki home” promotion. 
Flavor Profile for Menu Listing
Mandarin orange and black tea flavor with a hint of jasmine. 
From Takenotsuyu, the Gold Award recipient at the National Sake 
Competition in Japan. 

Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements light and mild flavored seafood dishes: uni sea urchin

HAGURO HONJOZO
Item# 2526 10/720ml, $383.00/cs, $38.30/unit 

 

NANBU BIJIN SHINPAKU 
JUNMAI GINJO 

Deep and rich aroma.  Best finish in the perfect balance of all.  
Using 100% premium Yamadanishiki Sake rice and bottled 
unfiltered.  Label design means the white part of the cloudy part of a 
grain of rice is a symbol of this Sake.  It’s easy to match it with all 
dishes in various scenes. 
Flavor Profile for Menu Listing
Rich aroma, full-body note and the aftertaste is dry.  Elegant and 
beautiful impression.
Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements any kinds of menu during the meal.  Served chilled the 
best.

NANBU BIJIN SHINPAKU JUNMAI GINJO
Item# 2509 12/720ml, $285.60/cs, $23.80/unit 
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JINYU 100 POEMS  JUN  GIN
 This full bodied Sake is a celebration to Hyakunin Isshu.  Has 
aroma of melon, plum and anise.  The famous 13th century volume 
contains a compilation of 100 greatest Tanka poems, spanning a 
period of 800 years.  Tanka poetry is a highly stylized art form.  
At the height of Tanka poetry, poetress, Ono no Komachi, whose 
likeness is depicted on the bottle, left behind a rich collection of her 
uniquely passionate, sensative, and delicate works.

Food Pairing Suggestion
Appetizers - Main, Compliments a variety of dishes. 

Jinyu 100P JMI 

Item# 1287  6/720ml

Prefecture Chiba Prefecture
Bizen Omachi
Junmai Ginjo
 
      55%

Sake Rice
Class

Nihonshu-Do (SMV)

Seimaibuai

 
 
 

 

Prefecture  Kummamoto 
Sake Rice  Reiho, others 
Alcohol Content  15‐16% 
Nihonshu‐Do (SMV)  +5.0 
Seimaibuai  65% 
Acidity  1.4 
Amino Acide (Umami)  1.5 

Prefecture  Nada, Hyogo 
Sake Rice  Yamadanishiki 

Alcohol Content  16.5% 
Nihonshu‐Do (SMV)  +2.5 

Seimaibuai  50% 
Acidity  1.8 

Amino Acide (Umami)  1.7 

HAKUTAKA                   JUNMAI GINJO  

Hakutaka characterizes the grace and the noble stature of the 
legendary white hawk, which is said to appear once in a thousand 
years. Distinctly pure and clean, Hakutaka Sake has earned its place 
as the official Sake of the Imperial Court as well as the sacred Ise 
Shinto Shrine. 

Flavor Profile for Menu Listing
Floral aroma with spiced apple and berry flavors. 

Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements light to medium flavored dishes: sashimi, tempura. HAKUTAKA JUNMAI GINJO

Item# 1216 6/1.8L, $235.50/cs, $39.25/unit 
 
 

芳醇瑞鷹    純米酒 熊本県 

アルコール度数：15.0% ~ 16.0% 日本酒度：+5.0 瑞鷹㈱ 
 

黒のすりガラスに金文字スタイリッシュなボトル、口に含むと豊かに育った米の旨さが口中に

広がります。一瞬マイルドな日本酒と感じますが、実は日本酒度+5と相当な辛口。このため淡

白な海鮮料理はもちろんのこと、引き締まった辛口に加えて米のほんのりとした甘味がどんな

肉料理でも魚料理でもこなします。 

HOJUN ZUIYO JUNMAI
Item# 1204 6/720ml, $149.10/cs, $24.85/unit 
Item# 1205 12/300ml, $129.00/cs, $10.75/unit 
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Hojun Zuiyo  Junmai 

This stylish frosted black bottle with golden Chinese characters attracts 
attention even before it is opened. With one sip, the flavor of gentle rice 
UMAMI will hint mild, mellow sake. But in fact Hojun Zuiyo is quite dry 
(+5.0) with a nice acidity level. This combination makes this sake very 
adaptable to a wide range of foods. Well-known sake critics mentioned "

Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements rich flavored dishes.

  
 
 

 

Prefecture Saga 
Sake Rice Special Yamada Nishiki 
Alcohol Content 15-16% 
Nihonshu-Do (SMV) ±0～1.5 
Seimaibuai 55% 
Acidity 1.7～1.9 

Prefecture Aichi 
Sake Rice Yamadanishiki 
Alcohol Content 15.8% 
Nihonshu-Do (SMV) -4.0 
Seimaibuai 50% 
Acidity 1 
Amino Acide (Umami) 1.55 

HORAISEN WA JUNMAI GINJO 
Item# 1263 12/720ml, $475.80/cs, $39.65/unit 

 
 

AMABUKI                        JUNMAI  GINJO 
 
Strawberry flowers sake yeast is characterized by a refreshing crisp 
and fresh and almost reminiscent of strawberries.

Flavor Profile for Menu Listing
Crisp but complex, this sake is noted for its fruity tones and rich 
bouquet aroma.

Food Pairing Suggestion
Aperitif

 

AMABUKI JUNMAI GINJO 
Item# 1281 12/720ml, $352.80/cs, $29.40/unit 
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HORAISEN WA                    junmai ginjo                               
 
Beautiful floral ginjo aroma, clean & soft touch on your front palate, a 
richness of rice but crisp finishi with a good amount of acidity. This
Horaisen Junmai Ginjo Wa is well balanced quality sake from 
Horaisen Sekiya Shuzo.  The name of sake came from the old saying 
“Good sake makes good relationship”.  Indeed, this is a good sake to 
be enjoyed with your friends and family.

Flavor Profile for Menu Listing

Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements tomato salad and variety of Japanese / Western dishes.

 

JINYU 100 POEMS 
     JUNMAI GINJO

JINYU 100P JUNMAI GINJO
Items # 1287 6/720ml



  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Prefecture Chiba, Japan 
Sake Rice  
Alcohol Content 15.8% 
Nihonshu-Do (SMV) -10 
Seimaibuai 55% 
Acidity  

Prefecture Chiba, Japan 
Sake Rice Tohoku Rice 
Alcohol Content 15.2% 
Nihonshu-Do (SMV) +2.0 
Seimaibuai  
Acidity  

Prefecture  
Sake Rice Gohyakumangoku 
Alcohol Content 17 – 18% 
Nihonshu-Do (SMV) +3 
Seimaibuai 55% 
Acidity 1.5 

JINYU UKIYOE BLOWING VIDRO 
Junmai 
 
Flavor Profile for Menu Listing 
 
The "Woman Blowing Vidro" is characterized by its white Koji, used to 
create a refreshing balance of citrus acidity and sweetness.  Light Aroma. 
 
Food Pairing Suggestion 
Chilled on the rock 
Complements to smoked salmon, sushi, sukiyaki, tempura 
 
 

JINYU UKIYOE BLOWING VIDRO JUNMAI 
Item# 1567 720ml 
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JINYU UKIYOE KABUKI  
Junmai 
 
Flavor Profile for Menu Listing 
The "Kabuki Label" is made with a subtle, semi-dry acidity, and the gentle 
aroma of Junmai. 
 
Food Pairing Suggestion 
Serve at lukewarm temp. 
 
 

JINYU UKIYOE KABUKI JUNMAI 
Item# 1568 6/720ml 
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KANCHIKU 
JUNMAI DAIGINJO

Items # 1246 12/300ml
Items # 1245 6/720ml
Items # 1244 6/1.8L*

Items # 561 6/720ml

(*) Special order



 

  

 

TASTING NOTES 
Silvery straw color. Interesting, umami aromas and flavors of marinated mushrooms, cacao nib, hint of tamari, 
and rice cake with a satiny, vibrant, medium body and a smooth, interesting, medium-length chocolate coconut 
milk, jicama, and radish finish. An intriguing cocoa-accented sake with great table appeal  
2016 BTI World Wine Championships Gold Medal 90pt (Exceptional) 

Classification: Yamahai Honjozo 
Polishing Rate: 60% 
Rice Grain:  Yamada Nishiki, Aiyama* 
SMV:   +0.5 
Acidity:  1.7 
Location:  Hyogo, Japan 
Producer:  Kenbishi Sake Brewing Co. 
Size:  180ml, 900ml, 1.8L 
 

<Recommended Way of Serving> 
 
Recommended Temp 

 
Not all premium sake can be drunk both chilled and hot, but Kenbishi is one of the 
exceptions and is often enjoyed warm by sake experts and connoisseurs. Warming this 
sake will smoothen out its strong characteristics. On the other hand, drinking this sake 
chilled is the best way to enjoy its deeper flavor and acidity. 
 
Recommended Dishes 
Variety of cuisine. Japanese cuisine with emphasis on UMAMI flavors. Bold flavored, or 
buttery food. Can be paired with unusual dishes which are hard to pair.  
(Ex.): Sea Urchin (Uni), Salmon Eggs (Ikura), Oyster (Kaki), Kobe Beef, 
Tripe Stew, Tempura. 

The oldest brand since 1505. Very famous sake in Japan.  
 
A honjozo sake-fortified with distilled spirits to enhance its flavor and aroma. 
  
Possesses a medium-dry body with a nice fragrance of Kenbishi’s special rice koji.  
 
*Aiyama: a very special sake rice which is only used for brewing KENBISHI sake.  No 
other brewery is permitted to use Aiyama.  
 
Sake Enjoyed by the Samurai!!  
In days of old, Kenbishi was a very popular sake enjoyed by samurai. On the eve of 
major military battles, a large Kenbishi barrel would be ceremoniously opened. It was 
believed that sake strengthened the bonds of friendship and established strong loyalty in 
upcoming battles. This tradition and spirit has survived many centuries and continues 
into the present day. 

KENBISHI “Kuromatsu” 

 

Body 
Light    Full 

 
Aroma 
 Not Fruity   Fruity 
 
Sake Meter Value (SMV) 
 Sweet    Dry 
 
Acidity 
 Not Sour    Sour 

Items # 587 24/180ml
Items # 579 6/900ml

KENBISHI “KUROMATSU” HONJOZO



Brewery: Niigata Meijo
Founded: 1938
Profile:

Product Name: Koshi no Kanchubai "Gold" Junmai Ginjo

Item Number 4465 Photo
Case Contents 12 bottles
Size 720ml
Class Junmai Ginjo
Rice Niigata Gohyakumangoku

Rice (kakemai) Niigata Local Rice
Rice-Polishing Ratio 55%
Yeast No. 9
Sake Meter Value +3
Acidity 1.6
Amino Acids Level 1.1
Alcohol by Volume 14%
Aged N/A
Introduced in N/A
Brewery Location Niigata 
Factory Head Tadakiyo Hosokawa

SWEET SEMI-SWEET SEMI-DRY DRY EXTRA-DRY
○ 

FRAGRANT LIGHT AGED RICH
○ 

COLD ROOM TEMP BODY TEMP WARM
◎ ◎ ○

APERITIF APPETIZER MAIN DISH DIGESTIF
○ ○ ○

Food Pairings

Tasting Notes

Awards
2014 Los Angels International Wine Competition Gold Medal

New York Mutual Trading, Inc. 
Japanese Sake Spec Sheet

Niigata Meijo is located in Ojiya in the central region of Niigata Prefecture 150 miles north of Tokyo. A fertile valley for rice 
farming surrounded by snow-covered mountains in winter, the environment is ideal for sake production. They have produced 
sake for over 70 years, and they have received many awards for their characteristically beautiful, smooth, clean and clear sake. 

Sashimi, Raw Oysters, Grilled Salted Salmon, Chawan-Mushi, Sushi 

Niigata Meijo’s “Gold” Junmai Ginjo has an elegant aroma and refreshing flavor.  Pairs perfectly with Japanese cuisine and seafood dishes. 

koshi no kanchubai junmai ginjo 

Items # 2760 12/720ml

2760



Brewery Ikekame Shuzo
Founded 1875
Profile

Product Name Kuro Kabuto Muroka Junmai Daiginjo

Item Number 1160 Photo:
Case Contents 6 bottles
Size 720ml
Class Junmai Daiginjo, Muroka
Rice Yamada Nishiki

Rice (kakemai) Yamada Nishiki
Rice-Polishing Ratio 50%
Yeast Private Yeast
Sake Meter Value -2
Acidity 2
Amino Acids Level 1.1
Alcohol by Volume 15
Aged
Introduced in 2006
Brewery Location Fukuoka
Brewery Head Tanaka Mikito

SWEET SEMI-SWEET SEMI-DRY DRY EXTRA-DRY
○

FRAGRANT LIGHT AGED RICH
○

COLD ROOM TEMP BODY TEMP WARM
◎

APERITIF APPETIZER MAIN DISH DIGESTIF
○

Food Pairings

Tasting Notes

Chicken Teriyaki, Fried Oyster. Fish Tempura, Fatty Sashimi

A rare treat for the adventurous, Kuro Kabuto Muroka Junmai Daiginjo is brewed using Black Koji (Kurokoji) instead of the usual Yellow Koji 
(Kikoji), contributing to a very unique and interesting flavor profile. The brewers forego the usual carbon filtration, allowing the natural qualities 
nurtured during brewing to remain, and send it straight to bottling for cold storage. Has a ripe strawberry field nose and a full body. It's flavor 
zips around the palate with a puckering, fruitlike acidity, refreshing the senses and engaging the mind. 

New York Mutual Trading, Inc. 
Japanese Sake Spec Sheet

Ikekame was stablished by sword master Genzo (a forward-thinking early entrepreneur) in Meiji Year 8 on the 
banks of the Chikugo River. He decided to use its waters, and committed to an enterprise based on sincerity to 
his sake style. Even today, the brewery still holds fast to those values. Their fans always find something new and 
interesting with every new bottle, and are often moved by unique products that stay with them forever.

kuro kabuto muroka junmai daiginjo 

Items # 1279 6/720ml

1279



Prefecture Yamagata

Dewasansan
15.5%
+4.0
50%
1.2
1.2

Sake Rice
Alcohol Content

Nihonshu-Do (SMV)

Seimaibuai
Acidity
Amino Acide (Umami)

MUSASHINO SPARKLING

Japanese sake that you can enjoy with festive toasts just as with 
sparkling wine. Sparkling sake was born with the hope of having 
women and those who are not accustomed to drinking sake enjoy 
the refreshing sparkling taste and delicious sake taste. 

Flavor Profile

Food Pairing Suggestion
Sushi, Sashimi

Musashino Sparkling

Item# 1553  12/720ml 

It is collaboration of refreshing sparkling and beautiful fruity 
Japanese sake. This low alcohol unprocessed sake provides you the 
original rich taste and balanced sweetness of rice with the fruity 
flavor and crisp sparkling.

 Price Subject to change.

Best serving 
temp.

130F 

75F 

45F 

110F 

Best serving 
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130F 

75F 

45F 

110F 
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美
山
錦

古典 写楽     純米大吟醸酒     福島県

アルコール度数：15.0%~16.0% 日本酒度：+3.0    宮泉銘醸㈱ 
 

芳醇な香りと、まろやかな風味を醸し出すことにこだわった、手造り純米大吟

醸 ｢古典写楽｣。全体にサッパリとした料理から、野菜などの炒め物にも良く

合い、魚の塩焼やバターで味付けをした料理ともお楽しみいただけます。 

Sharaku           Junmai Daiginjo 
From Fukushima Alcohol Level: 15.0~16.0% SMV (Nihonshudo): +3.0 
Sake Rice: Miyamanishiki Rice Remaining Ratio (Seimaibuai): 50% 
Acidity: 1.1 Amino Acid: 1.3 Miyaizumi Meijyo

Sharaku, the artist considered a genius of Ukiyoe, is the creator of a series of 
Kabuki woodblock print masterpieces, most rare and sought after today.  Much 
like his art, Sharaku Junmai Daiginjo is a painstakingly hand crafted artisan Sake, 
with exquisite aroma and a mellow flavor most prized in a premium Daiginjo 
grade Sake.  Sharaku complements a wide array of cuisine from simple grilled 
fish, to stir-fried fresh vegetables, and buttery-flavored dishes. 

Flavor Profile for Menu Listing
Nectarine, Asian pear and sweet plum on the nose with flavors of crisp rice and kiwi. 

Each Sharaku bottle shows a classic Ukiyoe print of a Kabuki actor, from the artist's 
work, circa 1794.   

Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements light to rich flavored dishes: Hiyayakko tofu, stir-fried vegetables, 
salted grilled fish, pork ginger, butter-flavored dishes. 

SHARAKU JUNMAI DAIGINJO
Item#1215 12/720 ml, $448.20/cs, $37.35/unit 
Item#1234 20/300ml, $287.00/cs, $14.35/unit 

みちのく 鬼ころし 本醸造酒     宮城県

アルコール度数：16.0%~17.0% 日本酒度：+10.0         宮城酒類㈱ 
 

辛口酒の代名詞である｢鬼ころし｣は爽やかな旨味があり幅広い料理と

良く合います。食中酒として冷や、又はぬる燗でお楽しみ下さい。 

Michinoku Onikoroshi      Honjozo 
From Miyagi Alcohol Level: 16.0~17.0% SMV (Nihonshudo): +10.0 
Sake Rice: locally grown rice Rice Remaining Ratio (Seimaibuai): 65% 
Acidity: 1.5 Amino Acid: 1.7 Miyagi Shurui

As the name "Onikoroshi" or the "demon slayer" suggests, "Michinoku 
Onikoroshi" is known for its dry and brisk flavor.  Its well-rounded flavor 
complements a wide variety of dishes.  Enjoy chilled or slightly warmed. 

Flavor Profile for Menu Listing
Green apple, cinnamon and strawberry jam on the nose with hot mochi and grape 
juice flavors.   

The demon Slayer! 

Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements light to rich flavored dishes: shabu shabu with ponzu, yellowtail, 
teriyaki, shumai, gyoza, tonkatsu, beef katsu, yakitori, sukiyaki. 

使
用
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城
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MICHINOKU ONIKOROSHI HONJOZO
Item#1208 6/1.8 lit, $283.50/cs, $47.25/unit 

Item#1209 12/720 ml, $287.40/cs, $23.95/unit 
Item#1210 12/300 ml, $141.60/cs, $11.80/unit 
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Prefecture Aomori 
Sake Rice  
Alcohol Content 16% 
Nihonshu-Do (SMV) +11.0 
Seimaibuai  
Acidity N/A 
Amino Acide (Umami) N/A 

Prefecture Fushimi, Kyoto 
Sake Rice Bizen-Omachi 

Alcohol Content 17-18% 
Nihonshu-Do (SMV) +3.5 

Seimaibuai  
Acidity N/A 

Amino Acide (Umami) N/A 

TAMANO HIKARI SHUKON 
Genshu Junmai ginjo 
 
One of classic items that pursues the original deliciousness of the 
main ingredient—rice. Among that, this Junmai GInjo Shukon is 
available only during the winter as the freshly pressed brew is 
directly bottled, undiluted, beginning of winter season. A special 
brew with distinctly unique richness of genshu and sharp acidity that 
gives refreshing impression. Limited quantity. 
 
Food Pairing Suggestion 
Complements any Dishes TAMANO HIKARI SHUKON JUNMAI GINJO 

Item# 1570 6/720ml, $219.40/cs, $19.90/unit 
 

MUTSU OTOKOYAMA CHOKARA 
Junmai 
  
This Aomori craft Sake is made with a focus on select rice and yeast 
from their own prefecture, and utilizes Hachinohe, Kanisawa 
District's famed water for brewing. Be it Japanese or Western, this 
Sake has a crisp finish that compliments and enhances flavors from 
any cuisine. The harmony of mellow richness and umami make this 
refreshingly smooth, dry Sake one you are sure to enjoy. 
 
Food Pairing Suggestion 
Complements any Japanese Dishes, as an Aperitif      
 
 
 
 

MUTSU OTOKOYAMA CHOKARA JUNMAI 
Item# 1571 24/300ml, $270.00/cs, $11.25/unit 
Item# 1572 12/720ml, $291.60/cs, $24.30/unit 

Item# 1573 6/1.8L $282.60/cs, $47.10/unit 
 

65%



 
 
 

 

Prefecture  Gifu 
Sake Rice  Hidahomare 
Alcohol Content  17‐18% 
Nihonshu‐Do (SMV)  ‐4.0 
Seimaibuai  60% 
Acidity  1.7 
Amino Acide (Umami)  1.5 
   

Prefecture  Fukui 
Sake Rice  Yamada Nishiki

Alcohol Content  17‐18% 
Nihonshu‐Do (SMV)  +4 

Seimaibuai  55% 
Acidity  1.4 

Amino Acide (Umami)   

BORN MUROKA NAMA GENSHU      
JUNMAI DAIGINJO 

 

‘BORN’ is a Sanskrit word which translates to ‘innocent pureness’ 
or ‘capturing the truth’.  Born Draft Muroka Nama Genshu is quite 
unique: draft and non-carbon filtered for a fresh and complex 
flavored brew.  Genshu, is the first pressed, undiluted sake with 
higher alcohol content.  Relish the pure, full-bodied flavor and 
highly fragrant aroma. 

Flavor Profile for Menu Listing
Rich aroma with lively and robust characteristics of first pressed 
draft genshu.
From Katokichibee Shouten, a brewery with 350 year legacy of fine 
brewing.

BORN MUROKA NAMA GENSHU JUNMAI 
DAIGINJO

Item# 1265 6/720ml, $329.10/cs, $54.85/unit 
 

NAGARAGAWA SPARKLING NIGORI      
HONJOZO 

With apple like aroma, this sparkling milky saké is sweet, but refreshing 
saké. Omachi Shuzo sakés are also known as "Symphony Sake" because 
they play music while saké is fermenting in the saké tank. 

Flavor Profile for Menu Listing
Cotton candy on the nose, slightly effervescent with the flavor of 
caramel apple and a mildly bitter aftertaste.

Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements light flavored dishes: sushi, seaweed salad, grilled fish, 
sorbet, cheese (not too salty). 

NAGARAGAWA SPARKLING NIGORI
Item# 1255 12/300ml, $168.60/cs, $14.05/unit 
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Prefecture   
Sake Rice  Gohyakumangoku 
Alcohol Content  17 – 18% 
Nihonshu‐Do (SMV)  +3 
Seimaibuai  55% 
Acidity  1.5 

  Fukushima, Japan 
Sake Rice  Tohoku Rice 
Alcohol Content  7% 
Nihonshu‐Do (SMV)  ‐70 
Seimaibuai  60% 
Acidity  6.5 

Prefecture   
Sake Rice  Gohyakumangoku 
Alcohol Content  17 – 18% 
Nihonshu‐Do (SMV)  +3 
Seimaibuai  55% 
Acidity  1.5 

HAKURO MUROKA JUNMAI 

 
Flavor Profile for Menu Listing 
 
Natural golden colored sake that is unfiltered and undiluted which cherishes 
the simplicity. This brings a condensed, deep flavored taste. 
 
Food Pairing Suggestion 
Chilled on the rock 
Complements to smoked salmon, sushi, sukiyaki, tempura 
 
 

HAKURO MUROKA JUNMAI 
Item# 1323 12/720ml, $268.80/cs, $22.40/unit 
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NINKI-ICHI SPARKLING SAKE 
JUNMAI GINJO 
 
Flavor Profile for Menu Listing 
It uses only the ingredients of rice and koji. Fermentation occurs within the 
bottle to contain its carbon dioxide, creating a “SPARKLING” sake that is 
both high quality and delicious. 
Clear with a nickel cast and a fine mousse. Aromas of white chocolate, on 
nut ume plum, and apple jelly with a fruity, frothy light body and a breezy 
pear, spiced apple and radish finish. 
 
Food Pairing Suggestion 
To enhance its elegant creamy flavor & body, do not over chill them. 
Complements to fresh oyster in shells, lobster roll, whitefish baked in salt.

NINKI-ICHI SPARKLING SAKE  
Item# 588 12/300ml, $117.00/cs, $9.75/unit 
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Prefecture  Gifu 
Sake Rice  Hidahomare 
Alcohol Content  17‐18% 
Nihonshu‐Do (SMV)  ‐4.0 
Seimaibuai  60% 
Acidity  1.7 
Amino Acide (Umami)  1.5 
   

Prefecture  Fukui 
Sake Rice  Yamada Nishiki

Alcohol Content  17‐18% 
Nihonshu‐Do (SMV)  +4 

Seimaibuai  55% 
Acidity  1.4 

Amino Acide (Umami)   

BORN MUROKA NAMA GENSHU      
JUNMAI DAIGINJO 

 

‘BORN’ is a Sanskrit word which translates to ‘innocent pureness’ 
or ‘capturing the truth’.  Born Draft Muroka Nama Genshu is quite 
unique: draft and non-carbon filtered for a fresh and complex 
flavored brew.  Genshu, is the first pressed, undiluted sake with 
higher alcohol content.  Relish the pure, full-bodied flavor and 
highly fragrant aroma. 

Flavor Profile for Menu Listing
Rich aroma with lively and robust characteristics of first pressed 
draft genshu.
From Katokichibee Shouten, a brewery with 350 year legacy of fine 
brewing.

BORN MUROKA NAMA GENSHU JUNMAI 
DAIGINJO

Item# 1265 6/720ml, $329.10/cs, $54.85/unit 
 

NAGARAGAWA SPARKLING NIGORI      
HONJOZO 

With apple like aroma, this sparkling milky saké is sweet, but refreshing 
saké. Omachi Shuzo sakés are also known as "Symphony Sake" because 
they play music while saké is fermenting in the saké tank. 

Flavor Profile for Menu Listing
Cotton candy on the nose, slightly effervescent with the flavor of 
caramel apple and a mildly bitter aftertaste.

Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements light flavored dishes: sushi, seaweed salad, grilled fish, 
sorbet, cheese (not too salty). 

NAGARAGAWA SPARKLING NIGORI
Item# 1255 12/300ml, $168.60/cs, $14.05/unit 
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Prefecture   
Sake Rice  Gohyakumangoku 
Alcohol Content  17 – 18% 
Nihonshu‐Do (SMV)  +3 
Seimaibuai  55% 
Acidity  1.5 

  Fukushima, Japan 
Sake Rice  Tohoku Rice 
Alcohol Content  7% 
Nihonshu‐Do (SMV)  ‐70 
Seimaibuai  60% 
Acidity  6.5 

Prefecture   
Sake Rice  Gohyakumangoku 
Alcohol Content  17 – 18% 
Nihonshu‐Do (SMV)  +3 
Seimaibuai  55% 
Acidity  1.5 

HAKURO MUROKA JUNMAI 

 
Flavor Profile for Menu Listing 
 
Natural golden colored sake that is unfiltered and undiluted which cherishes 
the simplicity. This brings a condensed, deep flavored taste. 
 
Food Pairing Suggestion 
Chilled on the rock 
Complements to smoked salmon, sushi, sukiyaki, tempura 
 
 

HAKURO MUROKA JUNMAI 
Item# 1323 12/720ml, $268.80/cs, $22.40/unit 
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NINKI-ICHI SPARKLING SAKE 
JUNMAI GINJO 
 
Flavor Profile for Menu Listing 
It uses only the ingredients of rice and koji. Fermentation occurs within the 
bottle to contain its carbon dioxide, creating a “SPARKLING” sake that is 
both high quality and delicious. 
Clear with a nickel cast and a fine mousse. Aromas of white chocolate, on 
nut ume plum, and apple jelly with a fruity, frothy light body and a breezy 
pear, spiced apple and radish finish. 
 
Food Pairing Suggestion 
To enhance its elegant creamy flavor & body, do not over chill them. 
Complements to fresh oyster in shells, lobster roll, whitefish baked in salt.

NINKI-ICHI SPARKLING SAKE  
Item# 588 12/300ml, $117.00/cs, $9.75/unit 
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RYUJIN KAKUSHI  GINJO NAMACHOZO

Ryujin Kakushi Ginjo Namachozo

Item#1541 12/720ml 

Ryujin Shuzo's underground water is very soft and feminine, 
lending to their brewers the power to draw out the hidden flavors 
in their rice. Their aim is to create flavorful, mellow, high quality 
sake that warms the heart upon drinking. 

Flavor Profile

Food Pairing Suggestion
Sashimi, Unagi Kabayaki, Yaki Udon, Vinegared Dishes.

Fresh and fruit-forward with a plush, cream-like mouthfeel. 
Flavors languish in your mouth with a slow burn that will 
suddenly fade into nothingness for a beautifully clean finish, 
calling for a second glass. To be served exclusively in restaurants, 
so one may truly appreciate the image of versatility and artistry 
in which Ryujin's Kakushi Ginjo was crafted.

Prefecture Gunma
Gohyakumangoku

Ginjo, Nama, Genshu

              55%

Sake Rice
Class

Nihonshu-Do (SMV)

Seimaibuai

  
 
 

 

Prefecture Gunma 
Sake Rice Yamada Nishiki 
Alcohol Content 16-17% 
Nihonshu-Do (SMV) +1.0 
Seimaibuai 50% 
Acidity N/A 
Amino Acide (Umami) N/A 

Prefecture Gunma 
Sake Rice Gohyakumangoku 

Alcohol Content 16-17% 
Nihonshu-Do (SMV) -2.0 

Seimaibuai 55% 
Acidity N/A 

Amino Acide (Umami) N/A 

RYUJIN GINJO NAMA GENSHU 
Ryujin Kakushi Ginjo Nama Genshu is single-pasteurized and 
undiluted Sake. Slightly rough around the edges, full-bodied and 
flavorful – it’s youthful and vibrant Sake. Fresh and fruit-forward 
flavors languish in your mouth with a slow burn that gently fades 
away to a beautifully smooth finish, calling for a second glass.

Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements any Sashimi, Unagi Kabayaki, Yaki Udon, Vinegared 
Dishes 

RYUJIN GINJO NAMA GENSHU 
Item# 1518 12/720ml, $237.00/cs, $19.75/unit 

 

RYUJIN JUNMAI DAIGINJO 
NAMA ZUME 
  
Ryujin Shuzo's underground water is very soft and feminine, 
lending to their brewers the power to draw out the hidden flavors in 
their rice. Their aim is to create flavorful, mellow, high quality sake 
that warms the heart upon drinking.
They like to combine their traditional skills and methods with the 
brewer's heart. To this end, they work hard to improve their skills 
every day to work towards the next challenge, and brew excellent 
beer in the off season.

Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements any Japanese Dishes, as an Aperitif      

 

RYUJIN JUNMAI DAIGINJO NAMA ZUME 
Item# 1519 12/720ml, $335.40/cs, $27.95/unit 

 

RYUJIN KAKUSHI  GINJO NAMACHOZO

Ryujin Kakushi Ginjo Namachozo

Item#1541 12/720ml 

Ryujin Shuzo's underground water is very soft and feminine, 
lending to their brewers the power to draw out the hidden flavors 
in their rice. Their aim is to create flavorful, mellow, high quality 
sake that warms the heart upon drinking. 

Flavor Profile

Food Pairing Suggestion
Sashimi, Unagi Kabayaki, Yaki Udon, Vinegared Dishes.

Fresh and fruit-forward with a plush, cream-like mouthfeel. 
Flavors languish in your mouth with a slow burn that will 
suddenly fade into nothingness for a beautifully clean finish, 
calling for a second glass. To be served exclusively in restaurants, 
so one may truly appreciate the image of versatility and artistry 
in which Ryujin's Kakushi Ginjo was crafted.

Prefecture Gunma
Gohyakumangoku

Ginjo, Nama, Genshu

              55%

Sake Rice
Class

Nihonshu-Do (SMV)

Seimaibuai

  
 
 

 

Prefecture Gunma 
Sake Rice Yamada Nishiki 
Alcohol Content 16-17% 
Nihonshu-Do (SMV) +1.0 
Seimaibuai 50% 
Acidity N/A 
Amino Acide (Umami) N/A 

Prefecture Gunma 
Sake Rice Gohyakumangoku 

Alcohol Content 16-17% 
Nihonshu-Do (SMV) -2.0 

Seimaibuai 55% 
Acidity N/A 

Amino Acide (Umami) N/A 

RYUJIN GINJO NAMA GENSHU 
Ryujin Kakushi Ginjo Nama Genshu is single-pasteurized and 
undiluted Sake. Slightly rough around the edges, full-bodied and 
flavorful – it’s youthful and vibrant Sake. Fresh and fruit-forward 
flavors languish in your mouth with a slow burn that gently fades 
away to a beautifully smooth finish, calling for a second glass.

Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements any Sashimi, Unagi Kabayaki, Yaki Udon, Vinegared 
Dishes 

RYUJIN GINJO NAMA GENSHU 
Item# 1518 12/720ml, $237.00/cs, $19.75/unit 

 

RYUJIN JUNMAI DAIGINJO 
NAMA ZUME 
  
Ryujin Shuzo's underground water is very soft and feminine, 
lending to their brewers the power to draw out the hidden flavors in 
their rice. Their aim is to create flavorful, mellow, high quality sake 
that warms the heart upon drinking.
They like to combine their traditional skills and methods with the 
brewer's heart. To this end, they work hard to improve their skills 
every day to work towards the next challenge, and brew excellent 
beer in the off season.

Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements any Japanese Dishes, as an Aperitif      

 

RYUJIN JUNMAI DAIGINJO NAMA ZUME 
Item# 1519 12/720ml, $335.40/cs, $27.95/unit 

 



Brewery Ryujin Shuzo
Founded 1597
Profile

Product Name Ryujin Junmai Daiginjo Nama Zuke

Item Number 4592 Photo
Case Contents 12
Size 720ml.
Class Junmai Daiginjo, Nama
Rice Yamada Nishiki

Rice (kakemai) Yamada Nishiki
Rice-Polishing Ratio 50%
Yeast No.10
Sake Meter Value +1
Acidity 1.4
Amino Acids Level 1
Alcohol by Volume 15~16%
Aged 1 Year
Introduced in 2013
Brewery Location Gunma
Brewery Head Hideki Horikoshi

SWEET SEMI-SWEET SEMI-DRY DRY EXTRA-DRY
〇

FRAGRANT LIGHT AGED RICH
〇 〇

COLD ROOM TEMP BODY TEMP WARM
◎ × 〇 ×

APERITIF APPETIZER MAIN DISH DIGESTIF
〇

Food Pairings

Tasting Notes

Awards
N/A

Any Japanese Dishes, as an Aperitif

This special Nama zume sake has a bright citrus aroma with an elegant sweetness. Enjoy its smooth texture and a clean, sharp after taste. Very limited 
availability even in Japan. 

New York Mutual Trading, Inc. 
Japanese Sake Spec Sheet

Ryujin Shuzo's underground water is very soft and feminine, lending to their brewers the power to draw out the hidden flavors in 
their rice. Their aim is to create flavorful, mellow, high quality sake that warms the heart upon drinking. 
They like to combine their traditional skills and methods with the brewer's heart. To this end, they work hard to improve their 
skills every day to work towards the next challenge, and brew excellent beer in the off season. 

RYUJIN JUNMAI DAIGINJO NAMA ZUKE 

Items # 1519 12/720ml

1519

Items # 6/720ml
Items # 6/1.8L



Class: Junmai Daiginjo

Rice: Matsuyama Mai

Rice-Polishing Ratio: 50%

Brewery Location: Ehime Prefecture

Food Pairings: Pairs great with fresh seafood. Also delicate Japanese dishes. 

Tasting Notes: This Junmai Daiginjo has a fruity and yogurt type smell.  It has a very smooth taste and silky feel 
on the tongue. 

YUME TSUKIYO 
JUNMAI DAIGINJO

Items # 1246 12/300ml
Items # 1245 6/720ml

Brewery Take no Tsuyu
Founded 1858
Profile

Product Name Take no Tsuyu Junmai

Item Number 8420 Photo
Case Contents 10 bottles
Size 720ml
Class Junmai
Rice Miyama Nishiki

Rice (kakemai) Dewasansan
Rice-Polishing Ratio 60%
Yeast Yamagata Yeast, NFY1
Sake Meter Value +2.5
Acidity 1.1
Amino Acids Level 0.8
Alcohol by Volume 1500%
Aged 0.5~1 Year
Introduced in 1980
Brewery Location Yamataga
Brewery Head Katsumi Motoki

SWEET SEMI-SWEET SEMI-DRY DRY EXTRA-DRY
○

 
FRAGRANT LIGHT AGED RICH

○

 
COLD ROOM TEMP BODY TEMP WARM
◎ ○ ○ ○

 
APERITIF APPETIZER MAIN DISH DIGESTIF

○

Food Pairing

Tasting Notes

Awards
2005 Japanese Sake Award Gold Prize
2014 The Fine Sake Japan - Sake Good in a Wine Glass Highest Gold Prize

A brewery hidden in a bamboo groove that came to be known as Take no Tsuyu. 
Rice. Yeast. Koji. Water. Brewers. Nature. Each piece of the puzzle of their sake is sourced locally, from the best source possible, 
and brewing is all done sustainably and by hand. 
Take no Tsuyu was named Eternally Best in Japan at the first All-Japan New Sake Competition. 

White Fish, White Cheese, White Vegetables, White Bamboo, Cream Stew, Gratin, New England Clam Chowder

Brewed gently in winter with Dewasansan and Miyama Nishiki Rice received from summer's bounty, which harmonize beautifully. Delicious and fresh chilled, but 
when warmed it progressively reveals layers of beautiful, soft flavors that had previously been sealed in. Fragrant and full bodied. 

New York Mutual Trading, Inc. 
Japanese Sake Spec Sheet

TAKENOTSUYU JUNMAI 

Items # 2524 20/300ml
Items # 2523 10/720ml

Items # 2522 8/1.8L

1519



  
 
 

 

Prefecture Hyogo 
Sake Rice Yamadanishiki 
Alcohol Content 15.5% 
Nihonshu-Do (SMV) +3.0 
Seimaibuai 50% 
Acidity 1.4 
Amino Acide (Umami) N/A 

Prefecture Niigata 
Sake Rice N/A 

Alcohol Content 15% 
Nihonshu-Do (SMV) +1.0 

Seimaibuai 65% 
Acidity N/A 

Amino Acide (Umami) N/A 

ASAHIYAMA  JUNMAI  SHU 
Asahiyama is a well rounded Sake suitable with variety of cuisines. 
Serve cold to enjoy its refreshing taste or serve warm to enhance its 
brisk flavor.

Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements rich flavored dishes: Salted squid guts. 

ASAHIYAMA JUNMAI SHU 
Item# 2577 6/1.8ml, $219.60/cs, $36.60/unit 

Item# 2578 12/720ml, $213.60/cs, $17.80/unit 
 

TENGUMAI JUNMAI DAIGINJO 50 
  
 
This Tengumai Junmai Daiginjo 50, as the name indicates has been 
polished to 50%. It has elegant floral nose, with lime, green apple 
and a hint of mushroom, The palate is quite lean and complex with 
nice fine acidity, Hints of peavh and nectarine can be found, and the 
finish is long and crisp.

Food Pairing Suggestion
Elegant dishes such as sashimi, whiting, john dory, chicken

 

TENGUMAI JUNMAI DAIGINJO 50 
Item# 2579 12/720ml, $311.40/cs, $25.95/unit 
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Prefecture Shiga, Japan
Sake Rice Ginfubuki
Alcohol Content 15-16%
Nihonshu-Do (SMV) -2.5
Seimaibuai
Acidity 2.3
Amino Acide (Umami)

Best serving 
temp. 

130F 

75F 

45F 

110F 

Best serving 
temp. 

130F 

75F 

45F 

110F 

山廃仕込 天狗舞    純米酒      石川県
アルコール度数：15.0% ~ 16.0% 日本酒度：+4.0 ㈱車多酒造

山廃仕込特有の芳醇な香味と酸味の調和がとれた個性的な純米酒。

特撰米を高精白し、清浄な空気と良質な水と共に伝統の技法で真心込めて

造り上げた傑作です。活性炭を使用した濾過を控えているため、酒本来の

濃い山吹色を有します。常温から熱燗まで幅広くお楽しみください。

Tengumai              Junmai 
From Ishikawa Alcohol Level: 15.0~16.0% SMV (Nihonshudo): +4.0
Sake Rice: Gohyakumangoku Rice Remaining Ratio (Seimaibuai): 60%
Acidity: 1.9 Amino Acid: 2.0 Shata Shuzo

This masterpiece is a reflection of the hearts and souls of its creators.  
Tengumai combines highly polished select rice with pristine waters, and 
employs the Yamahai Shikomi natural brewing technique, bearing a rich 
blend and well-balanced Sake.  Brewed the old-fashioned way, easing on 
the carbon filteration, Tengumai preserves the amber hue full of aroma 
and flavor.  Serve warm or at room temperature.

Flavor Profile for Menu Listing
Nutty aroma with flavors of butterscotch and walnuts.

The representative and the most popular Sake from Ishikawa.

Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements medium flavored dishes: sakana no nitsuke (simmer 
seasoned fish), salmon teriyaki, yakitori with sauce, ginger pork/chicken. 

TENGUMAI YAMAHAI JUNMAI 
#1237 6/1.8L $345.00/cs $57.50/unit 

#1238 12/720ml $347.40/cs $28.95/unit 
#2501 20/300ml $243.00/cs $12.15/unit 
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NIHONKOKU                     

junmai ginjo                               
 

From the legendary Mount Nihonkoku in Niigata, comes this Sake, 
made with the spring waters depicted in the renowned lyrics by 
Basho. The label shows a scene of a woman during rice harvest, 
covered by protective sheath to shut out the harsh sunrays and 
billowing dust.

Flavor Profile for Menu Listing

Food Pairing Suggestion

NIHONKOKU JUNMAI GINJO 
Item# 1248 12/720ml, $323.40/cs, $26.95/unit 

 



YAEMON NIGORI TSUKI AKARI 

Yaemon Nigori Tsuki Akari 

Item# 1551  12/300ml

Gentle aroma profile of the malted rice with a mixture of subtle 
fruitiness is completed with the well balanced acidity and sweetness. 

Flavor Profile

Food Pairing Suggestion
Aperitif, Recommended as an aperitif but also pairs well with richly 
flavored dishes.

The name Tsuki Akari stems from its pale moonlight hue. The 
name Tsuki Akari stems from its pale moonlight hue. Tsuki Akari 
has gentle aroma profile of malted rice with a mixture of subtle 
fruitiness completed with the well-balanced acidity and sweetness. 
Recommended as an aperitif but also pairs will with richly flavored 
dished.

Prefecture Fukushima

16.5%

Sake Rice
Class

Nihonshu-Do (SMV)

Seimaibuai

 
 
 

 

Prefecture  Fukushima 
Sake Rice  Hanafubuki 
Alcohol Content  15‐16% 
Nihonshu‐Do (SMV)  +3.0 
Seimaibuai  50% 
Acidity  1.4 
Amino Acide (Umami)  1.1 

Prefecture   
Sake Rice   
Alcohol Content  14‐15% 
Nihonshu‐Do (SMV)  +0 
Seimaibuai   
Acidity  1.3 

Tamajiman  
junmai daiginjo  

Our quality “Tamajiman” sake was named after the Tama area 
(the western part of Tokyo, where the Musashino plateau meets 
the Tama hills).  We hope this sake will become a triumph of 
Tama and bring satisfaction to the hearts of many people not just 
those in the Tama area.   

Flavor Profile for Menu Listing
Pleasantly light, Tamajiman Junmai Daiginjo has the versatile 
flavor. 

Food Pairing Suggestion
Compliments a variety of dishes.  Serve chilled.

TAMAJIMAN JUNMAI DAIGINJO
Item# 1286 6/720ml, $167.10/cs, $27.85/unit 

 

YAEMON                          JUNMAI  GINJO 

Yaemon Junmai Ginjo is very clean in taste, with the rice suggesting a 
subtle sweetness in the mouth. This compliments delicate Japanese 
cuisine or fresh seafood such as raw oysters on the shell. It is also 
delicious with soy sauce flavored dishes. 

Flavor Profile for Menu Listing

Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements medium flavored dishes: Tempra, Dumpling Soup. YAEMON JUNMAI GINJO

Item# 1273 12/720ml, $327.00/cs, $27.25/unit 
Item# 1274 12/300ml, $153.00/cs, $12.75/unit 
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Prefecture Aomori 
Sake Rice  
Alcohol Content 16% 
Nihonshu-Do (SMV) +11.0 
Seimaibuai  
Acidity N/A 
Amino Acide (Umami) N/A 

Prefecture Fushimi, Kyoto 
Sake Rice Bizen-Omachi 

Alcohol Content 17-18% 
Nihonshu-Do (SMV) +3.5 

Seimaibuai  
Acidity N/A 

Amino Acide (Umami) N/A 

TAMANO HIKARI SHUKON 
Genshu Junmai ginjo 
 
One of classic items that pursues the original deliciousness of the 
main ingredient—rice. Among that, this Junmai GInjo Shukon is 
available only during the winter as the freshly pressed brew is 
directly bottled, undiluted, beginning of winter season. A special 
brew with distinctly unique richness of genshu and sharp acidity that 
gives refreshing impression. Limited quantity. 
 
Food Pairing Suggestion 
Complements any Dishes TAMANO HIKARI SHUKON JUNMAI GINJO 

Item# 1570 6/720ml, $219.40/cs, $19.90/unit 
 

MUTSU OTOKOYAMA CHOKARA 
Junmai 
  
This Aomori craft Sake is made with a focus on select rice and yeast 
from their own prefecture, and utilizes Hachinohe, Kanisawa 
District's famed water for brewing. Be it Japanese or Western, this 
Sake has a crisp finish that compliments and enhances flavors from 
any cuisine. The harmony of mellow richness and umami make this 
refreshingly smooth, dry Sake one you are sure to enjoy. 
 
Food Pairing Suggestion 
Complements any Japanese Dishes, as an Aperitif      
 
 
 
 

MUTSU OTOKOYAMA CHOKARA JUNMAI 
Item# 1571 24/300ml, $270.00/cs, $11.25/unit 
Item# 1572 12/720ml, $291.60/cs, $24.30/unit 

Item# 1573 6/1.8L $282.60/cs, $47.10/unit 
 

YAEMON NIGORI TSUKI AKARI 

Yaemon Nigori Tsuki Akari 

Item# 1551  12/300ml

Gentle aroma profile of the malted rice with a mixture of subtle 
fruitiness is completed with the well balanced acidity and sweetness. 

Flavor Profile

Food Pairing Suggestion
Aperitif, Recommended as an aperitif but also pairs well with richly 
flavored dishes.

The name Tsuki Akari stems from its pale moonlight hue. The 
name Tsuki Akari stems from its pale moonlight hue. Tsuki Akari 
has gentle aroma profile of malted rice with a mixture of subtle 
fruitiness completed with the well-balanced acidity and sweetness. 
Recommended as an aperitif but also pairs will with richly flavored 
dished.

Prefecture Fukushima

16.5%

Sake Rice
Class

Nihonshu-Do (SMV)

Seimaibuai

 
 
 

 

Prefecture  Fukushima 
Sake Rice  Hanafubuki 
Alcohol Content  15‐16% 
Nihonshu‐Do (SMV)  +3.0 
Seimaibuai  50% 
Acidity  1.4 
Amino Acide (Umami)  1.1 

Prefecture   
Sake Rice   
Alcohol Content  14‐15% 
Nihonshu‐Do (SMV)  +0 
Seimaibuai   
Acidity  1.3 

Tamajiman  
junmai daiginjo  

Our quality “Tamajiman” sake was named after the Tama area 
(the western part of Tokyo, where the Musashino plateau meets 
the Tama hills).  We hope this sake will become a triumph of 
Tama and bring satisfaction to the hearts of many people not just 
those in the Tama area.   

Flavor Profile for Menu Listing
Pleasantly light, Tamajiman Junmai Daiginjo has the versatile 
flavor. 

Food Pairing Suggestion
Compliments a variety of dishes.  Serve chilled.

TAMAJIMAN JUNMAI DAIGINJO
Item# 1286 6/720ml, $167.10/cs, $27.85/unit 

 

YAEMON                          JUNMAI  GINJO 

Yaemon Junmai Ginjo is very clean in taste, with the rice suggesting a 
subtle sweetness in the mouth. This compliments delicate Japanese 
cuisine or fresh seafood such as raw oysters on the shell. It is also 
delicious with soy sauce flavored dishes. 

Flavor Profile for Menu Listing

Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements medium flavored dishes: Tempra, Dumpling Soup. YAEMON JUNMAI GINJO

Item# 1273 12/720ml, $327.00/cs, $27.25/unit 
Item# 1274 12/300ml, $153.00/cs, $12.75/unit 
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Prefecture Aomori 
Sake Rice  
Alcohol Content 16% 
Nihonshu-Do (SMV) +11.0 
Seimaibuai  
Acidity N/A 
Amino Acide (Umami) N/A 

Prefecture Fushimi, Kyoto 
Sake Rice Bizen-Omachi 

Alcohol Content 17-18% 
Nihonshu-Do (SMV) +3.5 

Seimaibuai  
Acidity N/A 

Amino Acide (Umami) N/A 

TAMANO HIKARI SHUKON 
Genshu Junmai ginjo 
 
One of classic items that pursues the original deliciousness of the 
main ingredient—rice. Among that, this Junmai GInjo Shukon is 
available only during the winter as the freshly pressed brew is 
directly bottled, undiluted, beginning of winter season. A special 
brew with distinctly unique richness of genshu and sharp acidity that 
gives refreshing impression. Limited quantity. 
 
Food Pairing Suggestion 
Complements any Dishes TAMANO HIKARI SHUKON JUNMAI GINJO 

Item# 1570 6/720ml, $219.40/cs, $19.90/unit 
 

MUTSU OTOKOYAMA CHOKARA 
Junmai 
  
This Aomori craft Sake is made with a focus on select rice and yeast 
from their own prefecture, and utilizes Hachinohe, Kanisawa 
District's famed water for brewing. Be it Japanese or Western, this 
Sake has a crisp finish that compliments and enhances flavors from 
any cuisine. The harmony of mellow richness and umami make this 
refreshingly smooth, dry Sake one you are sure to enjoy. 
 
Food Pairing Suggestion 
Complements any Japanese Dishes, as an Aperitif      
 
 
 
 

MUTSU OTOKOYAMA CHOKARA JUNMAI 
Item# 1571 24/300ml, $270.00/cs, $11.25/unit 
Item# 1572 12/720ml, $291.60/cs, $24.30/unit 

Item# 1573 6/1.8L $282.60/cs, $47.10/unit 
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Sake Type

Ingredients

Rice Mold
Steamed

Rice
- Acidity -

Package 6

D 80 W 80 H

D 177 W 268 H
     Characteristics and Concept

water, rice, rice mold, hop, yeast, carbon dioxide

Image
KONISHI de Ai 720ml 18 May 2016

sparkling Japanese rice wine with hop Retention Period 12 months

Rice Polishing ratio
(Rice Mold)

Sake Meter Value Amino Acid Value -

Rice Polishing ratio
(Steamed Rice)

ALC.

bottles per carton

  7～8％　（7.5%） Bottle size 720ml

Bottle size (mm) Bottle Weight (kg)

296 1.34
Carton size (mm) Carton Weight(kg)

316 8.54

"Sparkling sake" is a new style of Japanese sake.
"de Ai" is a sweet sake with a fine texture, characterized by a pure rice taste and a pleasant sparkling feel.
It is best consumed in a champagne glass before or during meals. Highly recommended for summer season.

We developed with new technique which use hop taste and aroma blending into sake. This is from our accumulated 
brewing know-how of Sake, beer and wine. 

     Remarks Recommended Serving
1) Our Sake is manufactured in accordance with the Liquor Tax Act in Japan.

3 ～ 8 ℃ 8 ～ 15 ℃ Room Temp. ぬる燗-warm
（40-45℃）

熱燗-hot
（50-60℃）

※Very good evaluation at tasting events in Italy by sommeliers.

◎ ◎

- Konishi Brewing brew wine as brewing technique partner of Sera winary
＜Sweetness-dryness＞

very
sweet sweet

in  Sera town, Hiroshima prefecture,  since 2006.

*Food paring*
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Sake �ype

�ngredients

Rice �old

Steamed
Rice

-35 �cidity 3.3

�ackage 6

D 90 � 90 �

D 195 � ��0 �

     Characteristics and Concept

�mage

S��R����� Sake o� �do �enroku era (170�) 7�0�� �ugust �, �016

�amadanishiki (�yogo)

Junmai  �ensyu Retention �eriod 36 months

�amadanishiki (�yogo)
Rice �olishing ratio

(Rice �old) 88

Rice �olishing ratio
(Steamed Rice) 88

water, rice, rice mold, yeast �ottle si�e 7�0ml

Sake �eter �alue �mino �cid �alue 3

��C.   17～１8％　（17.8%）

bottles per carton

 bottle si�e (mm) bottle �eight (g)

�11 1�00

Carton si�e (mm) Carton �eight(kg)

��7 7.8

�his special sake ��do �enroku� is an authentic reproduction o� a traditional Shirayuki sake recipe �rom the �do �enroku period, year 1688-1704.

�he recipe has been passed on �rom generation to generation by is �ounding �onishi Family including current company owner and 

president, Shintaro �onishi,  the 15th generation. Compared with todays� brewing techni�ues, only hal� o� the water is used �or this classic sake.

�s a result, it is meant to be a clear sake originally, however, �do �enroku sake has a lovely amber tint to it and 

this premium undiluted sake �eatures a natural sweetness.�his sake is versatile and can be enjoyed at di��erent temperatures, but it is considered

best to enjyo slightly chilled or at body temperature at 35-40℃(95-104℉).

�njoy a time machine ride and e�perience to the �do �enroku period through drinking this special sake.

     Remarks Recommended Serving
1) Junmai(純米): on the rock

style
5 ～ 10 ℃ Room �emp.

ぬる燗-warm
（40-45℃）

熱燗-hot
（50-60℃）�ade solely �rom water, rice, rice mold and yeast without brewing alcohol.

�ach product has its own uni�ue rich �lavor.

◎ 〇 〇 ◎�) �ur Sake is manu�actured in accordance with the �i�uor �a� �ct in Japan.

good paring with : Flavor and �aste chart
Dried Fruits (Fig / Risan), Nuts, Chocola, Smoked chicken, Stilton Cheese etc…

↓No other Sake brewery have been own such old recipe in such a good condition.
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�he recipe has been passed on �rom generation to generation by is �ounding �onishi Family including current company owner and 

president, Shintaro �onishi,  the 15th generation. Compared with todays� brewing techni�ues, only hal� o� the water is used �or this classic sake.
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�njoy a time machine ride and e�perience to the �do �enroku period through drinking this special sake.
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style
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↓No other Sake brewery have been own such old recipe in such a good condition.



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Prefecture   
Sake Rice  Gohyakumangoku 
Alcohol Content  17 – 18% 
Nihonshu‐Do (SMV)  +3 
Seimaibuai  55% 
Acidity  1.5 

  Fukushima, Japan 
Sake Rice  Tohoku Rice 
Alcohol Content  7% 
Nihonshu‐Do (SMV)  ‐70 
Seimaibuai  60% 
Acidity  6.5 

Prefecture   
Sake Rice  Gohyakumangoku 
Alcohol Content  17 – 18% 
Nihonshu‐Do (SMV)  +3 
Seimaibuai  55% 
Acidity  1.5 

HAKURO MUROKA JUNMAI 

 
Flavor Profile for Menu Listing 
 
Natural golden colored sake that is unfiltered and undiluted which cherishes 
the simplicity. This brings a condensed, deep flavored taste. 
 
Food Pairing Suggestion 
Chilled on the rock 
Complements to smoked salmon, sushi, sukiyaki, tempura 
 
 

HAKURO MUROKA JUNMAI 
Item# 1323 12/720ml, $268.80/cs, $22.40/unit 
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sweet 
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Best serving 
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130F 
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110F 

NINKI-ICHI SPARKLING SAKE 
JUNMAI GINJO 
 
Flavor Profile for Menu Listing 
It uses only the ingredients of rice and koji. Fermentation occurs within the 
bottle to contain its carbon dioxide, creating a “SPARKLING” sake that is 
both high quality and delicious. 
Clear with a nickel cast and a fine mousse. Aromas of white chocolate, on 
nut ume plum, and apple jelly with a fruity, frothy light body and a breezy 
pear, spiced apple and radish finish. 
 
Food Pairing Suggestion 
To enhance its elegant creamy flavor & body, do not over chill them. 
Complements to fresh oyster in shells, lobster roll, whitefish baked in salt.

NINKI-ICHI SPARKLING SAKE  
Item# 588 12/300ml, $117.00/cs, $9.75/unit 
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YAEGAKI NIGORI 
sake 

Opaque pearl white color. Aromas and flavors of buttermilk 
frosting, pineapple custard, and soursop yogurt with a fruity, 
tannic medium-to-full body and a floury rice candy, dusty road, 
potato skin, and honeyed yellow apple finish.  

Rice Grain: Yamadanishiki (Hyogo) 
Sake Meter Value: -12 

★Masterfully blended to create its premium quality that separates 
itself from the others. 
★Quoted as the “Best Nigori Sake” by the Wall Street Journal in 06. 

YAEGAKI NIGORI
Item# 515 12/720ml, $154.80/cs, $12.90 /unit 

Item# 535 12/300ml, $87.60/cs, $7.30/unit 

OKUNOMATSU TOKUBETSU 
Junmai 

SMV 0
Due to its fruity and light Koji flavor, Okunomatsu is favored by 
women. From the first sip, you will experience the superior impact 
and aftertaste of this sake. This Tokubetsu Junmai is brewed using 
only rice of which the outer 30%-40% polished away.  
Origin: Fukushima 
★ Gold Award at the 2008, 2009, 2010 U.S. National Sake Appraisal. 
★ Gold Medal, 90 points at the 2008 BTI World Wine Championships. 
★ Gold Medal & Best Buy, 92 points at the 2010 BTI World Wine Championships. 

Recommended dishes  
This sake can be enjoyed with a wide variety of foods, including 
rich foods and meats such as beef, chicken, fish, pork, duck, white 
sauces, and fried foods.  

OKUNOMATSU TOKUBETSU JUNMAI
Item# 534 6/1.8L, $225.90/cs, $37.65 /unit 
Item# 529 6/720ml, $108.90/cs, $18.15/unit 
Item# 517 12/300ml, $91.20/cs, $7.60/unit 

OKUNOMATSU 
ginjo 

SMV +4 
The moment you taste this sake, you will experience a refreshing 
Ginjo flavor that spreads throughout your mouth and leaves a 
refreshing aftertaste. Ginjo sake is known for its complexity, 
depth, range of interesting and diverse flavors and, above all, its 
balance between acidity and sweetness. 
Origin: Fukushima 
★ Gold Award at the 2008 U.S. National Sake Appraisal. 
★ Silver Medal, 88 points at the 2008, 2010 BTI World Wine Championships.

Recommended dishes  
Goes well with all types of appetizers, such as raw vegetables, as 
it will not overwhelm the flavor of the foods.  

OKUNOMATSU GINJO
Item# 544 6/1.8L, $224.10/cs, $37.35/unit 

Item# 545 6/720ml, $119.40/cs, $19.90/unit 
Item# 546 12/300ml, $102.60/cs, $8.55/unit 

 
 
 
 

Prefecture  Ehime 
Sake Rice  Matsuyamaii 
Alcohol Content  15‐16% 
Nihonshu‐Do (SMV)  +4.0 
Seimaibuai  50% 
Acidity   
Amino Acide (Umami)   

Prefecture  Chiba 
Sake Rice  Miyamanishiki 
Alcohol Content  15‐16% 
Nihonshu‐Do (SMV)  +/‐ 0.0 
Seimaibuai  54% 
Acidity  1.4 
Amino Acide (Umami)  1.0 

KINOENE YUU GA    JUNMAI GINJO 

Yamadanishiki sake rice is considered the best Sake rice. And 
the combination of Miyamanishiki and Yamadanishiki makes a 
very soft, gentle, and subtle Sake - gentle but firm taste. 
Kinoene Yuu Ga balance of flavor and fine aroma makes this 
sake appetizing with a wide variety of cuisine. It is a great Sake 
to enjoy especially at more formal settings. 

Flavor Profile for Menu Listing
Very soft, gentle and subtle Sake, gentle but firm taste. 

Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements medium flavored dishes: Broiled Anago, Spring 
roll, Shirmp & Avacado Salad.

KINOENE YUU GA JUNMAI GINJO
Item# 1275 12/720ml, $252.00/cs, $21.00/unit 
Item# 1276 12/300ml, $157.80/cs, $13.15/unit 

 

Yumetsukiyo       JUNMAI  DAIGINJO 

Made from 100% Ehime’s super premium rice “Matsuyamamii”, 
Yumetsukiyo Junmai Daiginjo is clean, light and refreshing.  With its 
delicate rice flavor and elegant aroma, it is highly popular among 
wine drinkers. 

Flavor Profile for Menu Listing
Lily on the nose with a mild flavor that complements a variety of 
dishes.

Food Pairing Suggestion
Complements wide range of dishes from simple grilled fish to spcicy 
dishes such as spicy shrimp.  Goes exceptionally well with seafood. 

YUMETSUKIYO JUNMAI DAIGINJO
Item# 1277 12/720ml, $498.60/cs, $41.55/unit 
Item# 1278 12/300ml, $183.60/cs, $15.30/unit 
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HAKURO MUROKA JUNMAI
Items # 1323 6/720ml



Net Cont. 1.8Liters.(60.8 Floz.)  Net Cont. 1.8Liters.(60.8 Floz.)  
Alcohol Cont. 15%～16% by Volume Alcohol Cont. 15%～16% by Volume
ITEM# 1301$77.10/cs, $12.85/unit ITEM#1310 $88.20/cs, $14.70/unit
   Sweet    Dry    Sweet    Dry

0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5 +6 +7 +8 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5 +6 +7 +8

Shirayuki is +5.0. Shirayuki dry is +8.0.
Acidity : 1.3 Acidity : 1.3

Enjoy taste with a delicate, slightly dry and This Sake is good matching with Sashimi(raw
natural balanced taste of Sake. fish) and light fish dishes. Clear smooth taste. 
Serve at around 45ºF, also good at 130ºF Serve at around 45ºF, also good at 130ºF
(Atsukan).  Product of Australia (Atsukan). Product of Australia

Net Cont. 1.8Liters.(60.8 Floz.)  Net Cont. 750ML(25.3 Floz.)
Alcohol Cont. 15%～16% by Volume Alcohol Cont. 15%～16% by Volume
ITEM# 1303 $116.70/cs, $19.45/unit ITEM# 1302 $95.40/cs, $7.95/unit
   Sweet    Dry    Sweet    Dry

0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5 +6 +7 +8 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5 +6 +7 +8

Shirayuki Shiboritate is +5.0. Shirayuki is +5.0.
Acidity : 1.5 Acidity : 1.3

This Sake is easy-to drink type. The name of A Sake with a delicate, slightly dry and
"SHIBORITATE" is freshly squeezed Sake. very well balanced taste.
Enjoy its taste and freshness feeling. Serve at around 45ºF.
Serve at around 45ºF. Made in Japan Product of Australia

SAKE SHIRAYUKI  DRYSAKE SHIRAYUKI

FRESH SAKE SHIRAYUKI  SHIBORITATE SAKE SHIRAYUKI

Net Cont. 1.8Liters.(60.8 Floz.)  Net Cont. 720ML(24.3 Floz.)  
Alcohol Cont. 15%～16% by Volume Alcohol Cont. 15%～16% by Volume
ITEM# 1315 $258.00/cs, $43.00/unit ITEM# 1316 $232.20/cs, $19.35/unit
   Sweet    Dry    Sweet    Dry

0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5 +6 +7 +8 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5 +6 +7 +8

Itami Morohaku is +0.5. Itami Morohaku is +0.5.
Acidity : 1.7 Acidity : 1.7

Serve at around 45ºF. Also good at a normal Serve at around 45ºF. Also good at a normal
(room) temperature. Made in Japan (room) temperature. Made in Japan

Net Cont. 300ML(10.1 Floz.) Net Cont. 180ML(6.1 Floz.)
Alcohol Cont. 12%～13% by Volume Alcohol Cont. 12%～13% by Volume
ITEM# 1312 $54.00/cs, $4.50/unit ITEM# 1313 $78.00/cs, $3.25/unit
   Sweet    Dry    Sweet    Dry

0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5 +6 +7 +8 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5 +6 +7 +8

Shirayuki Nama is +4.0. Shirayuki Nama is +4.0.
Acidity : 1.4 Acidity : 1.4

Recommend to drink in summer. Recommend to drink in summer.
Serve at around 45ºF. Made in Japan Serve at around 45ºF. Made in Japan

Drink up type of Sake. The starter of Sake 

A higher grade "Shirayuki" Sake.  Feel better 
aroma, flavor and taste (a smaller size).

FRESH SAKE SHIRAYUKI  NAMA

A higher grade "Shirayuki" Sake.  Feel better 
aroma, flavor and taste.

Drink up type of Sake. The starter of Sake 
drinkers.(Easy-to drink and finish up in one day.) drinkers.(Easy-to drink and finish up in one day.)

SHIRAYUKI SAKE  ITAMI MOROHAKU JUNMAI GINJYO

FRESH SAKE SHIRAYUKI  NAMA

SHIRAYUKI SAKE  ITAMI MOROHAKU JUNMAI GINJYO

Net Cont. 1.8Liters.(60.8 Floz.)  Net Cont. 1.8Liters.(60.8 Floz.)  
Alcohol Cont. 15%～16% by Volume Alcohol Cont. 15%～16% by Volume
ITEM# 1301$77.10/cs, $12.85/unit ITEM#1310 $88.20/cs, $14.70/unit
   Sweet    Dry    Sweet    Dry

0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5 +6 +7 +8 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5 +6 +7 +8

Shirayuki is +5.0. Shirayuki dry is +8.0.
Acidity : 1.3 Acidity : 1.3

Enjoy taste with a delicate, slightly dry and This Sake is good matching with Sashimi(raw
natural balanced taste of Sake. fish) and light fish dishes. Clear smooth taste. 
Serve at around 45ºF, also good at 130ºF Serve at around 45ºF, also good at 130ºF
(Atsukan).  Product of Australia (Atsukan). Product of Australia

Net Cont. 1.8Liters.(60.8 Floz.)  Net Cont. 750ML(25.3 Floz.)
Alcohol Cont. 15%～16% by Volume Alcohol Cont. 15%～16% by Volume
ITEM# 1303 $116.70/cs, $19.45/unit ITEM# 1302 $95.40/cs, $7.95/unit
   Sweet    Dry    Sweet    Dry

0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5 +6 +7 +8 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5 +6 +7 +8

Shirayuki Shiboritate is +5.0. Shirayuki is +5.0.
Acidity : 1.5 Acidity : 1.3

This Sake is easy-to drink type. The name of A Sake with a delicate, slightly dry and
"SHIBORITATE" is freshly squeezed Sake. very well balanced taste.
Enjoy its taste and freshness feeling. Serve at around 45ºF.
Serve at around 45ºF. Made in Japan Product of Australia

SAKE SHIRAYUKI  DRYSAKE SHIRAYUKI

FRESH SAKE SHIRAYUKI  SHIBORITATE SAKE SHIRAYUKI

Net Cont. 1.8Liters.(60.8 Floz.)  Net Cont. 720ML(24.3 Floz.)  
Alcohol Cont. 15%～16% by Volume Alcohol Cont. 15%～16% by Volume
ITEM# 1315 $258.00/cs, $43.00/unit ITEM# 1316 $232.20/cs, $19.35/unit
   Sweet    Dry    Sweet    Dry

0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5 +6 +7 +8 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5 +6 +7 +8

Itami Morohaku is +0.5. Itami Morohaku is +0.5.
Acidity : 1.7 Acidity : 1.7

Serve at around 45ºF. Also good at a normal Serve at around 45ºF. Also good at a normal
(room) temperature. Made in Japan (room) temperature. Made in Japan

Net Cont. 300ML(10.1 Floz.) Net Cont. 180ML(6.1 Floz.)
Alcohol Cont. 12%～13% by Volume Alcohol Cont. 12%～13% by Volume
ITEM# 1312 $54.00/cs, $4.50/unit ITEM# 1313 $78.00/cs, $3.25/unit
   Sweet    Dry    Sweet    Dry

0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5 +6 +7 +8 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5 +6 +7 +8

Shirayuki Nama is +4.0. Shirayuki Nama is +4.0.
Acidity : 1.4 Acidity : 1.4

Recommend to drink in summer. Recommend to drink in summer.
Serve at around 45ºF. Made in Japan Serve at around 45ºF. Made in Japan

Drink up type of Sake. The starter of Sake 

A higher grade "Shirayuki" Sake.  Feel better 
aroma, flavor and taste (a smaller size).

FRESH SAKE SHIRAYUKI  NAMA

A higher grade "Shirayuki" Sake.  Feel better 
aroma, flavor and taste.

Drink up type of Sake. The starter of Sake 
drinkers.(Easy-to drink and finish up in one day.) drinkers.(Easy-to drink and finish up in one day.)

SHIRAYUKI SAKE  ITAMI MOROHAKU JUNMAI GINJYO

FRESH SAKE SHIRAYUKI  NAMA

SHIRAYUKI SAKE  ITAMI MOROHAKU JUNMAI GINJYO

Net Cont. 300ML(10.1 Floz.) Net Cont. 300ML(10.1 Floz.)
Alcohol Cont. 15%～16% by Volume Alcohol Cont. 15%～16% by Volume
ITEM# 1314 $88.80/cs, $7.40/unit ITEM# 1304 $86.40/cs, $3.60/unit
   Sweet    Dry    Sweet    Dry

0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5 +6 +7 +8 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5 +6 +7 +8

   Shirayuki Junmai Ginjyo is +3.0. Reishu Shirayuki is +5.0.
   Acidity : 1.5 Acidity : 1.3

Use carefully selected rice for rich taste, Speciallly designed for Cold Sake drinkers.
flavor and aroma. The upper class Sake. Drink with Sushi, Sashimi(Raw fish) and 
Serve at around 45ºF. Also good at a normal Tempura, etc. for all occasion.
(room) temperature. Made in Japan Serve at around 45ºF. Product of Australia

Net Cont. 300ML(10.1 Floz.) Net Cont. 300ML(10.1 Floz.)
Alcohol Cont. 15%～16% by Volume Alcohol Cont. 12%～13% by Volume
ITEM# 1318 $64.80/cs, $5.40/unit ITEM# 1317 $71.40/cs $5.95/300ml
   Sweet    Dry    Sweet    Dry

0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5 +6 +7 +8 -30

Classic Shirayuki is +3.0. Kinugasumi is -30.0.
Acidity : 1.6 Acidity : 1.0

Old fashion type of taste and aroma Sake. Two way of taste can be feel, clear(regular),
Reserve hundreds of secret. and Sake lees made from roughly filtered.
Serve at around 45ºF. Made in Japan Serve at around 45ºF. Made in Japan

SAKE REISHU SHIRAYUKI

SHIRAYUKI NIGORI SAKE KINUGASUMI

SAKE SHIRAYUKI  JUNMAI GINJYO

SAKE CLASSIC SHIRAYUKI

Net Cont. 180ML(6.1 Floz.) Net Cont. 1.8Liters.(60.8 Floz.)  
Alcohol Cont. 13%～14% by Volume Alcohol Cont. 15%～16% by Volume
ITEM#1305 $46.00/cs, $2.30/unit ITEM# 1309 $149.10/cs, $24.85/unit
   Sweet    Dry    Sweet    Dry

0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5 +6 +7 +8 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5 +6 +7 +8

Shirayuki is +3.0. Onino Kanbai is +6.0
Acidity : 1.4 Acidity : 1.4

Serve at around 45ºF. Also good at a normal Serve at around 45ºF, also good at 130ºF
(room) and tepid temperature. Made in Japan (Atsukan). Made in Japan.

Net Cont. 720ML(24.3 Floz.)  
Alcohol Cont. 15%～16% by Volume
ITEM# 1322 $101.70/cs, $16.95/unit
   Sweet    Dry

0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5 +6 +7 +8

Shirayuki AKA Fuji Junmai is +2.0.
Acidity : 

SHIRAYUKI SAKE  ONINO KANBAISAKE SHIRAYUKI

The orthodox type of SAKE for drink up type.
(Easy-to drink and finish up in one day.)

This sake is dry type sake.
Enjoy its pleasant aroma and delicious dry taste.

SHIRAYUKI SAKE AKA FUJI JUNMAI 

Origin: Hyogo
Serve at around 45ºF. Made in Japan

Net Cont. 300ML(10.1 Floz.) Net Cont. 300ML(10.1 Floz.)
Alcohol Cont. 15%～16% by Volume Alcohol Cont. 15%～16% by Volume
ITEM# 1314 $88.80/cs, $7.40/unit ITEM# 1304 $86.40/cs, $3.60/unit
   Sweet    Dry    Sweet    Dry

0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5 +6 +7 +8 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5 +6 +7 +8

   Shirayuki Junmai Ginjyo is +3.0. Reishu Shirayuki is +5.0.
   Acidity : 1.5 Acidity : 1.3

Use carefully selected rice for rich taste, Speciallly designed for Cold Sake drinkers.
flavor and aroma. The upper class Sake. Drink with Sushi, Sashimi(Raw fish) and 
Serve at around 45ºF. Also good at a normal Tempura, etc. for all occasion.
(room) temperature. Made in Japan Serve at around 45ºF. Product of Australia

Net Cont. 300ML(10.1 Floz.) Net Cont. 300ML(10.1 Floz.)
Alcohol Cont. 15%～16% by Volume Alcohol Cont. 12%～13% by Volume
ITEM# 1318 $64.80/cs, $5.40/unit ITEM# 1317 $71.40/cs $5.95/300ml
   Sweet    Dry    Sweet    Dry

0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5 +6 +7 +8 -30

Classic Shirayuki is +3.0. Kinugasumi is -30.0.
Acidity : 1.6 Acidity : 1.0

Old fashion type of taste and aroma Sake. Two way of taste can be feel, clear(regular),
Reserve hundreds of secret. and Sake lees made from roughly filtered.
Serve at around 45ºF. Made in Japan Serve at around 45ºF. Made in Japan

SAKE REISHU SHIRAYUKI

SHIRAYUKI NIGORI SAKE KINUGASUMI

SAKE SHIRAYUKI  JUNMAI GINJYO

SAKE CLASSIC SHIRAYUKI

Net Cont. 180ML(6.1 Floz.) Net Cont. 1.8Liters.(60.8 Floz.)  
Alcohol Cont. 13%～14% by Volume Alcohol Cont. 15%～16% by Volume
ITEM#1305 $46.00/cs, $2.30/unit ITEM# 1309 $149.10/cs, $24.85/unit
   Sweet    Dry    Sweet    Dry

0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5 +6 +7 +8 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5 +6 +7 +8

Shirayuki is +3.0. Onino Kanbai is +6.0
Acidity : 1.4 Acidity : 1.4

Serve at around 45ºF. Also good at a normal Serve at around 45ºF, also good at 130ºF
(room) and tepid temperature. Made in Japan (Atsukan). Made in Japan.

Net Cont. 720ML(24.3 Floz.)  
Alcohol Cont. 15%～16% by Volume
ITEM# 1322 $101.70/cs, $16.95/unit
   Sweet    Dry

0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5 +6 +7 +8

Shirayuki AKA Fuji Junmai is +2.0.
Acidity : 

SHIRAYUKI SAKE  ONINO KANBAISAKE SHIRAYUKI

The orthodox type of SAKE for drink up type.
(Easy-to drink and finish up in one day.)

This sake is dry type sake.
Enjoy its pleasant aroma and delicious dry taste.

SHIRAYUKI SAKE AKA FUJI JUNMAI 

Origin: Hyogo
Serve at around 45ºF. Made in Japan

SASAGASUMI



  
 
 
 
 
 

Prefecture  
Sake Rice Non-glutinous rice 
Alcohol Content 9% 
Nihonshu-Do (SMV)  
Seimaibuai  
Acidity  
Amino Acide (Umami) 1.3-2.3 

Prefecture Kochi 
Sake Rice Gin No Yume 

Alcohol Content 16% 
Nihonshu-Do (SMV) +6.5 

Seimaibuai  
Acidity  

Amino Acide (Umami) N/A 

SUIGEI KOIKU 54 Junmai Ginjo  
 
This premium Junmai Ginjo from Suigei Brewery is brewed with 
Kochi Prefecture’s original Sake rice “Gin No Yume”. Its inherent 
taste, which speaks vlumes about the quality of its raw ingredients, 
is dry yet carries a discernable solidity. Savor this mixture of 
umami-filled, refreshing acidic brew – chilled with a meal. 
 
Food Pairing Suggestion 
Complements any fish dishes. 

SUIGEI KOIKU 54 JUNMAI GINJO 
Item# 1562 12/720ml, $287.40/cs, $23.95/unit 

 

AKAZAKE MIRIN 
  
 
Akazake Mirin differs from other cooking wines because of its 
slightly alkaline nature. The alkalinity prevents proteins from 
hardening. This keeps meats and fish tender, and gives a light and 
soft finish to the dish, a unique character of Akazake Mirin. The 
alcohol that is infused in it through the orinical fermentation process 
allows for the Umami and flavor to penetrate deep into the 
ingredients.   
 
Food Pairing Suggestion 
Complements meat dishes; fish dishes. 
 
 
 
 

AKAZAKE MIRIN 
Item# 1569 6/1.8L, $100.50/cs, $16.75/unit 

 

CO‐HO IMPORTS WASHINGTON

CO - HO IMPORTS IDAHO

CO - HO OREGON
7758 SW NIMBUS AVE #10/J BEAVERTON, OR 97008
PHONE: 503.980.8949

12414 HWY 99 STE 17 EVERETT, WA 98204
PHONE: 425.353.4100 FAX: 425.353.4139

750 W Appleway Ave #3188 Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814
PHONE: 208.971.8887

A local address:
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